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Editorial 
HE new l TniYersity is a threadharc 
theme. Perhaps it is, or has 
been. so, because as yet it has 
r.emained Yery much of a chim-
era for sceptical undergraduates. 
How.ever, we know now that plans have 
been drawn up; the foundation stone is to 
be 1airl in Centenary \Yeck ... :\fontrs 
parh1rinnt .... 
H were too much to hope that this un -
due precipitancy continue; "·e must await 
the next momentous step with fitting 
patience. A dignifi.ed and stately pro · 
gress may be slow, but it is at least im · 
prcssiYc. 'l'he obstacles in its path, though 
perhaps not many, are nevertheless most 
.discouraging. ·what will be cncount.erccl 
is not any acti,·e resistance, but the stolid 
amorphous ref;istarice of amused indiffer-
ence. 
Tt may be not altogether profitless to 
speculat.e on the causes of this lack of 
public interest. "The State's educational 
centre,'' "the home rof learning,'' and 
slog ans such as these are ""'\V ords, words, 
words'' for a public which has no further 
point of contact with the University than 
the fact that people they know are stu-
dents there. The Boat Club and the 
Procession mo1n.entarily bring the under-
graduates before its notice; graduates 
also, it has been said, are further links. 
'Social fonctions, again, often attract 
.attention from some of the dancing pub-
lie, who not seldom constitute half the 
numb.er present at dances held in aid of 
Yarious UniYersity clubs. 
But the effects these produce are small. 
Apart from the Senate, the multifarious 
actiYitics of " ·hich bring it so prominently 
into the limelight, perhaps th.e most im-
portant connection between the UniYcr-
sity and that part of the public from 
which monetary assistance can he hoped 
for, is formed by those memb.ers of th e 
UniYersity who are consulted and em -
ployed on problems of Stat.e and technical 
importance by the Government and 
manufacturing firms; in other "·ords. 
chiefly members of the Staff. 
'l'he influence the undergraduates em1 
wirld in this rnattrr, except for th.c hin -
drance, is practically nil compare<1 with 
that which could be exercised b.\' these 
people. ·whether it is 1hong-ht that 1he 
lrnilcling of our futur.e home he dependent 
mainl~· on Government or public support. 
the Staff can play one of the most impor-
tant parts in approaching- either. Some of 
the Staff are members of thr Senate. 
'l'hos.e who are not, it will be said, can do 
little unless they are more directly con-
nected with that body than by the fact 
of their being lecturers and professors. 
Should, t h.en, the tortuous workings of 
that complex mechanism be conceivabl>· 
hastened, a powerful ally awaits the Sen-
ate in what all hope will be a direct step 
towards the raising of fundf; . 
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The 0. T. Idea of God and the Materialist 
Conception of History. 
-within the last 50 years a number of 
scholars have applied to the Bible the 
methods of literary and historical critic-
ism, and with the help of their results it is 
possible to reconstruct the main outlines 
of the dev.elopment of the Jewish religion 
to the time of Jesus Christ. 'l'he out-
standing feature of that development is 
perhaps the belief in a p.ersonal mono-
theism, that is, the belief, that one and 
only one god controls and orders the uni-
verse, and that this one god is of such a 
kind that h.e can and does takes definite 
action on behalf of men and women, and 
that it is he and not man who take<; the 
initiatin in these acts. 
Many Christians, eYen among those 
who accept the results of mod.em bib lica 1 
criticism, believe that the .Jews reached 
personal monotheism as a result of the 
rev.elations given by God to certain men. 
chiefly the prophet;;. They very often 
admit that the god of other peoples ex-
ists merely as an idea, and that this idea 
deYeloped out of the conditions of thosr 
peonles, but they resolutely deny that the 
conditions of th.e Hebrew peoples can ac-
count for 1he development of the idea of 
their god. This article maintain's that the 
idea of God which developed among the 
Herr.cw peoples can be explainrd in terms 
of the:r geographical and historical con-
ditiom or factors: in other words. that 
the Materialist C'onception of History is 
true not merely for the development of 
the i<lea of God amon!!' the Egyptians, to 
take just one example. but also for the 
deYelopment of the idea of God among 
the Hebrews. 
The details of the origin of the Hebrew 
peoples arc still wrapped in obscurit.'-, but 
most competent scholars agree that orig-
inalh- th.ey 'nrc nomadic Semitic tribes 
who· pastiired their flocks and herds on 
the north and north-west fringe of the 
Arabian desert. Their methods of pro-
duction were simple, and they liv.ed chiefly 
on the flesh and milk of their animals : 
institutions were of the patriarchal type. 
and they were organised on th.e clan 
pa sis; from time to time owing to scarcity 
of pasture the clans federated into tribes 
and invaded th.e more prosperou;; agricul-
tural and commercial civilisations which 
lay to the north and north-west. All tha 
members of . the tribes were supposed to 
be related by blood, and as a result each 
tribe had a god who also was supposed 
to be related by blood to the tribal mem-
bers. 'l'he functions of this god were 
conceived of in accordance with the geo· 
g-raphical and historical conditions 0f the 
tribe. He gave lif.e to the flocks and 
herds ; he caused the grass to grow; he 
sent the rain and caused the lightning and 
thunder; he led the tribes to victory in, 
war; h.e hated and despised everything 
tainted with a settled life; he hated town;; . 
he despised cultivation; he refused offf'r-
ings of any products other than the pro-
ducts of the nomadic pastoral tribes of 
th.e desert. 
During the twelfth and thirteenth cen-
turies B.C. these Hebrew tribes invaded 
Canaan, ''"hich was afterwards called 
Palestine. The p.eriod of conquest was 
long and difficult; in fact there was a 
continuous series of wars, first against the 
C'anaanites and then against the Philis-
tines, who migrated from Crete and in -
rnded the south-w.est of Palestine in the 
latter half of the twelfth century B.C. 
Both the Philistines and the Canaanite;;; 
were highly ciYilised. and it was not until 
the earl.'' part of the tenth century B .C. 
that the Hebrew tribes under DaYid man-
aged to defeat all their enemies and were 
able to settle down in peace to their new 
life in Palestine. This period may be 
termed the period of conquest and lasted 
from about 1400 to 960 B.C. 
The tribes had formed th.emselves into 
a federation for the invasion and gradu-
ally the federation adopted as its go!l 
the god of the Kenites, one of the be.~: 
fighting tribes. This god was called 
Yahweh, which is sometimes wrongly 
written as Jehovah, and translated in the 
Old Testament by LORD as distinct from 
Lord. 
The material conditions of this period 
consisted of almost constant wars be-
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iween nomadic tribes of the deserts and 
hills, tribes "·ho knew not th.e arts of 
civilisation, and agricultural and trading 
peoples who had a long period of civilisa-
tio11 behind them. These conditions gave 
rise to the specific idea of god prevalent 
.among the Hebre,vs in this period. 'l'he 
members of the tribe were still related 
by blood, and Yahweh was still the gou 
of the Hebrews and the Hebrews alone. 
Peoples of different blood had their own 
gods, and these gods were as real as 
Yahw.eh. :Moreover, each god lived only 
in the territory of his people. 'l'his belief 
is known as the belief in Henotheism, e.g., 
in Judges XI, 24, when J ephthah bids hi8 
mess.engers say to the king of the Am-
monites: "\Vilt not thou possess that 
which Chemosh thy god giveth thee to 
possess?'' he only gives expression to this 
belief in Henotheism. A similar con-
ception underlies Samuel XXVI, 19, 
where David's language implies that ban. 
ishment means that he will have to give 
up the senice of Yahweh for that of 
the gods into whose territory he is 
driY.en. The 'rnr conditiom; intensified 
the conception of Yahweh as a war-god. 
All throngh the stories which have come 
down to ns, and now lie embedded in the 
Books of ,Judges, Samuel, and the early 
chapt.ers of Kings, Yahweh is a war-god, 
who insists on tribal solidarity for pm-
poses of war. The song of Deborah in 
.Judges V, is especially interesting; .in 
this connection, for it shows clearly the 
conc.eption of Yahweh both flS l wa r-g·o<l 
and also as still dwelling in Sinai th~ 
original home of the Kenites. Th(• war 
·Conditions rendered it necessary that 
every member of the Hebrew tribe,; ~,honlcl 
have no scruples about lovJ of one's 
enemies, and Yahweh also had no surh 
scruples. The enemies of the Hebrew:-> 
are Yahweh's enemies, and Yahweh or-
dered his people to butcher them, includ-
ing the women and children. .Tael, the 
Xenite woman, was blessed hrcause she 
treacherously slew Sisera, the captain 
of the Canaanites (cf. Judges IV., 17-
24, and V, 24-27) 
These are but f,ew of the nurnerou.~ 
examples which show clearly that 
during the period of invasion or 
eonquest, the Hebrews conceived of 
God as a war-god of the tribes, and Oll e 
whose character was determined by tlw 
necessities arising out of the material 
conditions of the time. 
By the end of DaYicl's reigll about !)60 
B.C., the Ilebrc"·s were in complete pos-
session of Palestine; the Egyptian po1Hr 
had d.eclinecl, and the Syrian and Ass~Tian 
powers had not yet reasserted tlH·m-
scl;-es. 'l'his period may be called th» 
period of prosperity and extension. anLl 
lasted from the elld of DaYid',; 'relign 
clown to a fe\\· y.ears after the end of the 
reign of .Jeroboam TT. that is. from ahont 
960 to 738 B.U. 
\Vhen the Hebrews settled clmrn in 
Palestine they began to assimilate th.e 
arts of civilization from the Canaanites. 
and before long they were engaged in 
agriculture, industry, and commerc.e. 
In this way their material conclitiom were 
revolutionized. 
As industry and trade developed, 
socieh' became divided into two classes. 
01! tlie one hand there developed a capit-
alist class which gradually got posses-
sion of the means of production and 
exchange, viz., the land, the emporiums, 
and the caraYans, and on the other hanrl 
the small peasants and workrrs, who were 
more and more thrown into economic 
dependence on the first class. In this 
way the conditions of production >verl· 
transformed from those of equality to 
those of economic dependence, and tht> 
class struggle arose and developed. Then· 
were now two classes with irrcconcilabk 
interests; on the one hand there wa;:; tlw 
capitalist class, who song·ht to increa:->c 
its share of the surplus products, and in 
consequence had to oppress the peasants 
and "·orkers; on the other hand there 
were the peasants and workers who stroYe 
to escape from the yoke of opprrssion. 
but only found themselves more clcepl~· 
involved in the fundamental contradic-
tions of the capitalist system. 
'l'he o·ulf between the two classes was cnlarge~l by the numerous wars which 
were fought during this period, partly 
to defend the surplus value of the capit-
ali8ts. but mainly to extend their sphcrr 
for the ·appropriation of surplus valnP. 
The burdens of these wars fell most 
heavily on the shoulders of the small 
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peasant freeholders who gradually got so 
deeply in debt that they had to hand 
themsehes over to their creditors and 
wer0 very often sold into shvery to the 
slave trading nations around. 
It was owing to the class struggle 
during the reign of 8olomon and his 
son that the Pnited Kingdom of the 
Hebrews split up into the kingdoms of 
Judah and Israel; but no sooner had this 
split taken place than the class struggle 
again became intense in each of the two 
new kingdomr-;. 'l'he material conditions, 
then, of this period of prosperity ancl ex-
pansion rriay be said to consist of a devel-
oping agricultural and trading commu-
nity with its inevitable division into tw0 
irreconcilable classes and its inevitablr 
dnotion to militarism. 
And it was these material conditions 
and not some supernatural being whirh 
irnve rise to the new conceptions of Yah-
"'Ph. Yahweh , g'Od of the nomadic; pas-
toral tribes. and Yahweh. g'Od of the 
invading· hordes of nomads, was entireh 
nnfitted to perform the fnnrtions re;_ 
quired of the g'Od of an ag'ricultnral and 
trading people. 'l'hese functions, however. 
could be iwrformed by the Canaanite 
Baal. 'l'his god. conceived of in terms of 
the environment. was able to give life to 
the vin0. and the olive: he rnabl0d men to 
make ornarnrnts of gold, silver. and 
fr r11'y; he was a g'Ocl of plenty, of lnxnry. 
and was ::i ble to satisfy the needs of the 
new cla'" rif capitalists who became more 
oppressive and more parasitic every clay. 
The capitalists and their fawning' follow-
ers. therefor.e, broke awa:v from the old 
worship of Yahweh, the austere god of 
the desert; either they turned openly to 
Baal , or else th.e~' worshipped Baal under 
the name of Yahweh. One has only to 
read the genuine stories of the work of 
Elijah and the genuine utterances of th.e 
eighth century prophets Amos, Hosea, 
Isaiah, and Micah, to see not only how 
greatly th.e material conditions had 
changed since the p.eriods of nomadism 
and conquest, but also how, correspond-
ing to this change, the conception of the'r 
god had changed also. All these prophets 
denounce the class oppression of thP 
period, and the new agricultural ancl 
trading conceptions of the god which luwe 
developed. 
And in the earlier writings of these 
same proph.ets can be seen another con-
ception of Yahweh as the god of the 0p. 
pressed, the g·ocl who despises all the 
ceremonial, ritual, and feast days whic11 
are part of the cult of a god of an aµTi-
cultural and trading people. In this 'nl.'' 
the oppressi\·e conditions of the peasants 
and workers gave rise to the idea of Yah-
weh as a god who Jo,·es social righteous-
ness and simplicity of life. A few quota-
tions from lsaiah must suffic.e to illustrate 
this, although numerous others will strike 
the reader who carefully studies the 
eighth century prophets. V. 8: " '\\'oe 
unto them that join house to house. that 
laJ- field to fi.eld, till there be 110 room, 
and ye be made to dwell a 10110 in tlie 
midst of thr Janel." X. 1-2: "\\'oe unto 
them that decree unrighteous decrees. 
and to the writers that write perverse-
ness. to turn aside the needy from juclg-
ment, and to take a\rny the right of the 
poor of my people, that w·idows may br 
their spoil. and that they ma>' make the 
fath.erless their prey." 
It is on account of such oppressin ac-
tions that Yahweh "will smite with a 
scab the crown of the head of the daugh-
ters of Zion, and the LORD will lay bare 
their secret parts. In that day the Lord 
will take away the brav,ery of their 
ankles, etc." (TH. 17-24.) 
About the middle of the eighth century 
B.C .. hmYever. the Assyrian power began 
to reast:Prt itself, and by 732 BJ'. the 
Syrian pmver "·as crush.ed. From now 
on until the encl of the seventh century 
Assyria was almost constantly supreme 
in south-west Asia. Thus by 732 B.C. the 
two kingdoms were thrown into th.e whirl 
of world politics; their period of pros-
perity and expansion came to an end and 
a period of decline followed. In 72] 
Israel, the north.ern kingdom fell, and 
many of its inhabitants were taken away 
as slaves to Assyria. Twenty years later 
.Judah, the southern kingdom, was also 
ravaged and many of its inhabitants were 
taken away captive. Judah, however, 
managed to struggle on for the next cen-
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tury and a quarter, hut her end was in-
evitable. Tn 6,06 B.C. Babylonia suc-
ce.eded Ass.'·ria as supreme pO\Yer in 
south-wrst Asia, and by ;)86 B.C. Jeru-
salem was captured, the .J ndaean king-· 
dom destroyed, and many of the inhabit-
.ants taken a\rny into captivity. The per-
iod of decline, then, may be consiclered 
.as lastiug from 732-586 B.C'. 'l'he most 
important of the material conditions of 
the llebrew kingdoms during this period 
" ·as ancient imperialism, with its con-
comitant wars and enslaycment of the 
two kingdoms; and it was this anci.<in1 
imperialism. of which Israel an<l .Tndah 
were the ,·ictims, tl~at g<iYe risr to thr 
idea that Yahweh controll ed not only the 
Hebrews, but also the nations who op-
pressed th.em. This new rlHelopment 
can be traced in the writings of Amos. 
Isaiah, and Jeremiah; and it is important 
to notic e that each of these prophets 
wrote at times when th.eir countries were 
faced with almost certain d.estrnetion. 
Amos wrote "·hen the first .. \ss.'rrian in-
vasion menaced Israel, just prior to th,, 
destruction of Israel by 8argon of Ass.'·ria 
in 721 B.C'.; Isaiah gaYe expr.ession .to his 
co11ccptions at the time that Sennacherih 
of Assyria was ravaging· .Judah just be-
fore 701 B.C.; and the period of .frre-
miah 's activity coincided with the de-
struction of Judah by Nebuchadnezzar of 
Babylon in 586 B.C. 
Amos in chapter TX. 7. breaks complete-
ly from the old conception of Yahweh as 
god of the H ebrews only. "Are .''~ n.ot 
as the negroes, the chilclr.en of Etluopia. 
unto me, 0 children of Israel? saith Yah-
,1-ch. Diel not T bring nn Israel ont of 
Eo·vpt? Yes, and the Phistines from {';~te , and the Syrians from Kir.' ' How-
ew:ir Amos " ·as in the transitional stage, 
.and 'sometimes falls back into the olrl w;i,1· 
of conceiving Yahweh. Tn TH. 2. he says. 
speaking- for Yahweh to the Tseaelites: 
"You only have I kno\\·n of all th.e fam-
ilies of the earth. 'l'herefore T will pnn-
ish yon for your iniquitiPs." 
Isaiah sees in Assyria Hidencc of Yah-
weh's activitv: " Tn thr same day shall 
Yahw.eh sha,:e "·ith a ra;-;or that· is hil'ed 
-viz., the king of Assyria- the head and 
the hair of the feet, and it shall also 
cons ume the beard" (VTI. 20). So. too , 
(X. ;)-15), Yahweh, addressing the Assy-
rian as "the rod of mine anger, th.e <;taff 
in whose hand is mine indignation,'' goes 
on to say that he will use Assyria to pun-
ish .Jerusalem, and then will puni;;h Assy-
ria because she does not gi.v.~ him the 
credit of her Yictorie<; . 
Before Jeremiah's time the people b.e-
licYCd that Yahweh dwelt in his own land, 
ruore esp.ecially in the temple of Jerusa-
lem. and that he would not allow the 
temple to be destroyed becaus.e it was his 
house. Tt is this common belief which 
.Jeremiah attacks in VII. -+: '"J'rnst ~·e not 
in lying words, saying, the temple of 
Yahweh, the temple of Yahweh, the tem-
ple of Yahweh, are these." 'l'h.e inva-
sions of the Babylonians forced .Jeremiah 
to conclude that ,Judah's days were num-
bered, and that ,Jerusalem and the frm-
plc would he destroyed. So, out of his 
ex periences, which were but the products 
of the ma t.eri al co11 clition s, J cremiah took 
a fnrther step in developing the idea of 
god. Yahweh was no longer confined to 
his temple; he himself would destroy it: 
''therefore will I do unto the house. 
which is called by my name. wherein .'' C 
trust . as I have done to Shiloh'' 
(VTI. 14-); and the context shows that cle>i-
truction is meant. 'l'he foundation was 
laicl for the development of full and com-
plete monotheism, but this development 
could not take place before the material 
conditions of the .exile had come into (•X-
istencc. 
A further development of this perio<l 
of the decline, howe1·er, must be touched 
upon, before the essay has been brouµ·ht 
fully up to that poi11t (the period of tlt0 
Exile), whc11 a comp lete form of mono-
theism became acceptable. This ll'as tht· 
importai11· motion that Yahweh could haP' 
dealings with individuals apart from. and 
in addition to, the tribes to which tli<',,. 
he longed. Such a conception of man ·s 
relation with the supernatural Being \\'as 
mainlv the work of JTo~.ea and .Jrrerniah; 
and "the experiences that finally drove 
them to such a c011clnsion are Yer>' plai11l.1· 
bnt the particnlar way i11 ll'hich 1l1P;;0 
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two men were inflaenced as individuals 
by the general material conditions of the 
time. 
So that Jhe Hebrew peoples were pre-
pared during this age of transition to 
react more ful ly to the material condi-
tions that were to constitute their envir-
omnent during the period of exile. But 
the treatment of the complex interaction 
of such an cnYironment and the basic 
id.ea of Yahweh which the tribes already 
had must be left until the next issue·. 
Sufficient it is, for the present, to keep 
clearly before us the notion that the de-
velopment of this higher (or later) phase 
of the Semitic religion can be interpreted 
in the light of a changing, material en-
Yironment just as easily and just as 
clearly as the lower (in point of time) or 
barbarous phase. Unfortunately, too, 
many scholars are apt to forg.et this; and 
seemingly unaware of their own inconsist-
ency, apply such a method to the carlie1· 
phases and refuse to se.e its significance 
when appl ied to the latter. 
F. W. P. 
--$*- --
" De F eminis." 
' ' l l 11 ,_,. a pas d 'homme nrcessairc ' '-
lw that as it may, there are men long 
since mingled with the common dust 
whose deeds and aspirations we can 11.eYer 
forget. 'l'welve months have elapse<l 
since th.e immortal part of my friend. 
::\Iajor Luke Silley, left this earth, to take 
an honourable place amonf!: the Mil!;hty 
Onrs who had gone b.eforc him. B~- the 
life he accompfo;hed, and his contribu-
tions to contemporary literature, he too 
has erect.eel a monument more enduring 
than bronze. 
He well-nig·h worshipped the truly 
gr<>at, remaining to the last a fenent ad· 
mirer of Henry VUT. and Bucephalus. 
His connubial experiments. like thos.e of 
his Tudor idol, were \'Cl',\' disappointing: 
t hricc married, he lost his first wife in a 
TJondon fog, and the other two in the 
Queensland Divorce Courts. Ts it strange 
then. that tmrnrds the end of a long and 
ehcqLtercd career, he became an embit-
terrd misop:ynist? 'l'o illustrate this last 
phase of his life 1 have selcctrd from onr 
of his volumes ( in which he trac.es the 
relation between the Sewerage S~·stem 
nmler Sennacherib and thr (~ueenslarnl 
Fish Shops ) a chapter entitled "Women 
and IIiston·.'' I.Jct me quote a few ex-
tracts. 
"Tf we accept as corr.ect the statement 
that ·woman is only a recreation. the oh-
Yious inference is that Solomon must 
have been an abnormally playful potcn ~ 
tat.e. But it is true that the pages of His-
tory are filled l\Tith the deeds of men-
warriors, monarchs, and statesmen, 
·women are introduced occasionally to 
supply a little comic relief, or to illus-
trate the weaknesses of the world's 
heroes ..... From the dawn of civilisa-
tion. legends, too, have relegated the fe-
male to an inferior place. Venus, for ex-
ampl.e, is represented merely as a mutnal 
friend of those glorified rours who dwelt 
on Olympus; and Juno is usually dis-
coYered peeping through the ancient 
equivalent of a keyhole, while Zeus 
discussed the prospects of the nectar crop 
with the latest object of his godlike af. 
fection .... Lady Godiva 's progrrss 
through Coventry may have been stimu-
lating, but the who1e incident sounds 
rather foolish. 
Let us .emerge into the clearer light of 
History and consider for a moment the 
influence exercised bY women over the 
world's great.est men: 'l'hc captiYating 
Creole Citoyenne Beauharnais may have 
stirrecl the pulses of that be"·ildered little 
Corsican in Vendemiaire, year IV.; but 
as Mme. Bonaparte she could never play 
th.e game fairly, and was continually in 
the way. Debts, flirtations and systematic 
spying irritated her flighty spouse, until 
the day came when a particularl:v well-
staged frn' oon was of no aYail and an 
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Austrian took her place. Th.e younger 
P itt was probably interested in eigh-
teenth century barmaids, but only in 
t h eir official capacity. Charlemagne's 
female relations appear to have been the 
only obstacles to his canonization by a 
<>Tateful Papacy. As for King David, 
;ell, we know the moral skid he suffered 
th roug-h the foolish (cYen if hygienic) 
action of Bath-Sh.eba, spouse of Uriah 
the Hittite. Think of unhappy Dantoll , 
whose affection for a mere female caused 
h im to neg-lect public affairs until an 
all iance hct"·.een lynx-eyed "'.\faximilia11 
and the chaste l\fme. Guillotine had re-
moYcd another traitor to the cause of the 
Republic, One and JncliYisibl.e .... Evrn 
whrn a woman has attemptrcl to perform 
an extraordinary act, th.e ridiculons 
clement someho\\· apprars. Charlotte 
C'orday 's intentions may ha Ye hcrn per-
fectlv sincere, but to stab an ug-ly half-
hr eed like 1\farat in his bath was cer-
tainly carrying- the joke too far. 
1£ "Hell hath no fury like a woman 
scorned," is it possibl:v becans.e the 
Satan ic king-dom was nr\'er intended t.) 
be the abode of mediocrity? Has Eve, 
ancient and modern, usually taken a back 
seat in public affairs simply because she 
has not the wherewithal to purchase a 
s.eat in the front stalls? 
. .... And thus Clio sums up her les-
son to the daughters of Earth, whose in-
nate tenderness of heart is too often 
liidden beneath much noise and an appal-
ling- deposit of paint and powder. 'IJook 
charming-, little ones, and act modestly; 
do not object when your playful escort 
tenderly .en cleavours to strang-le you, but 
be kind to him. 'Ti;; he and his brothers 
who have made life worth living- down 
theTe. Tt i;; for you to buckle on his ar-
mour, darn his socks, mend his unmen-
tionables, examine his pockets, and 
search his coat for hair of an alien hu e. 
Tn retu.rn he will always b.e chivalrous to 
YOH, in street and tram car a like. and he 
;nav allow von occasionally to takr par t 
in discussio~s afl to the Riµ-hts and PriYi-
leg-es of \Vomen.'" 
(Here 1 h.e chapter suddrn ly closes.) 
"SIMON CALLED SIMPLE." 
Poet and Pedant. 
Across your breasts the last silk ramparts 
fall 
And cru mble in the shadows at your feet. 
So swift, so silently, you yie lded, sweet, 
That I cou ld swear you were not clothed at 
all, 
But only left the shadow of the wall. 
Your breast against my bed-how little 
meet.-
Like moonlight in a fetid city street, 
Or prayer a n d silence in a harlot's hall. 
Ah! that the coverlets caressing thee 
·were s ilk and lace spread between posts 
so high, 
That they might be pillars of heaven! I 
·would come to thee, trembling for life, dear 
heart, 
Fearing the night and sky would burst aparL, 
And show God frowning jealously on me. 
B. C. P. 
12 May, 1924 . 
Art and Life. 
''A 1·1 for Art's sa k c.'' is a pit ras.e "-c 
of1e11 hl·1u repeated these da.'·s. and it has 
evoked a good deal of host ik critirism. 
One man whom we lrnYe rend declares you 
might just as \Yell sn_,-. "l<'ootbnll for thP 
r-:ake of the ba 11." hut it will he evident 
to an.'·one "·ith the smallest rlcgTel' of in-
sight that in 1his case thr analog·.'· is in 
rralit.'· no analog.'· at all. 
rro ns 1he idra ol' ar1 for its own sak(• 
seems sounrl enough if \\'(' onl.'· h11\"(' n 
snfficien1l.'- great conception of art. All 
art ('w nse ihe word Jipn• in its hroa(l 
sense. to inr:lnde portr.'·· painting-. s('nlp-
tnn>. anrl nu1sie). WP rl•g·arcl as tlw ex-
pression of life force in its iwriolh of 
highest Yil11lit.'-. Ti is then·forr houll(l up 
intinrnkh- with tlw fact of life it-·Plf. anll 
needs n;l ju<;tifieation he:voml it~elf. 
Philosoph.'· has at Yarions timrs tried to 
formnlate an explm1ation of illl' signifi-
cance of art. bttl in realit_,. it is n('wr 
adequate nor satisfactor.'-. 'l'lwre is 
ahrn,,·s somdhi11g· heyornl. whieh is 111-
rapablr of' explanation. 
"'l'lw .rnd of a 11 lrnman activity." W<' 
ar(' told. "shott l(l be to promotr life. " 
bnt this i,.; '".cnerallY used to mean life in 
relation to ~ocieh-. · \\Te ('('l'tainlY belieYr 
that art exerrise~ a po1,·<•rf'11l s~eial anrl 
moral inflnpnrc. hut \1·e ('annot estimate 
its sii.mificmH'e in tit" s<·hprne of things 
in t(•r'ins of ethics or soeiolog·y. The moral 
effect of art is rathPr a S<'<·mHlan· and 
indil'Pct n•st1lt. and i1 is g<'n<'"H 11)· an un-
cousriom; influpll('(', for ··.\rt teaelH•s. nol 
hy a cldinite rliclaeLe force. bnt b.'' an 
indefinite spiritualising-. .. \\T<' knmY there 
arc sonw great works of 11rt which han• 
a dPfinit(• moral 1rnrposP. <lS for example. 
the s~·mholical paintin!!·s of \\'a11s. !-;pPn-
s.er's "FaPr.'· Qne<'n . ., de.. lrnt tlH'ir 
0Teat1w:-;s consists rat hl'r in tlH' pnn• i~eanh· of ihe works th("nse\yes than 
in th~ nwssagP 11wy hrar for manki]](l. 
\Y(• can neYei-. we belie\'('. g.e t an ulti-
mate explanation of ar1 an.'· morP th:rn of 
life yet it nrns1 always be interesting to spe~{1 latc about 1he function of art . and 
the fonm; in which it has manif'psterl it-
srlf. \Ve must r.ecognisr that it is the 
expression mainl,,- of one aspect of life-
thr emotiona l aspect. (Tt "·ill be nirlent 
from the aboYc statement that \\'('exclude 
from this cliscnssi on arch i tee! nre a 11 c1 so-
ca ll Pd "pnre" mnsir. for their appeal 
seems to be reall.'' intellectual rather 
than .e motional). 
~\s thp expression of Pmotion. art \\·iH 
therefore br concerned largely with the 
expression of man's srx energi.es. for sex 
is one of thP fundamental facts of lifr, 
and giYes rise to some of the dPepcst 
lrnman emotions. \Y.e quote from "flrx," 
b.'' Grcldes and 'l'ltompson: "Tn man-
kind." thry say, "tlw fact of S('X has 
saturated throng·h history. Rtrong as is 
1he Yitai impulse, it probahl.'· wonld i1ot 
Jrnye resnltecl beyond a certa in ·le\'(•\ l1ad 
it not eyok.ed thP dcYiec of srx am] ·thus 
n•n.ewecl it;.; inspiration for t11e uplift of 
thr type, as well as enconragemen1. 
through a n(•11· life-erstasy, of its indi-
Yidna ls." 
('iYilisation mn<;t bl' r.ega r(kc[ indl' 2cl 
as a tremrnclons ;·exual as wrll as "nrial 
a11c1 m1teri<1l drn•lopment. Contra,·t tlw 
primiti\'e ~px impnlse of the S<n·ag·e ".;il1 
thP hig·hcst rxpressions of human loYe 
found in art and 11·e will realisr the Pnor-
mons difference bet\\"een modern ciYifo;rd 
mm1 and his remote ancestors. For man 
at his present stage of flrYelopmrnt. life 
has a much deeper spirit nal si .g·nifieancr , 
all(l the ex1wPssion of th.e sC'x life (le-
mancls much more ihan the sat isfadion oC 
mere physical desire. rrherc nrnsr. of 
necessit~-, be ,.;omrthing· of n clr.ep <;pir;_ 
tnal r lenwnt in lo \'.C if it is 1o attain its 
1rne human expression. lt is in this ~<pirj. 
t11alising an(l deeprning of cmo1ion 1lrnt 
art has ]lla)·Nl its part. ,\11 great- art 
ac:crpts the facts of ph~·sical and sensual 
emotion. bnt proceeds from these 1hings 
to a highel' conception of the nwanin'.!· mHl 
lhP possibilities of life. Tn a ~hakP­
spearc, a BeethoYcn or a \\raµ·ner. a Ho<lin 
or a 'l'itian we ha,·e recorfk(l sorn(• oE 
the hiµ·hest ' ,ex pressions of human emo-
tion. Art therefore mnst haYe a refining 
effect on all who come under its influ-
encr; it does, inckcd. h.elp to krl·p ma11 
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from falling below the human level of 
deYclopment. 
But art is concerned with much more 
than th.e expression of sexual emotion- a 
fact which some psychologists of the 
Freudian school seem to have forgotten. 
The dominant facts of existence- the 
wonder of life, the mystery of death, the 
glory of the external world of Nature-
th.ese are things which have moved man 
to emotional expression in all ages. In 
Homer and some of the northern Sagas 
we find a fierce zest in life and action 
un equall ed elsewhere in art. A Shake-
sprare shows a sympathetic appreciation 
of life in all its forms , and the power of 
emotional conflict in man achieves its 
highest cxpr.ession in the greatest of his 
tragedie-;. lncleed , after we have come to 
know the men and women of the plays, 
we feel somehow that we have gained a 
deeper and more intense conception of 
H e. 
'l'h e theme of death has inspired , com-
raratiYel~r, only a few great works of 
art. ~hakcsp.eare, of course, has given u s, 
among· other things. 1he i;doomy musings 
of Hamlet , and Dante and Michaelangelo 
haYe fonncl inspiration in the mystery of 
Death. In modern times wr must, of 
course , mention, among others, Tennyson, 
Tbsen , a11d Rodin. 'l'b.e latter's bronze 
figure, ' ' 'l'he Old Courtesan, ' ' must b e 
ranked among the greatest works in-
spired by the theme. 'We quote the critic 
Weinberg: "Far more sombre, " he says. 
" than the medireYal ' Dance of Death ' 
is this figure, in which death is singing 
sad memories of vouth into the ears of 
old age. Each of us, making our little 
bargains with life, mm;t some day feel 
the symbolism and sympathetic realism 
of that statue." 
In art, as we would expect , the influ-
ence of r eligion has been strongly felt. 
In the -:\1idclle Agrs especiall~' when men 
lookrcl at life (:rncl drath ) throng·h the 
eyes of the early fathers of the Church, 
art became the handmaid of conventional 
religion, and the influence of m.edireval 
theology is reflected in the work of such 
men as Dante, Milton, Angelo , Raphael , 
and da Vinci. 
In modern times, however, men have 
tended to interpret life for themselves, 
and have found in the beauty of the out-
ward world of Nature the inspiration for 
some of their noblest work. This emo-
tional interpretation of Nature has found 
its highest expression perhaps in the poe-
try of Wordsworth, but it is found also 
in most of the other "Roman tic" poets, 
and in painting is revealed in the work 
of such men as Hobbema, ""Wilson, Tur-
ner, Corot, and the English painters of 
the Norwich School. 
And thus we might go on, cataloguing 
the achievements of art, but to no pur-
pose. We aimed at showing that art was 
no mere avenue of escape from reality 
into an enchanted world of dreams, but 
rather a gateway through which man 
might gain access to that spiritual reality 
in communion with which he comes to 
realise the str.ength of the Yital forces 
of the world. And so we give oursel-ve:o; 
up as devotees of art, not feeling the ne.ed 
for any formal or ultimate explanation 
of its purpose, but realising implicitl,Y 
that it does indeed help us to liYe. 
But those of us who, while giYing du r 
consideration to tradition and the experi-
ence of the past, yet rejecting authorit? 
and dogma, would look at life with our 
own eyes, must of necessity take account 
of much b.eyond art. ·with art for !!uide. 
philosophy on the one hand, science on 
the other, and attended by formal reli-
gion , history, and mythology, we proceed 
to make what we can of life as a whole- . 
to dev.elop, in the widest and most com-
prehensive Fense of the term , a rrliµ·ion. 
W . A . R. 
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The Tyranny· of Parents. 
That the old must forever dominate 
the new, that novelty must forever be 
interpret.eel in the light 0f the already 
existing, is the inevitable and logical con-
clusion of a scientific interpretation of 
Reality. But though one must perforce 
agree with what is but another version 
of the famous ''Ex nihilo nihil fit,'' yet 
the truth contained therein is fully ap-
preciated only when it is consider.eel side 
by side with the equally important con-
ception of th.e unique character of the 
individual. True it is, that that which is 
born of man is human, but this truth 
should not blind us to the further truth 
that that which i'S born of man is it-
self; but perilous though it may be 
to juggle further with the notion of a 
self, it must be insisted that the organism 
depends for its selfhood primarily on 
the hereditary capacities handed · down 
to it from its forbears , and secondly, on 
the (scarcely less important) training it 
receives at their hands or the hands of 
others who stand in that relation to it. 
And here is the weakest link in Nature's 
eternal chain, here the means by which 
the individual too often loses his right to 
self-hood, her.e finally is where there 
emerges that most .enervating of all rela-
tionships which can only be called the 
tyranny of the parents. 
By the tyranny of parents is not meant 
the vulgar tyranny of brutali~y , the yok.e 
that one throws off so easily as one ad-
vances towards maturity, but rather that 
more delicate , more pernicious tyranny 
that permeates one's whole exi'Stence, 
that one throws off only at the expense 
of a sick and divided soul. It is the 
tyranny of love. 
The grosser forms of parental love, 
wherein sexual dominants are only too 
plainly visible, have been presented to 
us in surprising detail by the recent ad-
vances in medical psychology. On eYery 
hand we are confronted by cases of li\'es 
i·uined through a father-complex , a 
mother-complex, an inability to face the 
world that has been traced to its origin 
in the exces>;ive affection that poisons the 
whole atmosphere in which the would-
be-free think and act. "The influ-
encing adult of the family, the most im-
portant of the external factors encourag-
ing or depressing the child, possesses a 
fairly fixed ideal which he or she, gener-
ally quite unconsciously, seeks to im-
pose upon it." So th.e excessively 
feminine mother forces her son into the 
mould of the father-or the male type 
which she admires most. Th.e "mascu-
linised" mother secretly tends to degrade 
and feminise him. The father , on the other 
hand, may also tend towards "mascu-
linising" or cxc.eRsively feminising his 
daughter, RO that there emerges the mas-
culine-dominant type, or the excesRively-
feminine f.emalc haunted by a father-
complex. (A well-drawn example of t4e 
latter type will be found in Sinclair 
T~e"·is 's novel of American village-life-
" Main Street"- in which the heroine 
quite plainly suffers from a buried 
father-complex. The tragedy of Oscar 
'Vilde needs no comm.ent as an example 
of the pernicious effects of a mother's 
attempt to gratif~· a "mascnlinised" 
nature ) . 
But forms of riarenta l t.nanny such as 
these arc easily recognisable. and can 
be guarded against. 'rhe parental love 
which "·e must fear, of \\·hich we must 
beware, is not the dominantl~· sexual. hut 
th.e dominantly maternal. 'ro be sure, th e 
two overlap somewhat, but in their effects 
are widely different. How much easier it 
i>: to be oneself when one despis;es the 
not-self; and how much more difficult it 
is to be .oneself when one finds so mn·~h 
good in the not-self. And yet this i~ ex-
actly th.e position of those wh0se i;,:e,; 
are directed too much by parental influ-
ence. 'l'hey feel that they are. ni)t them-
selves, and yet how hard anri. ungrateful 
the real self appears when it can he 
gained only at the expens•! of the not-
self-in other words, at the expense of a 
too-fond parent. Yet the whole b.eing 
yearns to be free; but when free, freedom 
itself seems but the invention of a :;lav('. 
It docs not require any great p<;ycho-
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logical insight to perceive that the resnlt 
of such a conflict must always be at a 
loss of Yitality to the individual, even 
when it docs not end in his utter ruin. 
He may weakly succumb to the parentH l 
tyranny, and superficially seem content 
to have his life so ordered, and himself so 
sheltered from the struggle in th.e world 
beyond. But alas! it is a fundamental 
fact that the individual does not escape 
his fate by turning from it. The desir,• 
for freedom still rankles in the uncon-
scious, and from those dark recesses its 
octopus-like tentacles bind and obstruct 
his ev.ery moYement. Or he may refuse 
to be .enshwed h~' h;s e::u : i::: 1~ s. and thrm,· 
off the yoke that oppresses him. Yet even 
here, he can do so only at the expem;e 
of disowninp; a part of himself. Hence-
forth the unity of his purpose is for.ever 
broken. hnra ,~ secl h.Y the part-self that has 
been disinherited. F'ortuna te , fortunate 
indeed. arc those who are relicYed .early 
in life of these soul-clogging· burdens: 
and few there are amongst us that have 
not repr.%sed with a shudder the thought 
risir:g unbidden from within us, that we 
too, mig·ht some day be free. 
How comes it that we should haYe to 
repress a part of ourselves; that we 
should have to deny the will-to-liv.e that 
is so lenibly persistent within us ? Surely 
there is something \\Tong with parental 
relations. much that is t_vrannical in their 
make-up, when a man mu . .;t confess: '· -:\fy 
father's death fr.eed me, and l sprang like 
a 10Mened boug·h up to the light. His 
. death g·aYC me power to create myself. 
that ·is to say, to create a completl' anrl 
absolute >elf ont of th.e partial self which 
was all 1lrnt thr restraint of home had 
permitted: this 'Iutnrc self. this ideal 
George Moore . beckoned me, lnred like a 
ghost; and as l followcrl the funeral the 
question. 'i'{onlrl T :.:ncrifice 1his ghostly 
self. if by so doing T should !wing· rn~ · 
fatlwr hack 1 prr rntccl itself \\<thont in-
termis:-;ion. and r shrank horrified at the 
;1N;''·'•·r \\'h.ch r c:rnld not crn·-;11 out of 
mind." 
There is no ollwr \\·a~· ont, if the self i:-. 
to be realised. 'fhe old idea of parenthood 
must die, and in its place must arise the 
conc.eption of the development of thr 
child's individuality, aided by the vision 
of sympathetic and skilled advisers. Now 
it must be admitted that in most cases 
the parents are not sufficiently skilled, 
nor are they sufficiently sympathetic, to 
bring out what is really within the child. 
In so far as they are capable, then so far 
should they have the privilege of edu-
cating their offspring. But the fact still 
remains that for the majority there is 
not even this hope. They are absolutely 
and totally incapable of understanding 
any natures but their own. They see 
nothing in life but the narrow path which 
an official family science of virtue has 
marked out for them. For such people 
children are merely the plastic matter 
that may yet give shape and substance to 
the dreams and ideals which necessarily 
accompany declining vitality and a 
diminishing grasp of what life really 
means. 
And even though it is granted that 
capable and sympathetic parents should 
have the privilege .of rearing their off-
spring, yet it must still be urged that 
ther.e comes a time when the developing 
personality must be left to its own un· 
disturbed reactions, when it must fill a 
place as a unit among other units in the 
finely woven web of community life; and 
its relations to its erstwhile parents 
should b.e exactly the same as the rela-
tions that bind it to the other men and 
women in the community who were, and 
still arc, its potential parents, its pot en-
tial blood-relatives. 
So that family life in its parental aspect 
forces us to take into account th.ese ob-
jections against it. First of all, it heal's 
\\'itness to the fact that for all onr boost-
ing- of sci1'11ee, improved education, and 
~ a n c living, we are still encircled b~· the 
r:g·id barriers of conv.ention. Neconcll.'-, as 
n. (for many individuals) insolnble pro-
blc::1 it plays a prominent part in the 
ram:'l.tion of rcgrcss:on and n•pression. 
Finally, it is an institution !hat tends to 
limit the indiYidual's interest to the wel-
fare of his own small group or family. 
rrt1her than to .encourage it to iclcntit.'· 
itself with the welfare of mankind at 
larg·c. Tt drnies alike thr hr<1then prccrpt 
!hat "A 11 under Heaven ar.e of one 
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family," and the Christian warning that 
the narrow love for father and mother is 
not worthy of one who seeks the Christ. 
Granted then that the evil is in the in-
stitution, then the remedy must lie in the 
removal, or the intelligent modification 
of, that institution. In short, if men have 
outgrown family life, they must be led 
into the recognition of other forms of life 
that offer wider and more spontaneous 
expressions of life energy. And if the 
children are oppressed by parcnta l 
tyranny, that tyranny must be removed. 
If w,e were in earnest about applvinn· 
science, and Psychology in particula~, t~ 
the problems of education, all children in 
a well-ordered community would be 
graded at the earliest opportunity. 'l'h is 
done, they would he honsed in medical 
and educational colleges with a view to 
producing· l' ersonalities. 11·ell-balanced in 
mind and body- citizens in the best sense 
of the t.erm. 
The staffs of such schools must, of 
necessity. be not only medical psycholo-
gists but men (or women) with a 
broad humanitarian out look. 'l'hev 
must, in short, be "the skilled 
and sympathetic advisers" referred 
to above. The difficnltirs connected 
with the details of such a scheme 
arc indeed great. but not, T think, insur-
mountable. And if it is objected to. as it 
usually is, on the moral ground that it 
proposes to tnrn th.e world into human 
stud farms, and to nrglect the value of a 
8?nse- of personal responsibility, it is p')s-
s1blc to answrr such a charo·e rnorr 
directly. ""' 
Tt rnnst be admitted that 1be truth of 
a theory in the ethical world clrpends 
larg.ely on its tendency to increase or de-
c~e.ase the i~diTidual 's sense of re'iponsi-
b1hty; and m so far as this is true. onr 
prohlrm is to diseoYer which system gfrps 
the greatest srope to the ,expression of 
1mch feelings. But on 1his nrincinle the 
i;nneriority of the communal family life 
.Cif thr ~clwme outlined may be so c~llrd) 
JS w.ell established. Tf wr lraYe out of 
account the grrat number of parents "·ho 
do not bother themselves about their res-
ponsibility to their childr.en that are. or 
that will be, the family group of to-'day 
n:u:-;~ tend to limi t the parental r.espon-
s1~1hty to a few children, at most. 
'\'\ hereas the communal type of . familv 
holds the community itself responsible 
for the welfare of all children. 80 that 
every citizen within that district is res-
ponsible not for one, or two, or no chil-
dren , but for the welfare of eY.ery child 
born in that cornmunit~· . 'l'he responsi-
bility of parenthood (which is, after a 11. 
1 he source of all our feelings of sym-
pathy and brotherhood) cannot in this 
way be aYoidecl, nor can it be abused. Tt 
is purified and broadened in the id.ea of a 
nniYersal kinship. 
'l'he second objection that such a scheme 
will reduce human beings to the leYel of 
stud animals, is one whos.e Ycrv absurdity 
points but too clearly to its· origin i~ 
shapeless and unfounded prejudice. 
'l'hc sexual actiYity of the adult or-
ganism, which is inseparably conneeted 
with such considerations, ca~not by any 
means be compared with similar forms of 
such activity in the rest of the animal 
world, and if we are prepared to take a 
Yiew of it such as will be expounded in a 
further dii:;sertation, then it need cause 
us no difficulty here. 
For the rest, the tyranny of par en h is 
but one of the nurnY tyrannies which we 
of this age of transitio1;, are fated to bear '. 
and finally to sweep away. Other institu-
tions that obstinately refuse to he modi-
fied in accordance with th.e chan.,.in<1 
economic basis of life, confront rn/" o~ 
every hand. For this continual disparity 
between institutions and needs is one of 
the supreme condit ions of social chano·e · 
and though present at all times it is o~h: 
when its forces haYe gathered hracl ( ;{s 
in periods .of transition) that it make-; it-
self felt most effectinh· ; and foiallY be· 
coming intolerable, pro0dnc.es the r(:,·olu-
tionary tide that >;ceks a closrr adjust-
ment bctwcrn these two factors that are 
the beginning and the rnd of ernlution. 
A .• T. B. 
--** __ _ 
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The Scribbling Itch. 
Do you know, I 'ye always had a passion 
for writing verse. ·when I was quite a 
boy I was addicted to scrawling littlr 
rimes all owr the plac.e . But I must con-
fess that these rimes were not at all ori-
ginal. I had heard them often before. 
Still, of cour&e, I had the passion for writ-
ing them, and that is something. Tt is 
better than having nothing at all, n'est-
ce-pas? This last bit is French, meaning· 
'' Of course it is!'' 
The first kind of verse I tried was vers 
libr.e. I had once read a poem written in 
vers libre. It seemed so pretty-all the 
lines broken up like little pieces of stick; 
and so unequal, too. Th.en I wrote some, 
but I conc8ived thr idea of making it 
much prettier. I wrote some of the lines 
upside-down, and some sideways, and 
some I didn't write at all-that makes it 
more interesting for the reader, as he may 
put in anything he likes, and, besides , 
it's easier for the writ.er. Then I dotted 
my i's three times each to heighten the 
effect, and crossed my t 's all the war 
down-they looked just like telegraph 
posts. Yes. it was trc:;; lib re ( tn's means 
"yery"; I don't know what libre means 
- probably "nice.") 'l'hen I sent it to 
my editor friend, asking for his candirl 
opm1on. Unfortunately I didn't recejy,e 
it, for he committed suicide on the follow-
ing· day. In his waste-paper basket they 
found my verse. I suppose in hi:;; last mo-
ments he didn 't r.eali.<;e what he was do-
ing. \Vh~- he committed suicide, I don't 
know, but he was thoughtful to the last. 
The next da,- I receind a little book 
called "The Art of Versification." Tns:de 
was a little note: "Read it once. 
please,'' and then his name. Of course, J 
read it once, and I still have it somewhere, 
T think. 
To continue: I 'ye written some mor.e 
vers libre, but I haven't ornamented it 
this time. Here it is: 
AT HOME. 
At home 
I had a little brother, but 
Father shot him 
For sawing the 
Baby in halves. Wasn't that sad now? 
I think it 
Was. 
Of course, it isn't true, really. becaus.e-
onr sa\Y i;.; too blunt; and then people 
often write in poetry things that aren't 
true. 
I've tri ed other things ah;o. Ther.e is 
that :;;tyle generally known as fragment , 
or scrap. or fracture, or Romething equally 
discontinuous. Here is an example: 
MORSEL. 
The wind was cold and green and coarse: 
It chattered down the silent night. 
Alas! alas! alas! alas! 
Alas! my child is dead! 
I admit that "dead" do.es not rime with 
"~ight,'' but I couldn't think of any 
other last line. ·when you have half-an-
hour to spare you have a try at finding 
a word that rimes with "night"-exclud-
ing "dight," of course. 
My latest attempt is a play. The play 
nowadays is so different from the plays 
of my boyhood. ·when I first went to 
plays I found that there were only three 
essentials- the man. the woman, and th1~ 
fly in the ointment. But now- plays are so 
tangled and im·olved and 11sychologicaI 
nncl h\· ist.ed and foreign and uncertain 
and generally unsatisfactory. But you 
L'cmember the old saying, '' [n Rome wear 
hooked noses; smell Naples and die." So 
[ \ -e written a short play. You won't un-
derstand it. You 're not .expected to. 
THE FIFTH DIMENSION. 
(Curtain rises, and a man is seen chasing 
a cabbage. He knocks it down with a stick. 
Tt gets up, staggers a few paces, and then 
falls in a corner and dies. As a matter of fact 
it really doesn't die, but everybody thinks it 
does. When they are not looking, it bites the 
man in the leg.) 
Th'fan (firrnl~- and loncll.'·) : " \Vhat 
the -" 
I At this stai:rc thr linot.qw became ex-
c:ted. ra11 hot, murmured. stopped, and' 
r efused to go on. Another machin e \\'as 
tried. with the same results. \Ve• ar~ 
forc ed to omit the pla~-. Sorry.- Ed.l 
Several thick curtains. 
N. E. R. 
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( By courtesy of " The Queen slande r .") 
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A Few Sights. 
'J'hc debating team that went to Ade-
laide last year will not soon forget many 
of the beauties of to\\'n and conntn· the.\' 
wer.e so fortunate to gaze upon. A flit 
to Adelaide, Ballarat, Melbourne, and 
Sydney by no means exhausts the field 
open to the se.eker after Australian places 
of interest. Yet ev,en in that small com-
pass can be seen cameos of cit~' and coun-
try unsurpassed an~·where in the 11·orld. 
\Vallangarra and the Darling Downs, 
th.e Ilawkesbur~- River and its majestic 
bridge, S~·dney and its uns.nnpath.etic 
bustle- we passed thesr . catching but 
glimpses. 'l'hr small town of Albury her-
alds another clwnµ·e of trains- a legacy 
from a succr>:sion of pett~· politicians-
ancl just as the trcn-eller leaYes this border 
town and is c·onsnming l\Iurray cod in thl' 
Yictorian dining car, the carriages rumble 
OYer the l\Inrray Ri,·er. near its sonrcc. 
11·here it is consequently only comparable 
in size "·ith Breakfast Cre.ek. On to }fcl-
bonrnc you speed, }fclbournr with its 
electric trains and comical trams, l\1el-
hourn.c with its maµ·nificent main thor-
oughfares and insiµ·nifieant lanes. 'l'hl'sc 
lanes, oner in the baclnYa>h of the city'-; 
actiYitv, are now brilliant with shop 
fronts· and clang·erous!.\· crO\\'clerl with 
traffic. 
Tn St. Kilcla. ::\lelbourn<' po~sesses tlH' 
prince of watering places. \\Tith its 
>wi1chback raihnlY. lnxurions Palais cl<> 
Dance. numerous ·piers. bcautifnl resi-
dences, and general appearance of colour 
and gaiety. St. Kilcla is like n othing so 
nrnch as its American Jff1totypes. and pre-
Sl'n(s a prett~· pictnre Hg·ainst the baek-
grouncl of blnl' oc.ean and O\'l'r .~ca l'ners 
\1·hich are cons~antly passing· bnt a short 
distance ont. 'l'he faultless roacl which 
runs out to 8t. Kilda from the heart of 
the metropolis oYer the Princess Bri dµ·l' 
across the Yarra, is a noble object of ciYic 
pride, and the broad c.en!ral causeway, 
separated from the twin thoroughfares 
on either side by well-kept shrubberies, 
might be an ideal for Brisbane's fatherR 
to >:et themselYc-; to attain. 
'l'he countryside fringi11g' .\felbourne 
presents in hanesting time the spectacle 
of miles of swa~'ing ears of golden wheat, 
leaYing in th .~ mind of the lwho lcler a 
sudden comprehension of the great po-
tentialities of this district as a producer 
of that life-giYing grain. Tn clue course 
comes Ballarat. one of the larg·est and 
pretti.est of thl' Victorian country towns, 
and the centr<' of a once world-famous 
goldfielcl. Bnilt itself on land as rich in 
mineral as any Coolgardie or Kalg;oorlie , 
perhaps Ballarat will so1i1e day have to 
be dug up to pay off Australia's public 
debt. · A large shallow lakP ,,·hich orig-
inat.ed in water pumped from onr of the 
mines, is now quite a landmark of the 
town, and as you pass on a boat from one 
r;icle to the other you are intrigued b~, 
1he sight of wildfowl of eYery description 
flitting in and out the reed-;. In the muni-
cipal garclens is one of the finest collec-
tions of statuary in the Commonwealth, 
and this, together with the eommemora-
tiYe monuments and artistic sculpturing 
to be seen eYcn in Sturt street itself, pro-
Yiclecl ample grounds for the statement 
that Ballarat is the City of Statues. On 
a gent ly rising knoll just outside the city 
limits is an imposing memorial to the 
Etueka Stockade, a reminder of !he !hroe,s 
a >:sociated with the birth of a nation. 
After a tw.elye hours' journey from I3al-
larat the ::\Inrray is croswrl once more, 
and found to be not nearly so large as our 
early smatterings of geography led ns to 
imagine. 
By stating that Adelaicle is the Garrlcn 
City of !lw <'ommom,·ealth .'·on pay the 
pride of Nonth .\H~tralin no gTeater 
compliment than it cle~erns. .\-; perfect 
as the for.e•iµ·ht of the pioneel"s and scien-
tific 1own-11larn1ing coulcl makl' it. is what 
AclelaiclP peoplP claim it to be. The com-
mercial eP11tre. the hub of the businef:s 
life of the city. wh.e1·e emporium, ware-
house, hotel, office ancl goYernment build-
ing reign absolntely supreme amirl the 
buzzing acti,·ity of an energetic 
community. is comprised within an 
area >'.eYcral mi les sqnare. \\'hat is 
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possibl,\' a unique featur 1 ~ o[ this 
cit:v is the continuous chain of 
pa~ks surrounding ' he city proper on 
its four sides, and separating thr snhnr-
ban homes of the workers from the seen<' 
of foeir dail,\' toil by a g-irdle of l;Jrrath -
ing spaces. This sea of green is further 
supplemented b,\- numerous parks eyen m 
the bus)' sections of the city. Some of 
iJH' prondest buildings of th.e tmrn are to 
he fo111Hl in till' ~orth 'l'errace. whcr•' , 
a.mongst others. is situated the Sclwol of 
_\fin e..;, 1 hl' ~\'fusenm, the Library, and tl1e 
~\rt Exhibition. To tmdPrgraunates it 
will he of intrre;;t to kno"· that here tbr· 
Adelaick l'niYcrsit.v rea1·s its stnclion'i 
!trcy masonry, in as aristocratic and tran 
(jnil a 1wighbo11rhoorl as tradition and 
pres1igl' could p,·er wish for. .An impo;; . 
inµ; hronz.i:- statnr stands on thr n eatly 
clippPd hnn1s "·hich µTael' tlw front of 
that sprips of two-storied bnilrlings form 
ing tlw alma matl'r of 1warl.'· '.2000 unrler-
Q:rads. 
Furtht•r along the 'L\•rracearct o b c found 
the eity gardens with th.eir rustic hri<lg·ps 
and large glass ho1 -ho11ses. Acro;.:s th 1· 
Rin,r 'l'orrPns- whieh hPcomes a lllPr l ' 
kneP-dt'l'Jl stream whP11eYPr the wpir -
gatp-; m·e openrd to afford an oppor t unit,,-
for tlw remO\·al of thr silt which aceumn-
lates-arp to bP fonn rl till' '""'11-stocked 
Zoo and thr ~\delaidc ('rickrt Gro1111r1 
with the aYrm1Ps, gardens. and shntbl)('r-
ies throug·h "-hich it is rPachecl from the 
briclg.e OYl'r thP 'J'orrcns. 
During· a run out to Tlfori::ilto can lw 
notieed the concrete or brick building·;; 
uniYcrsally erected as residences in Ade-
laide, and also field after field of almond 
tr.ees which are cnltin1tec1 extensiYely 
eYen m the more thickly populated 
suburbs. As the tram traYels to its des-
tination there can be ea ugh t in tlw 
distance a silYery glimpse of the distant 
waters of the Gulf. ArriYing at last at 
the foot of the towering mountains, one 
beµ·ins to climb up s.eemingly interminable 
sets of almost perpendicular steps until 
now the first, now the second, Fall is 
r.eachecl and passed in the ascent to the 
topmost Fall, where the foaming, whirl-
ing· torrent of turbid waters rnsh"s 011-
\\'arcb to dash into spni~· on the rocks 
below. 
Adelaide itself is bnilt on a long leYel 
plain which fri11gPs tbe shon•s of the Gulf 
and .extpnc]s back to the Adelaide Hills , 
which serm to rise abruptl.Y from the level 
ground below. A surprisingl,,- good road 
- the sight of Sonth Australian country 
roads is a re,·clation- wincls lik.e a ser-
j)l'nt up the hillsides until at last a Yan-
tage point is reach.eel from which it i: 
possiblP to look dmn1 on an inspiring 
blending of sea. bnsh . and cit~-. 'l'o ~-our 
right front lies Adrlaide with its unn1riccl 
;,er1es of paralkl and perprndicular 
roads standing· 0111 prominpntl.''· and, 
further on, a smok5- smudge on th.e hori-
zon, lies Port Acklaiclr>. the ship• i:ng cen -
tre of South Australia. 
fn the greater portion of the sec11e lies 
a green expanse of plain country stretch-
ing from north to south. For 40 mile.;. 
can he seen the regular coastline' with iti,; 
:2 2 
fringe of blue sea and ribbon of glitter-
ing- white sand. Continuing the outward 
journey you pass Mount I~ofty (a ridge 
easily distinguishable by a stone pillar 
which adorns its crest), from which point 
of vantage it is possible to see for a tre-
mendous distance in all directions. Near 
the extensive reserve which go.es under 
the name of the National Park-it is pro-
vided with eYery convenience for picnicer 
.and sportsman-is to b.e found thr better 
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class residences of the fashionable elite 
within cal'iy reach of the Mount Lofty 
railway station. It is with a sigh of 
resignation you at last step on to th e 
train and leave behind the multitudinous 
g-lories of those hills, the myriad parks of 
all shapes and sizes, the model suburb,, , 
the spacious streets, to return to a hot 
and duRty town which shows up so poorl.'· 
in the comparison inevitably made . 
T. P. FRY. 
The Bell. 
In some quaint age, long years ago, 
A city nestled by the Rhine , 
And dwelt there one who fashioned well 
His bells of many a quaint design-
His bells that brought him wondrous fame; 
And half the wide world knew his name. 
'There helped him in his skilful trade 
A lad who watched with envious eyes 
His master pour the swift cascade 
Of metal from the melting pot. 
But jealous was his master's care, 
For if the hand that poured knew not 
The ordered way, the bell was spoiled. 
And so he watched, but did not dare, 
For jealous was his master's care. 
One day the boy was left alone 
Amid the bells, and then there came 
Desire to cast a magic bell, 
Like those that brought his master fame. 
He crept to where the metal glowed 
In white-hot beauty o'er the flame: 
'Then swift he tipped the pot, and down 
Down poured a stream of liquid fire-
The shining stream of his desire, 
And lit the bright eyes of the boy. 
His bell was cast! His face with joy 
Was flushed. But, hark! hi~. master comes! 
He crouches down in deathly fear. 
The old bell-maker calls- then sees-
"The bell! the bell is spoiled! the bell!'' 
The boy was beaten to his knees, 
As swift his master, crying, swung 
Sword-like, on high, the heavy tongue 
Of some old bell- then downward flung. 
The boy's cry echoed in the wind: 
The metal shivered at the cry, 
As if afraid to see him die. 
Swiftly within the fateful mould, 
The metal shivered and grew cold . 
The master's anger passed. The boy! 
But huddled, silent there he lay. 
His bell was cast! Death changed his day 
Of labour to eternal peace . 
At last! at last! his bell was cast. 
The master took the bell and struck, 
A sweet rich note, that rolled and swelled. 
The note was perfect - wondrous -
charmed-
And more than all the others, held 
Great fame-the bell the boy had cast. 
But even in its richest notes 
There seemed to call a cry of pain; 
As if the bell had heard the boy, 
And rang his call of death again. 
It shivered at the echoed cry, 
As if afraid to hear hirh die. 
N.E.R. 
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Means and the Ideal. 
Eyer since Po.etry became a conscious 
art critics ha,-e been trying to find for it 
~ place in Life, b~1t ncYer bef.or~ h3;~ that 
place been so obvious as now it is. lo ~ee 
just wh.ere poet.ry. r;ta~ds let us examme 
on what terms it 18 with the gTeat land-
marks of our age- Drmocracy. Rcic•ncP , 
flml Industry. 
'l'bongh Tjii<'rature is Life and Poetry is 
ol' J~itcratur c, Poetry and the DC'mocracy 
•tre distant. cold. estrang .. ed to one an-
;ither. Jn the street poetry is thought of 
onlv as a thing of lines and obscurit~', 
wo~·<•n somehow with the educational sys-
trm. hut with no place in the ron;,d1 and 
tnmblc of existenc.e. Life is a struggle. 
Jong. and bitt er, between l\fan and Xature 
and Brother and Brother, and from thP 
momrnt hc becomes conscious of existing 
man turns to the search for weapons and 
r;pencls his life feyerishly using and rc-
~harpcning them. He is never free from 
the fi"ht for more than a moment, so he 
11.ever,.. has tin11e for happiner;s, but he 
snatches at pleasure, which comes to him 
in the cinema. the ponies, the jazz, and 
"Tf ·win ter Comes, "-gulps, and rushes 
back to the struggle. I1ife is a thing of 
means- poetry, of moods: 1-:0 the ,estrange-
ment. 
Tn a more specialised way the work of 
the seicntisi. and the busi11ess man is to 
have thino·s done. Ahn1ys their grip i;.: 
of thr con~reie. And to th.e busine!'s man 
and to the scientist their work, one can 
nnderstand. is in itself, a poetry. or at 
least a passion, an obsession, in the sense 
that it absorbs them wholly as an artist 
is absorbed by his ideal. 80 th.ey never 
rcalh· feel need for sustenance outside 
their. work, but hurl forward on their 
own impetus. 
So we se.e Poetry touches the great 
trinitv of modern life no"·hcre at all. AR 
a sill~en dalliance, a pretty but untrue 
dream. 1.hc Scientist, the Practical ::\fan. 
tolerates it ; as something whose morality 
is not his, whos.e passion and abandon arc 
not according to his theology, the Puritan 
turns hit; influence against it; as something 
to he examined and classified the Pedant 
girns it attention; as an ornament, an 
accomplir;hment, the Dilletante cultivates. 
it; and the Democracy thinks nothing-
about it. 
Only to the poet" is Poetry real, but , 
without a definition of what a poet is, 
this sounds merely a subjective Yalue. Not 
only those who sing are of the name po.et, 
as not all those who sing have its honour. 
but in the company arc included those 
quiet minds and deep hearts where spring 
nnderstanding and appreciation of b.eauti-
fnl thing>'. The~' are in eYery corner of 
life, but they are few. They haYe found 
Poetry '1s place in lif.e ; they lrn ve seen 
that in the pain and fig-ht that is living it 
is a point of rest , of rcYclation , and ad-
justment. 'l'hrough the blood and S\nat 
of the struggle beautiful things come to 
remind us that the fig·ht is not the end. 
fn the light of Poetry's finr mightiness 
1ve realise that the chaos of Life is not 
the chaos of a forest, a natural disarray, 
but the chaos of a garden grown beyond 
control. The beaut~- that is art shines 
and reminds us that so a real rose is 
grown, rich and sweet. 
'l'hus the spirit of Poetry is optimism, 
not the optimism of wish but the glorious 
hope of ideals. Tt holds before us the-
Yision of the beautiful, the high, the noble, 
and sick with the coarse, the sordid. the 
compromise, w.e find comfort, and are 
heartened. ·we readjust. 
)Iow that Life is developing more and 
more into a thing of means, Poetry's. 
place becomes more definite and its ser-
vice wider. There are more tired hearts 
to refresh now than ev.er before, and, 
above all, there is greater need of the 
ideal, because Science has shown us such 
rich possibilities in exist.ence, and we must 
haYe a norm bv which to rncasnre our 
progress and it; ends. There is no need 
to hear in the growth of practicality the 
sad, sad story of the death of poetry. 
'\Vhy cannot we make the story of poetry 
the· story of its inspiration to the high 
minds of science and industry to lift th~ 
world to trne happiness? 
B.C.P. 
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THE DESERT IMP. 
The little imp whose duty it was to lead 
astray those foolish people crossing the 
<lesert, fell a victim one clay to the wiles 
of the nymph who tended the oases. For-
getful of his task he spent his clays hovering 
round those small green patches that are 
scattered like leaves over the hot face of 
the desert. From the edge of the sand he 
watched the tiny coquette, worshipping from 
afar, for like all the desert creatures he 
hated the cool green of trees and the clear 
splash of falling waters. The .gods were in-
censed, and to punish him for his neglect 
transported him one night while he slept on 
the warm sands to the depths of the a:1tique 
forest that bort;Jered the desert. 
And so in the morning he awoke to find 
himself in surroundings that saddened and 
terrified him. The pregnant silence of the 
immemorial desert was replaced by the weird 
sounds of the ancient greenness. The long, 
bent trees, like tired old men, whispering one 
to the other, let fall their drifting leaves, 
a l ways of hated green, for in this forest there 
was no autumn . The tree spirits, little 
bronze gargoyles g-reened with the verdigris 
of years, tormented the intruder. The mock-
ing satyrs followed him as he fled through 
the arches of the branches in his endless 
search for the confines of the forest. 
He pined for the hot wind career-
ing over the sands, when he rushed 
through the air on its wings. His exile be-
-came more hateful with each sad day that 
dawned and faded. The night clew, like a 
fine veil of tears, drifted over him as he slept 
uneasily on the fallen leaves. The pale green 
moonlight, fi l tering in misty shafts through 
the curtain of the branches, unlike the broad 
white moonlight of the desert, pricked him 
with little twisted arrows. 
A fearful nostalgia for his endless sands 
possessed h im. The terrifying forest inspired 
him with a fear and hatred greater than ever 
for things that were green-the green of 
leaves a n d grass, the green of the frogs 
a n d lizards that rustled the undergrowth, 
the treacherous green of the stagnant pools 
he sometimes encountered in his flight- a 
fear and hatred probab ly born in him. but 
aggravated by the sudden glimpse of sonrn 
dead traveller's body in t1rn desert, _ co·,ered 
with the green ooze of corruption, sorry re-
sult of the tricks he pract:fed in all p;ayful-
ness. 
But the gods at last 1"Pl<lnted toward~ the 
little, futile, helpless thing. and permitted 
11im to die as he stumbled. with frightened 
Patches. 
l;ackwarcl glances, into sight of the desert. 
The tiny sprite of the oases, sorry for he1' 
pranks, mourned him bitterly, so the gods 
ordained that visions of the imp should ap-
pear, surrounded by the pools and the tall 
c;waying trees of the forest. A ncl traYellers 
crossing the desert, though they may not see 
~he imp, sometimes catch sight of tht> cool 
: hades of pools beneath bending trees. and 
these visions they call mirages. But the 
little nymph knows better. 
Q.E.D. 
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SHADOWS OF FLAME. 
. . And then we came to the country 
of frozen flame, and here there was no sound 
and no silence. A river or brown-red biood 
ftowecl sluggishly through the land. The 
trees were pain-twisted, and their leaves 
never moved, for there was no wind. And 
the air was full of tiny choking crimson 
parrot-feathers. From the black grass there 
reared themselves black stalks curled like 
snakes, and on them grew flowers of a colour 
which no man had seen befoi·e-a horrible, 
shuddering colour that makes men scream. 
Our voices had shadows, and when we 
spoke, the shadows flitted about us. Then 
they flew westward to be lost in the grey 
darkness. 
And we came upon the garden of frozen 
ftame, where there was twi1ight for ever and 
ever. There we saw great crimson flames 
like frozen blood, little yellow flames like 
bright wildflowers, white flames like little 
stars, shimmering green flames, ugly terrible 
grey flames, flames dull-purple and sickly 
steel-blue, beautiful blue flames like butterflv 
wings, and towering above all an awful black 
flame. And all gave out their light, and the 
light was of a ghastly colour. \Ve marvelled. 
for all were frozen. And each flame cast 
its own shadow. 
And Zaga said, "Stand not in the shadow 
of the black flame. It is the flame that bums 
the past, and if ye stand in its shadow ye 
will see dread things. Ye will ~ee the l\light-
Have-Been and the Things-That-Are-Poss-
ible, and ye will not unclerstand, and ye will 
he afraid, and die. So stand not in the 
shadow oi: the .. black flame." 
So we passecl on. 
My brother, being curious, sto:e back to 
t.he flames. And we saw him no more . 
N. K rt. 
--**--
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COMMEM SNAPSHOTS". 
(By courtesy of "The Queenslander.") 
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Obiter Visa. 
"I am weary unto death, 
Oh, my rose with jasmino breath." 
'l'hc chesty tenor lifted his Yoice hig-h , 
the grating wheels his accompaniment. 
'True hi:; deliYery was staccato, lackrd the 
mellow continuity of sweet sound de-
mand.eel by the l ~;ric, and his own breath 
was too heavy even for jasmine. Y rt T 
mn unable to see whereby is jm;tified the 
regulation that allowed the conductor to 
thrust into the slush of the wet street 
this harmless merry-making soul. i\fneh 
wiser had he removed the woman who sat 
facing me. Unblushing· T can see a girl 
powder her nose-and like it better pow-
dered; without a tremor I can watch her 
do her nails-and like her better mani-
cured; but 1 cannot, with eqnanimity, sit 
opposite her while she sncks an orange. 
aboY.e all an unripe orang·P. And the 
conductor, who Ro rudely interrupted a 
song, would not rid me of the torment. 
'She strewed pips on the floor and the 
juice bespattered her skirts. In gr.eat 
anguish I put my futile pipe in my pocket 
and found that at laRt 1 appreciated the 
feelings and the impotence of th.e brass 
band surrounded by small boys suckin~" 
lemons. But from this thought T had no 
consolation, for I felt that the brass band 
-any brass band-deserved it, whereas 
I waR blameless of Rin against th.e com-· 
mnnity. Aloud 1 thanked Heaven whcH 
the conductor raucously cried "Fivc-
ways ! '' and cried it much more raucously 
indeed than did my friend of hrayy 
breath proclaim his wcarme .~:-:. 
In the tram, strange to tell, there were 
seats for all-and more. Contentedly 
pulling at my pipe 1 sat r.eading the 
'' TeJ,egraph,'' absorbed in those Roul-
stirring pars culled from Heaven knows 
where; pars that tell us about St. Valen-
tine and electric fish, sea mammals and 
the right age at which to marry; par;; 
that give us rec.eipes for luminous paint 
and mock crab. Altogether I was happy 
until at Stone's Corner there bore clown 
'.Upon me an acquaintance whom I prefer 
1 o greet at a distance. He took me quite 
from the wonderland to which the '· 'l'Pl<'-
graph'' had carried me. J.n<l T found 
that my pipe was out, its blow-holP \\·a-; 
stopped, and a thick cloud of filth,1' fllls1 
c1welopecl all things. :\'ot wishing to lis-
t.en to his absurd prattle T fell to 11·011der-
ing by what means onr illustrious coun.· 
cils so unsatisfactorily waste our money. 
T remembered that their .enµ:ineer lrnd re-
ported that failure to watl'r the streets 
did not worry the tram tracks. and T won. 
dered if -om: braYc city fathers realise 
that it worries us, more surely than as a 
mere temporary discomfort; if they know 
the prevalence of tnbercnlar affections in 
Brisbane; if they haYc ever seen the lung·;; 
of a South Brisbane child as re1·ra Ji>rl b,1· 
the X-ray; if their ignorance blinds 
them to eTen the elements of comm1rnit.1· 
hygiene. Soon my prattling friend awak -
ened me, ho"·ever, as he flourished a hook 
of raffle tickets, demanding that l buy 
one. For peace' sake T did so. and 
sighed with relief as he kf1 the trnm. I 
found my ticket \\·as in aid of St. Some-
bocly 's Church, a church to who:;e doc-
1TineR T should subscribe least of all, sub-
Rcribecl T to any; and, horror of horror::.. 
the prize half a sheep. Pray He:wen l 
<lo not win that mutton, for 1vha1 shall T 
do with it? Obviously r cannot prrsen1 
it to my well-beloved, and more ,;n rely T 
clar.c not give it to her mother. Curses 
on all philanthropic butche1·s. ]o1l(l curse::; 
for a 11 cternit~' ! 
But revenge is sweet and reYenge is 
near. Far out of the scented scrubs of 
:North Queensland has come unto m,e a 
book of tickets. :M:y ticket-selling friend 
is like myself, unwed. I shall descend 
upon him and, having captured his un-
earned sixpence, gloat as he reads, "First 
Prize, Silk Knitted Camisole; Second 
Prize, Princess Slip." ·what these things 
are Heaven knows, but they are not of 
man. :M:y only regret is that the first 
prize is not a perambulator and the ticket 
a shilling. 
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A fascinating personalit~- I thought 
him as he sat in a smoker nursing n bun-
dle wrapped in the "Sunday ::\fail," and 
wcking the r.emnant of a home-made cig· 
arette. The versatility of his mental 
processes and the indefatigability of his 
ton"'ue nstounded me. H e rlescanted Jong: 
c0on~.ernin g a machine he had nlmost per-
fected, a machine to produce perpetua 1 
motion. T felt he had a lread;v perfrctrt1 
one in his tongue. He deplored th.i:l ab-
surdity of those people who condemned 
birth control as anti-racial and killed off 
their children by the careless choice of 
infected foods. T1oudl~- he proclaimed 
that the fall in death-rate consequent on 
a pure milk supply would more than 
counter-balance ill effects on birthrate 
attending control. And so he babbled 
on; was disconsolate concerning the pre-
ference for lapdogs rather than babies ; 
objected to the grittiness of Pepsodent 
Tooth Paste; disgorged tips for Satur-
day's races. And a worthy climax to his 
utteranc 0 s came when, in the throes of a 
mighty harangue on the need for Pro-
hibition, he arose to leave the tram. From 
the parcel tucked ben,eath his arm pro-
truded a tag metal top benring the mys-
tic symbol, "Reschs." 
"MERCURY." 
Epigrams. 
( 1) To Fiametta. 
At what age should mortals die? 
(Three score ten is much too high); 
Thirty years for us will be 
Elegant sufficiency; 
For they say at thirty-one, 
All the warmth of love is done. 
So when I turn thirty, dear, 
If you love me, please be near. 
With our arms twined round each other, 
Then we'll squeeze until we smother. 
Thirty-one is much too old, 
For our love would then be cold. 
(U.) The Poet Speaks of Love. 
I sighed for love, and lo! an angel brought 
thee; 
I longed for beauty, and I saw thy face. 
May Venus and Apollo now command me, 
To rest contented in thy soft embrace. 
So that for epitaph my friends may render, 
No stilted praises of my feeble rhymes; 
But carve instead for me this simple legend, 
"He lieth here who kissed ten million 
times." 
(III.) To a Haughty Lady. 
The eye that once repulsed my soft caresses, 
Deep wrinkles now to loveless age betray: 
Ah! foolish maiden, to have scorned caresses 
That would have kissed those tell-tale 
tears away. · -
(IV.) To a Bee that Stuug :\ly J.,ady on the 
Lip. 
How cute you were, 0, little bee, 
Thus to steal the kiss that she 
Had refused me who besought her, 
With the chocolates that I bought her 
It was wrong of you to steal, 
Yes; but that's just how I feel, 
For I've got a like temptation, 
Just to steal one osculation. 
I should hide within her cup, 
Some day when it's half full up; 
And I'll pounce upon her lip, 
When she bends her head to sip. 
But I'm timid, little bee! 
Very like she'll frighten me, 
And I'll fall into her ·tea. 
(\'.) frae Amantium. 
Freda!-1 hate the name. 'Tis cold 
As tea left standing, three days old; 
For when I twined my arms around her 
(A thing that youth will always do, 
So long as youthful hearts are true), 
My action seemed to quite astound her 
And when I tried her lips to press, 
She seemed in positive distress. 
She screamed that I was badly bred, 
And thought that she was easily led. 
'Twas rather that she turned my head, 
-The little scoundrel. 
J.E. 
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Down the Bay. 
Probably ninety per cent. of the 'Var-
sity students haYe at one time or other 
used or read of the phrase "Down the 
Bay,'' meaning, of course, ~r oret on BaY. 
But how many lrnYe had the ple<hllrP ;Jf 
spending· a few days down the Ba~· . other 
than at the recognised coastal to\\'11s > Les" 
than twcnty-fiye per cent. probabl\'. '!'he 
writer here tells of a week-end · sprnt 
around the Bay, and the pleasures of s11ch 
a trip. G.ecilogy and biology firld canips 
are not in it for comparison. 
'fhe motor yacht "::\inana" left Bri s-
bane at 5 p.m. on Friday with srY<'n souls 
aboard. Tke, B.Sc., was skipprr and in 
charge of the engine-room. l<""'ellow 
scientist Toby, B.Sc., was at the wlrnel. 
and the writer tried to apply physics to 
the handling of the mainsail. ·with such 
a galaxy of scientific talent aboard, it 
was no wonder that the "Nirnrna" made 
a fast run, down the riYer and through 
the Boat Passage, a natural canal which 
makes a short cut for small craft from the 
river to seaside places on the South 
Coast. Unfortunately for us, darkness 
came on suclclenlv a few miles beYoncl 
Manly, and stre~·ing by- means of· lln -
lighted beacons hecamc hazardous, as 1\'l' 
were soon to find out. 
Our object was to reach Peel Tslancl for 
the night, and this we expected to do by 
9 p.m.; however, this was not to be, for 
once darkness s.et in our course became 
yery erratic and in time we found onr-
sehcs on the sand banks near W c llington 
Point. 'fhe skipper and some of the crew 
braved the cold water and went over-
board to push off. 'l'heir efforts were 
mingled with jazz motions on the broken 
coral and razor backs which were on the 
sea floor. Once off safely, we kept moving 
in mor.e or less a circle, and after half-
an hour's aimless meandering were for-
tunate to get in line with the long-lost 
Cleveland lighthouse. Our tr.ouble had 
been due to hugging the coast, and thus 
g.etting within a bay entirely cut off from 
the Cleveland light. 
With the light in view sailing became 
fairly easy, although at one period the 
Xirnrna just missed colliding with an u11-
charted buoy- by le;;s than a boat\; 
length. Peel fsland wa-; reac!1.ed some-
where near 11 p.m. li'ishing lines were 
immediately cast. and b1· ~ a.m. sixt ,. fish 
of fair siz(• were rrad \''for hreakfas0t. A 
couple of hon rs' sLeep ·and \\'(' were 11 p at 
da~·light. ·what a s!ght one beheld! 'l'he 
Xirnrna was anchored in about three fed 
of water under the shelter of Prel lsland. 
.B'ifty yards away tl'.~ sarnh· coast of thP 
island formed a horsc-sl1<H: cune. about 
four miles long. On our right the hollSes 
and smoking chimneys of the Dunwich 
colony could be discerned nestling at the 
foot of the rugged Stradbrokc Tslancl 
ranges. which str.etchrd away to the 
south as far as the eye conld sec.· 'l'hrn to 
the south-east of'Dunwich, and some miles 
away, were nnmerons green-clad islands. 
011e must· sr.e the Ba,- itself to undrrstancl 
its glories at sunris~. 
After a dip and a leisurely brea ldast 
\\'e made for Dum,·ich to buv a fe"· neces-
si tics. T'nfortunately th~ store ,,·as 
clo:;ecl, but one kindlr resident told u~ 
that methylated spirit~'> (fo1· the prin111s ) 
was obtainable at the dispensar~·. 1'lw 
morning was s1H'ni in wandering about 
Dunwich, which is quite an eye-opener to 
the stranger. Tt has a large up-to-dat.<' 
bakehouse, turning out a thonsand loaY<>'· 
daily, a picture and jazz palace, a store . 
a hospital, ancr a church. 
From Dunwich we sailed over to one 
of the islands. Fishing was good, but a 
heaYy swell g-aYc some of th.e crew mal-dc-
mcr, and we ran for the Horse Shoe An-
chorage at Peel Tsland. It was just a~ 
well that we had to do so, for at about :~ 
o'clock a storm worked up. 'rl1e ekments 
went mad, and a fine display of ,electrical 
disturbances, accompanied by !JIJlting· hail 
and a raking wind, did their 1Jest to senil 
all and sundry to "Davy Jones' locker." 
'fhe Nirvana dragg.ed her anehor nnd 
the blinds were useless against ilic big 
wind. 'fhe resu~t was twenty minn tes i11 
the cold, drenching rain and a me~.'> of 
e;-erything in the way of old togs. 
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When the storm cleared and the har-
bonr became yjsible, twenty b·)ats . oi a11 
sizes and shapes could be seen at a11chor ; 
two were beached high and dr.)', ha\'i11g 
br.en tossed well up on tn.e samk \\That 
would have happened had W3 i-:tayetl and 
fjsh rd out in the open can ('n]y br 
imagined. .After the storm the calm. Th'' 
sun set was wonderful. The whole sky gave 
the appearance of fleeces of wool , in 
co lours of pnrple and golri. 
On Sun da? we J.eft the anchora~e tady 
and nrn<le for CleYeland. On the way WC'. 
managtd to land about ·l ,l•izrn fish, 
which proy.ed to be our only bag the 
· whole · day; At the - seaside town Toby 
left us, and we contimoed on our wav 
back to town leisurely. __ Our luck wa·~ 
out: fishing· was poor. Green Island, off 
\Y.rnnum, the Boat Passage, Doughho.,-
CoYe, opposite Pinkenba, were tried. hut 
not even a nibble. At 3 p.m. w.e set sail 
for home, and at 5 p.m. the Nirvana 
berthed at the Bridge Wharf, thus com-
pleting a pleasant week-encl, not alto-
gether lacking in adventures. 
"NIRVANA." 
--**--
The Awakening. 
In Modern Sapph ic. 
The dawnin g light glints through the half-
flun g shu tter, 
"While I crouch where the window gives a 
retreat in the wall-
Shame will not a llow me relief from the utter 
Longing for one hour from the past to re-
call. 
Faintly I hear over my heart's wild beating, 
A heavy drip, drip, on the marble floor: 
Thinly the wine spills on the tiles-in the 
fleeting 
Brazler light like blood at the curtained 
door. 
Fainter- more faint-grow the soft voices 
singing, 
Dimmer t he wild forms of the dancing 
maids ; 
Heavy lids close, softly the sleep comes 
bringing 
P eace. In to gloom slowly the tumult 
fades. 
. . Lightly the wind stirs through a 
forest, shaking 
Dew from the leaves to shower a maiden 
there, 
"\Vhere the sunbeams ever the branches are 
breaking 
To play on her face, weaving their gold 
in her hair. 
Surely no dream! Through the long years I 
have sought her, 
Queen of my hear t! Queen of my all! to 
be; 
Yet never so rarest of dreams have wrought 
her-
Standing proud there, holding her arms 
to me. 
Moving lightly over the moss and grasses, 
She comes, in her eyes lov-e that no lips 
could frame; 
Lightly she kneels, lightly her dear hand 
passes 
Over my face; wildly I breathe her name. 
Round me the black cloud of her unbound 
t resses 
Falling has hid shoulders and breasts; I 
rise, 
Parting the hair. Just as my finger presses 
Over her lips, darkness falls on my eyes. 
Darkness, then light, Goel! what a night-
mare revealing; 
Hushed the cold room, dim now the cen-
ser 's glow, 
Over the stained marble the sunlight steal-
ing 
Fondles the silken robes that around me 
flow; 
Robes of a girl who has climbed to the win-
dow beside me, 
Cold, sad eyes agleam through her tangled 
hair. 
Deep in the fading gloom from those eyes I 
hide me, 
Numbed in my heart to appeal of the pas-
sion there. 
B. C. P. 
~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__, 
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Poems by N. E.R. 
EVEXSO~G. 
When the dusk was purple-blue, 
Then my love and I went walking ; 
All the drowsy even through, 
Beetles droned like old men talking. 
Hidden in the wattle trees, 
Shrill cicada choirs were singing; 
Heavy pollen-laden bees 
Hummed a golden homeward-winging. 
Like a swift and dainty song, 
Flashed across the air the swallow, 
Flashed the whole blue sky along, 
To some quiet soft-nested hollow. 
·One Jone whip-bird slowly swung 
Long notes down the even, singing 
Through the scrub. The low call hung, 
Then cracked, and sent the echoes 
ringing. 
Three pines on a little hill 
Murmured in their drowsy swaying; 
At the foot a chuckling rill 
Pebbly castanets was playing. 
All the hills were purple-blue, 
When my love and I went walking; 
All the drowsy even through, 
Beetles droned like old men talking. 
SEA PICTURR. 
Sea song and shrill wind, 
And white gulls crying; 
Red clouds, with redder sun be hind , 
Slow dying. 
Green seas and cold seas, 
And great wave-thunder ; 
Black rocks down-beaten to their knees. 
Bow under. 
Sea-drift of black weed, 
Like robes of sorrow; 
Three fisher-boys , who little heed 
The morrow. 
THE OU) ACTOR. 
The stage is growing dark; his play is o'er, 
And Death is waiting ·patient by his door-
Old Death, who silent sat in black-draped 
box, 
·who watched and watched him act a Life 
that mocks 
At all but Life. But old Death knows, he 
knows ; 
And so he smiled a little when the rows 
Of shouting people called the actor's name, 
And cheered, and clothed him in a suit of 
fame. 
And now his turn is o'er and all the lights 
Are dim. The crowd has gone; the silence 
frights 
The old man struggling for a weary breath. 
For now he knows that outside black-robed 
Death 
Is waiting. And he feebly speaks some lines 
But half-remembered. " .... sleep, per-
chance to dream ... . 
I cannot think . . .... to sleep ...... and all 
things seem 
So far away . ... but still one thing is certain 
The play is over-so ring down the curtain." 
THE )JOU:\'"TAIN TOP. 
There's wind upon the mountain-top, 
Swift winds from off the shouting seas, 
Strong singing winds that never stop, 
But swing th e roaring trees. 
Down-dipping slopes are flower-starred 
With buttercups and golden-rod, 
And over old black trees fire -charred 
The little blue-bells nod. 
Clematis trails amid the grass, 
And spreads its snowy curtains wide 
To tern pt the butterflies that pass 
Down, down the mountain side. 
'fhe mountain's coat of green is flecked 
With purple-top, and broidered o'er 
With violets, and gold-bedecked 
·with tiny boutons d'or. 
EARLY MORNING. 
A thin mist greys the early light. 
And little cold winds shiver down 
The morning, with the chill of night 
Still in their breath. Asleep, the town 
Is hushed, save for an early cart, 
That rattles through the street, and all 
The echoes clatter loud to start 
A cloud of pigeons from a wall. 
The grey bridge rumbles to the sound 
Of wheels; then all is strangely still: 
And drifting smoke creeps slow around 
The river reaches, quiet and chill. 
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La Grotesquerie. 
'l'he word is to be found after some little 
search; it do_~s exist. Deplorable misfor-
tune! 'l'hc title should be at one with the 
sty le. an cl . the matter, in a plethora of 
claslung chscords. In what embroider.eel 
st~·lc should the theme be woven, in what 
carpet of hieroglyphic arabesque shoulll 
the figure be hidden? Amid a pattern of 
rap:ged blotches, patches of ink scattered 
OYcr the paper. hairy spiders that crawl 
and SJ)ring and waddle across the pagr, 
lea,·ing behind a trail, a tangled skein, 
whcr.ein arc hidden monstrous and un-
couth sentences,. a welter of gross and 
hristling words, faya~:inom; with gasps 
and asperous to the tongne of the r.eader. 
And the title~ Some quaint coinage, 
neologism un h.eard of, should serYe to title 
such a farrago of the unusual, compen-
dimn to be ma de with taste only by some 
learned abbr, by 'Nilck, wrsecl in the 
unusual, or by an ernditr symbolist. '\Vho 
else more fitted? Not l. sir! But yrt let 
Mnemosyne attend at m,- labours. Hie 
age, dnlcissirna rrrnm ! · 
"Tn all beauty,'' i:;a~·s Bacon. "there is 
some strangeness of proportion." Un-
warranted, unwarrantable restriction! In 
all things, from the tears of joy to the 
silence of grief, is hidden the grotesque. 
At the noi8e of our approach it stirs and 
rises from the swamp, clrncldes and gib-
p.ers, and sinks back again into the morasR. 
From even' cornrr it peers out with a 
grimace. IV r tnrn awa~-, to meet it face 
to face-in the mirror. the glance of n 
friend, the pink skin of a bab:v. 
The soul, Dante t.ells us, comes from the 
hand of God, "weeping and laughing like 
a little child.'' Risible spectacle! The 
child that 
Matris e gremio suae 
Porrigens teneras manus 
Dulce rideat ad patrem 
Semihiante labello, 
may have "hair like fine gold and a mouth 
like a pomegranate," and is undoubtedly 
the most wonderful baby that ever was, 
but it is not all beautiful. It is a small 
bundle of fluffiness with a voice, a scrap 
of w<>rrn. flesh from the butcher's knife, 
cast to dogs, to be eaten or preserved, a 
caricature of humanity a little old man 
a tiny element of the ~rotesque, but not 
orthodoxly beautiful. Greatest of rebels, 
babies offend against every canon of taste 
and beauty, and yet are appealing and 
delicious. Maybe .each has a vague feel-
ing of shame, like some squawkino· babv 
canary, like some tiny robin, "tha°t little 
hunchback in the snow:.'' \Ve regard 
them with feelings of amusement and 
pity, much the same as thos.e with which 
we would encounter some tiny wounded 
forest creature, some whimpering hurt elf 
or pixie, faint with pain, and addressing 
us in a language we had forgotten aft.er 
leaving childhood, a gasp, a pressure of 
soft fingers, a look, a smothered cry. \Ve 
laugh, but with a lump in the throat; we 
scorn and pity at the one time. 
But the grote:;quc not s.eldom jar:; on 
us; in the most div.erse and unexpected 
places we are suddenly confused. Our 
amusement is tinged with pique when we 
meet it in our favourite authors, and satis-
faction "·hen in those of our friend)';. 
Lovers of Shelley must writhe when they 
read-
"Bird thou never wert, 
That from Heaven, or near it," 
a concession to fact worthy, and irr.esist-
ibly reminiscent, of old Kas_war, "sitting 
in the sun," forestalling the query of 
little vVilhelmine: ''But, grandpa, how 
can a bird b(• in Heaven~'' 
All books contain it more or less, a 
gleam in the darkness, or a flaw in the 
crystal. Sometimes we hope for it; more 
often it is distasteful. "No doubt you are 
the people, and wisdom shall perish with 
you," was the reply of Job, squatting in 
the dust, to his would-b.e comforters. Even 
Peter was not above an "Irishism." "Sil. 
ver and gold have I none; but what I have, 
that give I the.e." And Peter leers and 
winks at us over his shoulder. Saint 
Matthew t.ells us in his twenty-first cha)l-
ter that-
"Now in the morning, as he returned into 
the city he hungered. And when he saw a 
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figtree in the way, he came to it, but found 
nothing thereon, but leaves only, and said 
unto it, Let no fruit grow on thee hence-
forward for ever. And presently the figtree 
withered away." 
\Y t' see the hot, dusty road, the tired 
and hungry figure, the expectant ap-
proach. the barren tree, the sickening dis-
appointment, the stream of bitter curse-;, 
and the consequent collapse of the figtrce . 
rnhappy figtree ! Saint Mark informs UR 
laconically that ''the time of figs was not 
vet.'' 'l'his seemingly quite valid excu:-;e, 
ho"·eY,er, aYailcd it nothing. Let us hope 
the passage is an interpolation. "An en-
emv hath don e this," and a great man 
is ~ade ridiculous. 
But there is also the premeditated 
gTotesque. Such things as "Mussulmann 
never dreamed of, when, drugged with 
opium, he has tottered to a bed of poppie><. 
his back to the flowers, and hi:-; face to 
the go cl Apollo,'' were more often than 
not the perilous stuff out of which Edgar 
Poe 1nav.ed his phantasies. For this man, 
who in a cold sanity could produce "Ar-
thur Gordon Pym," "The Murders in the 
Rue Morgue.'' ''The Mystery of l\fariP 
Rogt>t.'' and filled with the breath of the 
g·otls. the ode to Helen, dribbled at timt•..; 
across the paper, and made his ink from 
dust of the tomb and his spittle. •1w 
slavnings of the lunatic and the vomit of 
a sick man. Someone has said Poe wrnte 
"on the ontskirts "-the outskirts of 
r.eason. He trod there with a deli-
cate foot. ·with mce discrimina-
tion he selected from the debris , 
choosing and rejecting fastidiously. fokc 
Bau de laire he ha8 given us "un nouveau 
frisson'' ; he has left us a trail of sensa-
tions; of physical horror in '' M. Valde-
mar'' and ''Berenice,'' of suspense in 
"The Pit," of awe in the wonderful 
" House of Usher," a half-amused pity for 
the writer himself when the child in him 
is uppermost and he X'es a Paragrab, 
and details the adventures of the Business 
Man.. . . . . . . . . He alone could point to 
the source of inspiration that o·ave us his 
"T b 
. ales of the Grotesque.'' It was of 
lnmself in truth that he wrote when he 
r,en_ned the opening words of "Silence." 
Listen to me," said the Demon , as he 
placed his hand upon my head. "The 
~egion o~ which T speak is a dreary reg-
10n m lJJ bya, by the borders of the river 
Zai"r,e . And there is no quiet there nor 
· 1 " ' s1 ence. Too often Poe made that his 
dwelling place, amid the pale desert of 
water lilies, ''that stretch to\'rnrds the 
heaven their long and ghastly n.ecks , and 
nod to and fro their everlasting heads." 
Poe has gone, with his Angel of the Odd, 
and his mind that obtruded upon regions 
of the fantastic that were hitherto Yir..,.in 
soil, giYing a wrecked boclv to '' blackn~ss 
and corruption, to its s;d and solemn 
slumbers with the worm, for which the 
grave was still a home, and the corrosive 
hours, co-mates,'' yet leaving behind him 
his twisted soul in his books, epitomes of 
the strange and th,e unreal. 
Poe 's influence can hardly be meas-
ured. He struck thr opening chords, bu1 
othern continued the unearthly music: in 
·F'rance the macabre came into its own. 
'l'he French mind is held to possess the gift 
of a hard, and in some ways unsympa-
thetic, analytical faculty, which fits it 
pre-eminently for the task of criticism. 
And this belief is justified. Such an as-
pect of Fr.ench genius. howcyer, has per-
haps had too great stress laid upon it: 
the clarity of expression which is one of 
its paramount fca1ures has been consid-
ered by people without number to impl~· 
a ~·hallowness of intellect, just as in mnch 
the samr way the obscurity of many 
places in Browning reveals profundity. 
Bnt there is the reverse of the medal: the 
French, with admirable versatility, can 
be quite as unintelligible as Browning or 
Donne or Blake at their worst. lnde.ed, 
many of them, among whom l\fallarme 
a~d Kahn occupy prominent positions, 
display an unrivalled facility in conceal-
ing their thoughts from the multitude. 
The second half of last century, in both 
England and France, and more particu-
larly in the latter country, produc.ed a 
number of writers who, in some period of 
their lives at least , forsook the com•en-
tional walks where the Muse was supposed 
to inhabit , to follow strange gods and 
se.ek stranger sensations, and of such sillg 
''songs unheard before.'' 
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The perverse an cl the grotesque, to-
gether with much that was solely beauti-
ful or merely hideous, w.ere presented 
with ever:v refinement of lani:niage and 
colour, in prose that was often like poetry 
in its careful modulation of phrase and 
balance of sentence, its choice of word, 
its delicacy of euphony, and poetry that 
was too often Yerse, yet verse, ne,·erthe-
less, the handling of which demand.eel a 
consummate mastery of words, a per-
ception of the subtlest nwiation of 
rhythm, and often a wide and thorough 
acquaintance with ancient and modern 
literahmes. That age has passed: sin is 
no long.er regarded as romantic or splen-
did, and languor and long hair have gone 
out of fashion, even among women. H 
has given us the grotesque, though, in 
multifarious positions and under numbel'-
less guises. Gautier with his scarlet waist-
coat, devoted to his housefnl of sisters 
and cats, with his statue like a contralto 
voice, fearful of death and its attendant 
horrors, ''those dark comrades the 
worm>;, without ears, without eyes," the 
agents of corruption. that ''devour with 
a kiss"; Baud.elaire with shaven head, a 
sexual pervert with a smell fetich. writin?: 
<>f women of ebony beauty, black Ven uses, 
a slave to the poppy, dreaming· of hlue 
wine-the very apotheosis of d,ecadence, 
like Gautier enamoured of cats, "that 
languish upon pianos and sob like women , 
with hoarse sweet voices"; Vaucorbeil, 
the composer, with a hatred of v.elvet, hesi-
tating to accept an invitation to dine. 
hysterical lest the chairs be velvet-cov-
ered; Catulle Mendes, "with his pale hair 
and his fragile face, illuminated with the 
idealism of a depraved woman," whose 
look was a caress and whose words were 
like a draught of soft, yellow wine: Huys-
mans, high priest of Satanism, "with the 
face of a resign.eel and benevolent 'Mephis-
topheles ·who has discovered the absurd-
ity of the Divine order, but has no wish 
to make any improper use of his discov-
ery" ; Paul Ver laine, mast.er-sing· er "the 
one Christian poet since Dante," and his 
years in prison that resulted in mystic 
verse; Aubrey Beardsley with the wave in 
his hair, that ''portray.er of evil puppes, 
with their thin lines like wire and their 
small faces like perverted children's, un-
der white, deathly lights in Piccadilly. 
with the black hollow of heaven b.ehind 
shiny ' hats and painted faces''; unfortun-
ate Francis Thompson, dipsomaniac, writ-
ing his poetry on scraps of brown paper 
in a changing pattern of 
chequered light and shade the whole 
weird throng stream by, Oscar \Vild.e, 
flaunting triumphantly a green carnation. 
in company with Lord Alfred Douglas, is 
in the van, to reappear later in convict 
dress, on.e of the '' Zanies of sorrow, 
clowns whose hearts are broken, sp.eciall~­
designed to appeal to tlw sense of 
humour." 
Wrote Wilde,'' ·when Marsyas was' torn 
from the scabbard of his limbs,' he had 
no more song, the Greek said. Apollo had 
been victor. The lyre had conquered the 
reed. But perhaps the Greeks were mis-
taken. I hear in much modern Art the 
cry of Marsyas.'' And Wilde was right: 
it wafl not an age of any organ-voice; 
we hear no ''heart-shattering music.'' 
They played on reeds, shrilly, softly. 
plaintively, joyfully, on old re.eds and 
new, but reeds. Their music was sweet. 
if strange. Their ag·e has passed. unique 
period, mother of extraordinary children . 
not to r.eturn. They were possessed by a 
profound pessimism, a sinister ennui, a 
fin du siecle weariness, the wan weariness 
of a grey twilight, of an age that ha" 
reached its zenith. and .dies whispering 
its :>,ecret sins. They succumbed, too 
often with a facile indifference, to an in 
cffable lassitude of spirit. A tired grace 
pervades their work, the laborious distilla -· 
tion ·of minds fastidious in the selection 
even of the bizarre. A depravity of pure 
intellect, a metaphysical corruption, is 
shadowed forth in all their writings. Not 
the sins of the body, but of the mind. 
these were their themes. They gained an 
appetite for the abnormal and the un-
healthy in Art, for pallidities of thought. 
a lust after ungodliness. Attending at 
the altar of the new Satan, they will ex-
perience temptation merely to know its 
worthlessness. "The soul with all its 
maladies" is here given us, and we listen 
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to it" talc, while the music of the yerse. 
like th:it of viols and flutes, drugs our 
srnsrs with its poisonous sw.eetness. 'l'hc 
"Evil that is not mortal but immortal, the 
Spiritual EYil that has set up its black 
throne beside the throne of Spiritual 
Good" is momentarily shown us to flieken 
at, for the first and last time .. . .. . They 
pour into the Abyss , Gadarenc swine ... . 
"\clien. grotesque! 
\Yhat is this grotesque? some one aslrn. 
Where d\Yells it!. . . . . . . . . 'rhe Romans 
divided the world into barbarians and 
Romans; Anne Raclcliffo, it has been said, 
separated humanity into civilised people 
and Italians; a later distinction has been 
proposed, gentlemen and commercial 
travellers. Such distinctions may be r.eal 
or imaginary, but the grotesque cannot 
be put in a niche by itself. On all it leaYes 
its imprint, deeply, lightly, on the beauti-
ful, on the ugly. Marring them? Rom0 -
times, maybe. But that is a rnattrr for 
individual judgment. 
We do not always recognise thP g-ro -
tesque at first sight; it is coy, and must 
be sought, and even when found ther.e is 
no ap·eement among us. \V (' suffer from 
lack of a standard. The "ens realissi 
mum." the Kantian thing-in-itself, .even if 
.existent. remains undiscovered. Nor arr 
we likely to meet with more success in our 
search for the ultimate g-rotesque. \Ye 
need a grotr>sque in exc.elsis , the lIUintes-
senec of the grotesque, but this need is 
1ikely to remain unsatisfied. Perhaps it 
w·er.e best for us to follow Reynard in th r 
fable, and hold it to be not worth the 
seeking. Though all things, to be of any 
importance in aesthetics, must be artific-
ial-for indeed Nature is most inartistle 
unless aided by man-the grotesque will 
probably not repay the trouble we spend 
on it. Simplicity, highest form of art, and 
culmination of artifice, will always re-
turn to its position of authority. 
Let us tread warily. The fascination 
that the perverted and the unnatural ex-
ercise over so many of us must not be 
permitted to colour our lives unduly. For 
some minds the things of everyday have 
lost what little inter.est they may once 
have possessed. Happiness, they say, is 
the reward of being commonplace. And 
for these jaded palates th.e most highly 
seasoned foods are needed to titillate ever 
so Rlightly the dormant taste-buds, and 
a\rnken to transient feeling the hardened 
tongue. These epicures in life become 
drun karcls in sensation, seekers after the 
unknown. Death is the only thing· of 
which the.'' have not tasted, and like the 
Due dr l 'Omelette, they expire in a 
paroxysm of disgust because of a badly 
served orto lan. 
Any i1rnovation loses itself in its ex-
treme ; the g-rotesque, though no innova-
tion , becomes lunatic. Let Poe say the 
last words and demolish himself. ''There 
are moments when, even to the sober .eye 
of reason , the world of our sad humanity 
may assume the semblance of a hell; but 
the imagination of man is no Carathis, 
to explore with impunity its ,every cavern. 
Alas! thr grim legion of sepulchral ter-
rors cannot be regarded as altogether 
fanciful; but like the demons in whose 
company Afrasiab made his journey clown 
th.e Oxus, they must sleep or they will 
devour us-they must be suffered to slum-
ber or we perish.'' 
Q . E. D. 
---**--
Triolet. 
Until to-nigh t I never knew 
H ow swift a man to hell 11111 ' go-
Her eyes were chalices of dew, 
Until to-night I never kn ew. 
A whisper and a breathed adieu-
Shc smiled but, oh, it hurt m e so; 
Until to-night I never knew 
How swift a man to hell may go . 
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Quern Deus Perdere Vult. 
Loud beat the heart of :;\fatthe11· 
:;\f "fick, as h e paced the garden path a!ld 
turned into the quiet str.eet. "'J'hr flower:> 
that bloom in the spring·. tra-la, '' he 
warbled sweetly to the passing constahl<'. 
John made a quick step fonnird, but was 
re-ass1med by the gleaming ,Jiirt fron1 
that r efkcted the street lights. 
"Pleasant eYening. sir," rnmhll·rl th e 
cop. 
" ITer.e's hoping," replied the nwrn' 
::\Iatthew, making a dash for a passing 
tram. Esconsed in a scat, our hero gave 
himself up to a pleasant ren•rie , enjoy-
ing in anticipation th.e thrills that wonlrl 
bt• his before rosy-fingered da 11·H fonrnl 
him retnnwd to the common-places wi1 Ii 
which unrlerg-rads. fill i11 the time be-
tween Commen. Days. 
The night held promise of wonderful 
things. for was not she to be then>, th ,. 
fairest of the fair. '' :\far:·. my Scotch 
bluebell,'' trilled }1atthew inward!~· at 
the idea, but little h e k11.ew of the terribl<' 
eYents that were to come. Matthew, let it 
be h.ere stated, was a mathematical 
genius. ardent at work as at pla,\·. and 
like all geniuses, liable to fits of mental 
aberration, and so it happened that as 
the lights of the dining hall dazzled hi'> 
cy.es, something snapped in his braiH-
1\fatthew \Yas as one that walked in dark-
ness. A familiar voice fell on :;\fat's car. 
" Hcersir," he growled, in reply, and the 
speak.er fell back r epulsed. Seated at the 
table horrors rushed upon his mind. He 
was able to distinguish that the company 
had been unabl e to find a quantity "d" 
representing; the magnitude betw.een the 
male and female elements, such that "cl" 
was less than "e," a small quantity, al-
though "i'\," the sum of the magnitudes, 
was as large as they could wish. An at-
tempt had been made to solve the pro-
blem by subtracting a number from the 
male element and placing; it outside the 
bracket. 'fhis fallacious method worried 
7\Iat considerably, for he held that male 
was a function of female, whose position 
.could not be fixed ind.epcndently. His 
imlig·nati-011 " ·as further aroused on per-
(eiYing that owing to this arang('mcnt 
the noise increased in geometrical ratio 
simultan eously with th.e arithmetical in-
crea~'e of "G. 'the time limit set on aftr>r-
dinner siwechcs. 
~\t this point onr hero's attention \\·as 
attracted by a soft voice ask in g him to 
pass th.e grct'nstuff. His train of thoug·ht 
thus broken, ~'latthew applied hims.elf 
to bis plate a]](l discovered that clinner 
was not a function of ":N," as he ha (l ex-
pected, but consisted of Yarious bakerl 
meats, with a hardness ra11ging from 0110 
to ten on 1\foh's scale. 
~'"u tomaticall.r he tested the l[ttalit>· of 
hoop iron snpplied by the caterer, and 
relapsing into a habit acquir.ed in early 
youth, commt'nct'cl to eat. At his side sat 
.Mary, wondering at the umumal silence 
of her lord. No far , the dreamer was 
aware of her pr.esence only as a curve 
de,;cribecl along; his "x" axis i11 a posi-
ti1·c direction, with a similar phenomenon 
at an equal llistance from the point of 
origin in the negative direction, but at 
th.e sound of her voice he was arousccl. 
''Have you met ~\1iss ·wishbone, :\fat "! 
said his partner. 
"Miss Wishbone, " enquired Mat ab-
sently; ''ah, yes, I remember, we were 
discussing last day, w.erc we not, the be 
haviour of the series whose general terms 
were pu,er and puella. Of course, the 
answer is that they ar.e im·ariabl.v con-
1·ergent. '' 
"Don't be silly, ::\Iat," insisted 1 he fair 
one, "how man~· dances are we going· to 
haV(' ?" 
''Ah! of course; the dances ought to 
be considered also,'' said Matthew. "Un-
der that condition the series both tend to 
a common limit, which depends on th0 
number of dances in cluded in the firnt 
term. A common number is thirty. This 
can he proved by demonstrating that the 
point whose co-ordinates are U and ::\1E, 
describ es a diabolic curve. Consequently 
there are three possible roots to tb.e 
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equation 1plus1 equals 1. Tf \YC take the 
mass of the body into account, we must 
allo\Y for cle-\'iation. which can be done bv 
reducing the Yclocity in order to co~­
senc energy and also reducing· the force 
of impact betwen the arms of the rotating· 
couples. At pre::;ent, as the result of this 
feed, the Moment of Inertia is great. 
'l'hat \\·ill do for to-daY. You may g·o.'' 
:\fat. tnrnrd to refresh himself "·ith 
soft stuff, which is an integral part of 
all terms contained in the function of 
dinner. '110 h~s dismay it was unrepre-
sented in either the last term of the first 
series or the first term of the second. It 
bad in fact become an irrational quantity. 
ancl had disapp.ear ed because '' ?\'' was 
great. \\Thereupon merciful obliYion OYer-
came :'.\1atthe\\· :'.\f"l'iek. 
''TRIBALLOS . '' 
--**--
The . Poems of an Optimist. 
·'The poems reflect the sane and cheer-
ful optimism that is characteristic of th.eir 
author. None of them, exc.ept the touch-
ing sonnet to the memory of Sir Arthur 
Pearson, give any indication of the price 
that the war exacted from him. Though 
h,e feels that the hopes with which the 
more thoughtful of the young soldiers 
entered the war have not yet been fol--
filled, he sees no reason for despair, and 
h.e believes that in one way or another, 
there is work for every cme who is willing 
to help in making them come true.'' With 
these words Mr. F. Bousfield introduces 
"Sonnets and Other Poems" by E. Maur-
ice Little. It was the name of the author 
of these poems on the cover of the littl•' 
book in "'hich they are printed that 
led me to buy it, for I have the good 
fortune to know him. From few men did 
the war exact a heavier toll; the worst of 
his infirmities brour:ht him into touch 
with that great blind leader of the blind, 
Sir Arthur Pearson, and his sonnet to 
the memory of this man shows the optim-
ism which p.ermeates the poems: 
""When first the world was narrowed to that 
sphere 
Our poor untutored fingers then caressed, 
Seeing ourselves confined and others blest 
With freedom we had known, we fainted here 
Had not thy words of hope dispelled our fear , 
And led us ever upward to the crest, 
\Vhereon we sto<:>d, all doubt and gloom 
repressed, 
O'er joyed to find our vision full and clear. 
'Twere poor returD to thee, 0;1r guide, nur 
friend, 
Should we now falter as we stand alone; 
Far rather let us summon our ff'ung 
strength, 
And every noble truth of thine defend, 
Nor cease the struggle till the day i;; done, 
And we our record give to thee at lengte ." 
Hope is his watchword; in the sonnet 
to the 1\ ew Year he says: 
" 'Twere better far that every moment sa\\" 
Our souls illumined by this cheerful ray, 
Than that so fitfully on this first morn 
New hopes should rise of things unsought 
before 
The hurried vows and fancies of a day, 
All doomed to die because so poorly born." 
A better country and a better world. 
the i'1eal of the thinkers among those who 
rushed to th.e colours to defend the Em-
pin~. is, he says, what we should strive 
to raise as a true memorial to those "·ho 
fell and suffered in this cause. 
"One recompense alone to those who fell 
Can we who hold the land in trust yet make, 
And that-the dark disrupting force to quell, 
And raise the nation's standard for their 
sake,'' 
and, a true optimist, he is confident that 
thes.e great aims will be fully realised, 
however slowly they may come. To bring 
this to pass the soon er he ea lls on "The 
Unknown Poet" to awaken the people to 
their responsibility: 
"Our State is young, and so we fondly claim 
Our faults are but the certain signs of 
youth; 
Ignoble thought-they yet may prove our 
shame! 
Denounce the false, and lead us to the 
truth!" 
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'l'her.e is a note of sadness addressed to 
yonth, but optimism rises supreme at the 
end: 
"Yet though the voyage be with trials 
fraught, 
Herein doth lie thy glory at that hour, 
'l'hat there, in spite of danger's threats, hast 
wrought, 
'f'he deed which proved thy manhood's 
noble power." 
The seriou,<; tone does not alwavs oc-
cupy the poet 's pen. The love of n'owers 
and the things of natnr.e is not lost to 
him, though he can no longer actually sel' 
them; 
" Rich is the soul which in such things de-
lighteth, 
F or the supremest of joys he shall know." 
He delights to honour the noble things 
of life, especially genius, and, above 
all, the courage and devotion to ideals of 
his comrades in the Great \Var. "Xil si1w 
labore," the motto of his old school, hr 
makes the theme of a poem extolling all 
worthy effort. "The Cripple by the \Viud-
mill " might well be himself, for the senti-
ments he put into the month of this hem 
are surely his own. 
To his imagination he gives full pla? in 
' 'The D.emon of the Sea'': 
"For the ways of the sea are passing strange, 
And none but the demon knows, 
·when the winds will shriek, and the timbers 
creak, 
As the fearfu 1 tempest grows;" 
and in the "Farm o'er the River," which 
seemed so beautiful and good in the dis-
tanc.e, so that he must needs go to see it 
clos.er, only to find it far less beautiful in 
reality than his o"·n home. 
"But I turned to the things that were nigh 
me, 
Each day to find pleasures anew. 
Though foolish the hopes of that morning, 
New love for my home there was bor:1, 
As I found it endowed with those gra.:0s 
For which I had sought at thC' dawn." 
'fhe last two poems of the collection, 
" "ris Fragrant Still"and "He Came t;~ 
Me Sighing," are reminiscent of the 
Elizabethan lyrists. 
"I pray you, young man , in this simplest of 
tales, 
A moral, a moral to see! 
'Tis by lagging and doubting that wooing oft 
fails, 
So a laggard, a laggard ne'er be!'' 
t'xpress,es the same thought as Sidney's 
"He that loves, and fears to try , 
Learns his mistress to deny. 
Doth she chide thee? 'tis to shew it , 
That thy coldness makes her do it." 
"J.D." 
--** __ _ 
Lord, How Long? 
One more Commem Day passes. Still they 
speak 
Of pressing needs and overcrowded space; 
And now the cry arises that the place 
Is white-ant-eaten, and the rafters leak 
While pallid students creep into the halls, 
Trembling with fear, to meet their ghastly 
fates, 
Not from the Profs, but from the stuff that 
falls, 
Thundering from the roof upon their pates. 
And in the Lib they suffocate and die, 
Cursing the purse-proud plutes who will not 
spend 
Some of their filthy millions that could buy 
Several universities. Not a friend 
Weeps at this dreadfu l spectacle of grief. 
Hard are the hearts of plutes beyond belief! 
INKY. 
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After 
IVAKE, Beloved! for the Dawn ap-
pears, 
Piercing the Shadows with its 
Gleaming Spears; 
Awake ! and hear the Story of a Night of 
Love 
Filled with Desire and turbulent with 
Fears. 
b 0 ! the tired \Vorld slowly begins to Rouse, 
Banishes Sleep, wakes from the 
Night's Carouse; 
The Fire of Heaven rides the Skies on High, 
And darts its Flames into each Latti ced 
House. 
EHOLD, the Keeper of th e Eastern 
Gate 
Cries out, "Come forth Before it be 
too Late." 
'l'hrows wide the Doors- "The Day is here, 
Away! 
Take up thy Burdens and fulfil thy Fate." 
MYSELF did picture, underneath a Tree, 
Lost in a \Vilderness of Thought 
of Thee. 
But Thought turned Barren as the \Vilder-
ness, 
'While Purgatory seemed to beckon Me. 
WHAT time I slumbered the Stream, 
Thyself didst come to 
dream. 
there, Beside 
me and I did 
To Paradise and Love My Soul was led, 
For my Beloved was here- Or so did't seem. 
Omar. 
M Y Love came to me from without the Night 
And pressed her Lips to Mine; Her 
Eyes were Bright 
As she bent o'er me, and her Lovely Face 
Suffused the place about with Golden Light. 
Paused, 
Lost in 
Tavern Door behind me closed 
tight, 
glorious Vision came within my 
Sight, 
and was gone e'er I myself com-
posed, 
the Blackness of the Desert Night. 
0 UT then I went into the Burning Waste, 
Lured by the Mirage of my Belov ' cl's 
Face, 
Eager to press her Lips, Cool, Sweet, and . 
Chaste-
The Desert chanted- "Son of Man, Make 
Haste!" 
I NTO the World comes Man , the Child of Fate, 
Some born to Love, others again to 
Hate, 
Flourishes a little, then begins to Fade, 
And Silent as he came, Flies through the 
Gate. 
THERE in the Sultan's Garden grows a Rose. 
'Tis his; and yet its Fragrance out-
side blows, 
Borne by the \Vinds to those ·who have it 
not; . 
So, too, may I have You I love- \Vho knows? 
b 0 1 Some have lo1·ecl where Others loved before, 
Drunk of the \Vine of Life as forth it 
poured. 
Stayed for a little, sighed, then knew no 
more, 
Ancl- "KISMET" carves th e Scribe above Lhe 
Door. 
"ACHMED." 
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Ace-High Pete. 
Ue was one of those inscrutable. strong 
men of the ·west. Kno\\·n 1hrotwhout 
TPxas, C«irolina, Dixi.e (Yidc "T'rn ~oin' 
hack.·' etc.). and ~1adairascar as the 
quickest, slickest man on thr draw that 
<.>Yer uncorked a thunder-bottle. lw was 
feared b)- (•Yrry man from Cairo 1o Cadiz. 
Jle ah1·a.n; allowed the other man to dnrn· 
his gnn arnl aim first, and then "·hen the 
smokr had cleared awaY. lit· \\'as nhn11·s 
found picking his tecti1 with thP fo1:c-
sight of his rn·oh·cr. or nonchalantly wip-
ing 11H• dust off his hoots with the oth 0 r 
man's handkerchief, or som Pt b i11g as 
e<pta lly calm and cool. 
J\cr-Iligh Pete the)' called him- that is 
to sa.1·, generall.L After. he \\·as ginn 
oth.e r mimes. But Ace-IEµ:h Prte wa-.; 
straight all(] clean (he bathecl 111 the 
water-tank eYer~· Saturday ). :\n onr 
could eYer say that Pde hacl dra11·n on 
him first. Xo- he didn 't get the chance: 
he was always planted. 
The " ·ord had gone rouncl. Te11--;pot 
'J'imoth)· was drunk and \\'as out to en\\ 
thP cards on Pt>tc. \Yhen tlw llP\\'S r·pached 
the latter he turned from his Q'arne of 
m;ing lrnll ets to drive i1ins th~·ong·h a 
sornh1·ero at a hundred )·ards. hitchPcl 1q1 
his three cartridge belts. his rrrnlnr 
holstrrs. and his chaps . a11rl !-:milPd. lt was 
his smile that froze t be he11rts of mam· 
of his enemies. Tt \\·a s not the 11snal smil0t' 
that spreads OYe.r the face like a rash, nor 
" ·as it the deYilish smill• of tlw lightning· 
pitchrr who um1·inds a whirlwin<l. lm1 it 
\\·as a slo11· smile that trickled out of tlw 
right-hand corner of his month to rlrip 
off his chin to the floor. ,\ncl so ~\e.e-Ilig·h 
Pd<• smiled. 
• • • 
There was onl~- one street in C'a ,•nse 
Cit)-. and it 11· ar; lined b.v the principal 
bnilcling·s of th e town. The_,. ran in this 
ord.er: Two-Gun Heel 's saloon, a gambling 
house , a saloon, Buel Bnddy's rating-
honsl\ ' Cross-e)·ed C'assicl)" s saloon. a sa-
loon, and another saloon. T clon 't think 
thing there were any mon', unless T forg·ot 
to mention another saloon or two. Te11-
spot 'l'imoth~- had be.en the round. He 
no\\· stood ai the top of thr strret- alon r>. 
.\nd yet not alone. At the other ell(l of 
the Rtreet stood Ace-High Prt.e-alone. 
'l'hr remaimler of the to11·n poked its 
heads round the corners. For Ten-spot 
was out to sali,·ate Acr-Iligh , and tlw 
latter 11·as drtermined to perform said 
operation on the former, each to each. 
,\c<'-Ifi~.d1 stepprd fonn1rc1 h1· ent)· 
)«irds and Ten-spot rnoYcd fonnird sixty 
feet. Ace-1 Iigh 11·as then hnnty-t \\'O 
)·anls ( lcng·th of cricket pitch ) from Tc11 -
spot. and Ten -spot, by some coincidence, 
was rxactly twent)·-two yards (length or 
another cricket pitch ) from Act~·Iliµ;h. 
That is to sa~-. the distance between th em 
was the same in each case. and 'l'en-spot 
knew it. 
P ete spoke first. " Yon ~-.e l low coyote!" 
he said quietly, as if telling Exchange that. 
they had giYen him the \\Tong numb er 
for the third time. " You son-of-a-gun ! 
You gny ! Yon sknnk ! Yon--" 
B11t Ten -spot broke in: "Excuse m e, 
~-on cow-puncher! I 'd he plumb happy if' 
yon Ymnoosed; scat. pronto! P.D.Q. ! 
P.T.O. , and all that! " 
But Ace-High didn't stir one mill.i -
metre. Ile reached for his µ·1111 in;;;+ .. ad. 
Timothy swung· his rig·ht hall([ fonn1ni. 
Thrrr wa;.; a lot of smoke- rathn an ex-
re,:s. 'l'herc• \n1,; a li1tlP noise also. When 
1h e ho1 ck-;ert 11·ind swept clo\\·n a:id hlew 
the ecl10es and the smoke frn·a~·. _\ ce 1Iig·lt 
was seen shayinQ' himself with his littl(' 
safety-razor (with three extra blades an•l 
strop. J :)/G), which he al wa~·s carried in 
ca<;e of erneq~·e1 1 C)'. 'l'en-spot \\"<IS dead. He 
is still dead . 
Bnt some mischief "·as afoot . . Ace-High 
P etc's enemies. knowing· that poor old 
drunken 'l'en-sjlot would be kilkd, lay in 
ambush. At th<' words "One! tll'o! three! 
g-o ! ! ' ' eig·ht rifles. cont aininµ; eight bullet" 
each, emptied themselyes into Pete';.; 
chesL Ifr fell and cried: " Eight eii,d1ts 
are sixt~·-four; an rl when I 'm dea<l I'll 
i-m)· no morr." He then ro;;e, hut owing 
to the lead in his heart , he was top-heav)' 
and he f.ell cloll'n ag·ain. Bnt he knew ht· 
was dying , and all cowboys like a drink 
before they die. The.v helped him to tlw 
beer-tank. but in reaching for a mudnl. 
the lead rose to his h.ead, and he fell in 
and " ·as drowned. Thus ended hi" 
chequered career. They dragged him out 
and sold the beer for a song. N.E.R. 
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Moreton Island, Easter, 1924. 
\\Tlien three of us st't out on Thursda,· 
night to join the Pield Xaturalists ~t 
('owan Cowan Point, we little expectNl to 
be kept there till 'fucsday. Ilowe\'(~r .. F'ate. 
in tlie form of a strong ·westerly a 11 da~· 
:;\fonday, decided that no boat should 
.come to take us off, so we 
stayed, thankful to a man · 
.ager who had proYidecl 
. enough and to spare \\'hen 
provisioning the trip. 
During the week-encl 
;ve enjoyed trips to the 
interior and along the 
beach, seeing and coll.ect-
ing those things of inter-
est to "would-be" botan · 
ists. On the tlatnnlay 
morning the party set ont 
with the object of ap-
proaching as near the 
heavens as possible. ~\ ft.er 
negotiating a swamp and 
miles of s1win g E pa<:ri ds 
and »truggling smilax 
(which lrnYe to be tra-
versed in shorts to be 
really appreciated ), ""' 
reached our first objectiu. 
Iiound Hill. Prom this we conld sec Cont' 
Ifill , which we climbed and fonncl tl1° 
highest point, Mt. Tempest (910 frpt). 
just beyond. Our numbers had diminishrd 
to seven when \VC reachrd th.e latter ancl 
were rewarded for our labours bv ;-1 fin<> 
view of one of Queensland larµ·c.st bays. 
\\r.e saw its many islands and passa~·es , 
and the bright white sand dunes of }fore-
ton, bounded on the East by the wid.e 
Pa cific, as calm as its name. 
Having seen this <lnd taken some snaps. 
we remembered that it was already lun ch 
time and lunch was back 
at camp, but finding an 
easier route back we 
soon lcssen.ed the distance . 
B.,- this time we were well 
thirsty, so our unbonndc<l 
delight at fimling· , among· 
an expanse of ln xuriant 
climbing fern, a pool of 
clea1· water, con ld 11ot 
have b.een cqnal le<l b,,- thr 
mo<>t startling· sc;entifir 
discovery. \\Th e11 \\'C 
reached camp dx of the 
companies' proY1~1011 ,.; 
showed a large 1wg·at in 
\'alue. 
:'\o doubt varions col-
lectors on the trip fonncl 
interesting· specimcns--
sta r fish \Ye re common, 
and one naturalist bagged 
an eight-foot carpet 
snake, but the best capture was macle by 
one member of our party. He bronµ·ht 
hack a mammalian specimen which, 
though it cannot be called rare, .Ht re-
quires Yery gentle handling. \Vel l done. 
Dong! 
FRERE. 
SPORTING GOODS 
We claim to have the Best Selection of 
highest grade Sporting Goods in Australia 
SEND FOR Pl~JCE LIST 
! In CREEK ST. • i Massey Sports Depot BRISBANE. t 
l : 
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The Rhodes Scholar. 
'J'lie Qnccnslancl Rhodes 
l!l~-1- was elected at the .encl 
::\Jr. Percy R. ~tephe11sen. 
chosen. From Big. 
gcndcn :::ltate School 
schola1· for 
of la~t .1·(•:1r. 
B.~L. lH'lli ;.!; 
perhaps best knO\\·n. His r.emarka ble· 
e11erg)' went into eyen· position he under-
took- Editor and Business ::\fanager of 
he passed to tlDc ::\fary-
boronglt Grammar 
l:::lchool \\·hen, having 
matriculated in 
Arts, he went i11t1> 
residl'nce in :::lt. ,John's 
('ollegl' in mm. Jn 
HJ~~ lw graduated m 
Arts and becam<· a 
resiclrnt masl<'r :it 
Ips\\·ich Gramma 1· 
Sehool, ,,·hich positi0l1 
he rctainPd till. tlw 
end of last .nar. 
Tu sport his chief in -
terest was athletics. in 
which hr represented 
Qli.eensland at 1he lii-
trr- 'Varsit)· Sports in 
Brisballe ill rn21. JT, . 
represented ,John's in 
fo1 er-( 'olleg<' atl; ll'ti<;" 
and. football. 
''Galmahra,'' 'l'reas-
urer and Vice-Presi-
dent of the Dramatic 
8oci.ety, ::\fen's Club · 
Committee. Commcm 
Committee, Debat-
ing 8ocif't)· ( 'ommittee 
(he rep re s en t r d 
Queensland in Tntet'-
'Varsity debating in 
1921 ) ancl in collel/r 
Library ' Committ2~ 
and Debating Commit-
tee (h.e also represeJJt -
ed ,John's_ in Tnter-
Colleg-e debating). T1 
Ipswich he was hon-
orary secretary of the 
\\r.E.A. branch and 
also a \V.E.A. lecturer. 
That he will take 
full aclrnntagr of the 
b.enefits which life in 
tlrn older l'°niYersitv 
affords is beyon~l 
ln military lifo he \l'<t·s a liPut<'mrn 1 i11 
tlw Senior ('adcts in n1ri01{s ee'ntrPs. 
fn the social life of tlw '\'ai·s;t:: hl' 1rn:<: 
doubt. lli;'i . enthusiasm aclrnirabl.v fits 
him for the Rhodes. He has our best 
wishes for his success. 
--** __ -
To-night the wind is moaning in the trees, 
Mist follows mist across the lovely bay, 
To-night with book and pipe I lounge at ease· 
Beside the fire- for Winter's on the way. 
\Vhen Summer's moon climbs slowly up the 
sky 
And silvers all the ma and stretching sand, 
Then on the beach with Eve I love to lie 
And hear the music of a distant b'1.nd. 
·when nights are darkest, lights most brightly 
gleam, 
Oh, the brave brasses and the rattling drums! 
'l'hen life becomes some syncopated theme, 
There is no joy like this- when \Vinter comes. 
HENRY IX. 
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Superb Value in Clothes 
The exceptional degree of refined style, 
masterly tailoring, rich all Wool fabrics, 
and pattern exclusiveness, make 
RYDER . SUITS 
£7/15/= TO MEAS URI-: 
The first choice of discriminating clothes 
buyers. Get Patterns- Com pare ! 
GEO. R. RYDER LTD. 
QUEEN STREET, HRISBANE. 
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Crosby Hall. 
Though dwelling in a land p ossess ing 
no monuments of ancient times , happil~· 
we are not unconscious of the charm 
and interest which clings to historic 
buildings. 'l'herefore Crosby Hall ap1wals 
to ns through its past as well as through 
its future as an International Hall of Resi-
dence for \Vomcn Graduates from C\'f'n· 
country. · 
\Yith its story arc intcnrnnn 1rnmes 
which are household words to 11s, and 
to know its history is to know much of 
the history of England for fi\-e centuries. 
Crosby Place was built in 1466 bv Sir 
.John Crosby, a distinguished man,. She-
riff. and M.P. for London, but to-dav his 
chief title to r.emembrance is the 'nall 
which he built, with its beautiful Gothic 
architecture and its wonderfn l ceiling. 
Here, in 1488. first of manv famous 
occupants, l i Yed Richard, Duk~ of Glou-
cester, and her.e doubtless, hr plotted to 
seize the Crown of England, which, tradi-
tion relates, was offrrcd to him bv the 
Mayor and citizens of IJondon in C'0r0Rhy 
Hall itself. 
Early in the sixteenth centurv it was 
the scene of magnificent entertainments 
given by the wealthy merchant princes 
who occupied it. 
'l'o us, perhaps. its g-reatest glory lies 
in its association with Sir Thomas More 
-one of the foremost scholars of his age 
- who lived there for a time. 
Toward the close of the sixteenth cen-
tury Cror;by Plac.e was purchased b~· Sir 
John Spencer. regarded as the wealthiest 
citizen of his time. Here he µ:ave a ban-
quet attended by Qu.ecn Elizabeth, an<l 
we can picture the hall thronged b~· gal-
lant courtiers and achcntnrers; 1hc 
names of Raleigh. Grenville, Drake. and 
Hawkim; flar;h into our minds. HcrR 1iYed 
the Countess of Pembroke. Sidne~·'s si.;;. 
ter. whose son \\"as the personal friend of 
Shakespeare, to whom Crosb~- Hall must 
have been familiar. 
'l'h.e Hall escaped the Great Fire of 
London in 1666, but its glory departed., 
and for long it knew onl~' evil days. 
Many were its us.es in this time -a cafc, 
_a wine storehouse, a wholesale gr;rnery, .'.'l 
meeting-plac.e for an obscure r eligious 
sect, till early in the nineteenth 
century attention was called to the his-
toric interest and great beauty of the 
building, which was saved from des true . 
tion through the practical encouragement 
giYen by Miss Maria Hackett, "<J.a intel-
ligent literary lady." Once again, as 
rec.ently as 1907, it was threatened with 
destruction. A Preserva~ion Ccrnmiitee 
was formed, but its efforts were not .en-
tirely succ.essful. All that Y>ail possible of 
accomplishment was that the Hall WH>< 
carefully taken clown, ;;nue by stone, and 
re-erected in Sir 'l'hom:rn More 's gar1len 
in Chelsea. :-.Jo mor~ sui~abl·3 sil£ l'.Ould 
have been chosen than thi,;, which asso-
ciates the Hall still more clo:>ciy with 
this famous scholar and writ£r. 
For the Hall has been found a use in 
the fullest keeping with its tradition as 
the placr of entertainment for visitors 
from other lands, and its association with 
cultured \\"Omen, snch as Margaret More 
and Maria Hackett. 
It is proposed to make Crosby Hall an 
International Hall of Residence for Uni-
versity \Vomen , wh£re graduates fror01 
other countries can reside for study and 
research. The British Federation of 
rTniVCl'Sity ·women requires £40,000 for 
the purpose of obtaining a 500 y.c:irs' 
lease of the Hall and site, and the ereetion 
of residential quarters. 
With this accomplished Crosby Hall 
will become once again a c.entre of Eng-
1 ish hospitality to other lands, and it 
will be possible for generations of ;;tn-
dents to feel the inspiration of the tra-
dition. 
Au!Stralian women graduates desir.c 
to assir;t this cau~e, and r;ubscription Ji,,ts 
have been ope11ed in rvcry State. We 
hope to be able to s11bseribe £1,000. 
8ubscriptions may be sent by those in-
terested in the work to the Hon. 'l'rea-
surer of the \Vomen Graduates' Associa. 
tion. 
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Our Societies. 
UNIVERSITY UNION. 
'fhis year's actiYities began as usual 
with a Freshers' \\relcorn.e in the form of 
a dance. Contrar.'- to precedent. ther<' 
was a snperfluit.'- of men- ancl the \l·ome11 
enjoyed it immen<ely. Supper was par-
taken of 'neath a full mo on. and thr 
freshers made themsel.Yes at home. 
The closing of the vestibule has clorn' 
harm to tbe social side of 'Varsity life. 
Tn former years one frellllented that spoi 
before 9 a.m .. het\l·een lectures, and when 
pa;~~in~· to and from the rornm o11 rooms. 
for the purpose of reading· 1lw notices . 
keeping appointments, or chatting· to an.'· -
011e who happened to be doing the sam e. 
takes half the term to become acquainted 
with all the fr eshers, and the latt er dis-
covered that there wer.e quite a lot of 
people to kno\1-. Xo\Yadays. howeYer. onP 
takes half the etrm to become acquainted 
with the freshers, chiefi.'· through thP 
medium of dances and Commem practices . 
r,uckil.'' · Commem 1vas earl.'- this .''Car. 
'J'hose 11·ho do not attend dances one sees 
harcll.'' at all. Of course. this applies only 
to the mixing of opposite ;.;rxes. 
Commrm came upon us earl,,-. Prac-
tices wrre few , lrnt goorl, especia 11.'· tlw 
dancing portion. ::'11ay 2nd dawned 
hrightl.'", and the brilliant procession 
passed with a flourish of trombones. Th e 
aft.ernoon crrrmony was an improvement 
on that of th e two former .'·ears. and tlw 
nrw songs went well. 
'fhe dinner was highly snccrssfnl from 
the point of vie"· of the "all male " table. 
and the remainder thought it was rather 
g-ood. .\bout 30 guests were toasted. 'l'he 
clance " ·as all that could be desired, and 
at 3 a.m. a hungry crow:l left the common 
room for breakfast. Altogether, this 
year's Comm.em was mo:;t enjoyable. 
'l'hc undergraduates attended the dinner 
quite "-en and made up for the poor staff 
attendance. 
The Fnion has a good mernber:;hip. and 
this y.ear promises to be one of the best. 
DEBATING SOCIETY. 
Early in the year the Grneral ?lfrctin)! 
was held. ::\fr. R Castlehow ww; r.c-clecte'1 
president and h D. \Vatson hon. Recre-
tary. 'l'hese. with :Miss \V. J\. Oxnam and 
Messrs. Schindler and H orner , were 
electPcl to the committee. 'l'his committe~ 
subs.equently enlarged itself by the addi -
tion of ".\Tessrs. Peg-g, Fn' and Dr. Robin -
son. 
Debating has now become v.er_,. popular 
in TTninrsit~' circles. This. "·e hope. is a 
g-oocl omen for the success of the forth-
coming CamiYal. 'l'hc prospect of thiR 
CarniYal has g·iycn an impetus to local 
debating·. Besides a flourishing- PniYer-
sity Debating Society each college has a 
society of its own. Inter-Faculty Debate-.; 
are already in progress. Yet there i :;; 
much to demand a g-reatcr popularity for 
debating societies. They are, firstly, 
mutual improyement societies, where one 
may make an impartial study of the pro-
blems of the da~- . that is , make on.eself a 
useful citizen. For does not the weak-
ness of modern democracy lie in the fact 
that huge Yoting· elements yield to tlw 
mere volubilit_,, of the politician, or to the 
croakings of a f-'elfish parti<.;an press , that 
political power is gained by appeal to sen -
timent and stomach rather than h.'· ap-
peal to th.e reason of the classes J Per-
haps, it is rather too mnch to expect de-
bating societies to cnre this, but in so far 
as they direct the ink lligcnce of their 
supporters, they deserve to flonrish and 
spread. They are also >:elf-improYcment 
societies, which cultiva 1 e litcrar? expres-
sion, so that ideas ma.'· be submitted to 
and impressed upon the hearers in the 
clearest and most appropriate terms. and 
no point may be lost sig-ht of by lack of 
proper rmphasis, int.ellectnal keenness 
and confidence. 
Several spirited debates haw takl'n 
place. The first, "That we sympathist• 
with the freshers on becoming member,;:; 
of this TTniYersity," was drbatcd hy 1\fr. 
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A. ;\. Horner, :'.\fiss P. R. Fullarton, and 
Mr. D. Lee, for the affirmatiYe, and by 
Mr N. L. Kelly, "l.1iss \V. A. Oxnam, and 
Mr. \V. Rankin for the negative. 
The debate caused much amusement, 
and was won by the affirmatiYe by a 
substantial majority. 
"That we regret the decision of the 
British Government to abandon the Sino·. 
a pore Base'' n,ext won our attention. 'l'l~e 
affirmative was taken by Mr. Raymond, 
Miss Don and Mr. Mundell, the negative 
by 1\1r. Rankin, Miss Hopkins, and l\1r. 
Fry. Dr. Robinson prrsifkrl. gave some 
welcome criticism, and awarded the vic-
tory to the affirmative by a very narrow 
marµ:in. This Rame subjrct gave rise to 
an inter-societ~· debate a we.ek later, 
when "l.Iecsrs. II. DeHr, \V. :\'Ioffatt, and 
F. 0 'SulliYan (negative) repres.enting 
the City Coaching College Litrrary and 
Debating Society, defeated a University 
team, consisting of il1cssrs. Barry, Bing-
lrnm, and Peµ·µ·, by 547 points to 5±3. The 
adjndicator, ii-fr. P. ,J. Coughlan, con-
µ:rntnlated the speakers on the wa:v in 
which they had dea lt with a weighty sul:r-
ject, requiring much research. 
The next <1ebate was somewhat novel, 
as a 11 the speakers were "freshers." l\1r. 
·wood, Miss Julius, il-1essrs. \\Tilson and 
Tibson affirmed that "The gambling 
spirit is ess.ential to progress." Mr. 
Hirschfeld, :Miss Sandilands, Messrs. 
'l'homas and Car~.elclinc spoke against the 
motion. il1r. Castlehow commended the 
freshen; on their rfforts. TT e awarded the 
debate to thr affirmatiYe by 118 to llfi 
points. 
Inter- ·vari;it~y debate~ ha Ye now be-
come a perman.cnt affair. 
The Tnter-FniHrsity debates arc to be 
held in Brisbane this year in the August-
S.eptembcr Yacation. \Ye shall then be 
privileged to hear the chosen speakers of 
the Australian Fn i n•n;ities e11µaged in 
wordy "·arfare. 'l'h.e debates "-ill arouse 
wide interest. and show to a somewhat 
doubting public that these same students· 
w·ho, on C'omrnem. Day manifest that 
"spirit of irresponsible youth," can also, 
wh.en the demand is made, handle com-
plex social and political problems. Such 
an advertisement, just when the Univer-
sity is ·seeking the wherewithal to build 
a new home, should have far-reaching-
effects. 
CHRISTIAN UNION. 
As an opening to our activities of 19~4 . 
we were very fortunate in having a visit 
from one of the traYelling secretaries of 
the ·world Federation-Mr. Hurrev. of 
America. Full use was made of his . time 
in Brisbane, and it is regrette<l tha' his 
visit lasted only over the wt•ek encl. 
On the Saturday afternoon th1Te was 
an opportunity afforded p.eople to meet 
Mr. IIurrey at afternoon tea at King's 
College, and the many who availed them-
selves thereof spent a most rn.ioyabLe and 
interesting afternoon. ::\1r. Hnrrev de-
livered addrei'lses in th.e Baptist Tri her-
nacle on the Sunday morninµ·, at the 
Y.M.C.A. in the afternoon, anrl at Albert 
Street Methodist Church at night. On the 
Monday he snake at the first of our mee:· .. 
ings at the TTniversity. and at night at a 
public meeting at the Y.1\1.C.A. These ad-
dresses proved of great inter.est and value 
to those present. 
Other speakers who have given us ad-
dresses this term are: the Rev. II. Trigge, 
who took for his subjects "I-I eredity" 
and "Em·ironment"; also Rev. }1. Hen-
derson and Rn. \V. IT. Steven. on. We 
would remind freshers (and others) that 
these meetings are open to non-members 
as well as members, and all arc cordiallv 
invited. -
Another activity of th.e Union is the 
holding of Bible Study circles. There is 
one in existence among the women, and 
it is expected that there will be one 
formed among the men in secon cl term. 
Probably before the Magazine µ·oes to 
print we will hav.e with us Mr. ~orthey, 
traYelling: secretary of the American 
}fovement. Mr. Northey's visit is to ex-
tend owr a fortnig·ht, and we expect that 
a great deal of benefit will be derived 
from this visit. 
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DRAMATIC SOCIETY. 
'rhe ''Dram.," needless to sav. is still 
the most "live wire" socictv in °th e 'Var-
sity. · 
The play to be produced thiR war is A. 
A. ~ilne ':> comedy, '' 'l'he Roman.tic Age.' ' 
It lS a different type from "You ~ever 
Can Tell,'' and is filled with splendid 
humour. After last year's performance 
we expect the Elite Theatre to be packed 
on the nights of the performance, 8rd 
and 4th ,July. Unfortunately, we cannot 
announce the cast in this issue. as finalitv 
has not yet been reached. · 
1\fr. \Valter Hunt has been engaged as 
producer, and w,e appeal to all concrrne1l 
to help him to the best of their abilitY. 
Our latest acquisition is a Busi~ess 
::\fanager, .Mr. G. \V. Harding, who is now 
installed as a member of the committee. 
Last ly, we ask the nndrrgracls. to sup-
port the Soci,ety and help make the ~'ear 
thr most successful •on record. 
MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
Since th.e last issue of Galmahra the 
1\fnsical Society has held a very success-
ful concert in St. Andrew's Hall. 'l'h•~ 
date was October 29th, the first Monday 
of stew vac. Notwithstanding this, it was 
most gratifying to observe the respons.e 
to the appeal made in the last mag. for 
a lar ger interest in society actiYities by 
the undergraduates. Th,e audience was 
most representative of every part of the 
University. 
This year our interest c.entres round a 
unique work by the famous Bach. ·with 
its rippling and laughing melodics it ha:s 
won the hearts of all who have heard it. 
It is "The Peasant Cantata." and consists 
of a number of pastoral tlitti.es bound to-
gether by solos and recitatives of a most 
inter esting nature. 
We hope to giYe the Brisbam' pnhlic 
an opportunity of hearing this work .early 
in secon cl term. 
"\V c offer our heartiest congratulations 
to several of our members who µTadnateJ 
this year, especially those five whose 
names apeared in the Honours lists. 'l'hey 
all know how pleased we shall he if th.ey 
still keep up their membership whenever 
possible. 
\Ye must also extend a h.eart,\· welcome 
to our fresher members, and hope and 
pra,\' for still an increase in their number;;. 
Finally. we earnestly beseech an activ~ 
interest in our 1\-ork from all under-
graduates. which can best and most prac-
tically be shown by an attendance at our 
concerts. 
MEN 'S CLUB. 
Since the last issue of the ::\Iagazine the 
activities of the :;\fen ';; Club have been 
marked by the Ann na l Dinn.er and the 
:\Ien .Freshers' welcome. 
'l'he Annual Dinner, held on >:o,·. 16th 
of last year was a very successful func-
tion. 'l'her.e was a good gathering of mem-
bers of the staff, undergraduates, gradu-
ates and past members. though it must 
be said that the Committee had hoped 
for a nrneh larger att.enda11ce. ~\. ven· 
pleasant and agreeable eYening was sp,ent, 
speeches and musical ikms aclcling to the 
eyening 's enjoyment. 
The Men Frcshrrs' \\TrlcomP \\'as held 
on .:\Iarch 19th. 't'lw freshers wer.e Yen· 
well represented, while older hands als:> 
tnrned np in forcr. Scv.eral speeches were 
made, all with the purpose of putting 
freshen; at case in this palace of learni.nµ" 
.Judging h,\· results, the efforts of our 
speakers were Rnccessfnl. For this func-
tion a suggestion as to how freshers could 
make thcmches known to underµ:rads. of 
longer standing and vice Ycrsa. "·ould be 
received with joy by rnemb.ers of the 
C'ommittee rntrustec1 with the CatT,\' in g 
out of thr function . 
WOMEN 'S CLUB. 
'l'hc women freshers w.ere welcomed on 
Saturday, :M:arch l:Jth, at morning tea in 
the Common Room. Tn the absence of 
"'.\hs. Robinson, 1hc President, \\·ho left 
during vacation on a holiday trip to 
Enrope. ~'Iiss Dowri.e presided, and wel-
comed the freshers on beha lf of the 
\Vomen 's Clnh. .:\'fiss Bartholome\\· was 
.elected Prrsiclc11t rn "'.\frs. Hohinson ':-: 
place. 
'l'he T_,.B.'J'.D.A. has beg1111 the year 
Yery successfully, and hopes by the ob-
sep·ance of its rules to rrrnain success · 
ful throughont the year. 
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UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 
WOMEN GRADUATES ' ASSOCIA-
TION. 
'l'hr end of thr prrsent fi11a11cia l year 
occurs on April '.10th, 19:.!~, and the an-
nual meeting· of the .\ssnciation wi ll be 
h.eld at t !w Lyceum Cln b, A llwrt IT onse, 
on 8atnrclay, 17th }Jay, at 10.:30 a.m. 
'1'11(' annual dinner m1c1 reunion takes 
placr c111 rinµ: ( 'ommem \ \'erk whirh is 
grauuall~· becoming a rniYersit,1· Week. 
The rnPmhership of 1hr ,\ ssociat-ion has 
incrrasccl. hut th.ere an' still man~· 
gTadnales 11·ho should join. Tt is hoped 
that Hll ihc new gTadmitc•s will rnrol as 
memlwrs and assist thr AssociHtion in its 
work. 
8eYen1l memlH•rs an• tra 1·ellinµ: this 
~-rar. }1iss 13ag·r· has been chosrn as one 
of the three L\ mtralian clelegat"s to tlw 
Tntern:1tional Conference of l'niYersit,-
\ \romL'll. 1o be held in ('hristiania at the 
encl of .Jnly. 192-1-. }fo·s }faemillan. }'[is' 
\\'alker , and ~Ti.;;s Ethel Campbell will 
also be in Europ!•. arnl J\fiss C'amph2l1 
hopes 1o bl· abl.e to atknrl the C'onfer-
l'llCe. t-110ug·h 1101 <lS an offiC"ial drlrµ:ah· 
A Conference of the Australian Feder-
ation of UniYe~·sit,v ·women will be held 
in Melbourne. early in September, and the 
Qn.eenslancl Association hopes to have rep-
rescn tat iYes present. 
Two Frll owships ha1·e recently heen 
offered- an American one, and a .Jex 
Blake studentship at Girton Colleg.e. Un-
fortunatel~-. in each car-;r the noticr was 
receiYed too late to be made widely 
k1101Y11 to the Queensland gTaduatrs 
T"-o object:; are engaging the attP11tion 
of thr A~sociation at present. One is the 
effort to raise £60, our quota for the 
Crosby Hall Fund. For this we are as-
sessed at the rate of 10/ - per graduate. 
'l'he second is to do our utmost to support 
.the appeal of the \Vomen 's C'ol lf>ge Com-
mittee for £3,000 to set thr Collrg-e on a 
firm financial basis. 
Boih appeals should be of great in-
terest to graduates. and all suggestions 
and subscriptions will be welcomed. '!'hey 
should be sent to J\fisr-; Steedman (th.e 
'l'rf>asurer of the A~.sociatio11 ) . lfra th 
Stred. East Brisbane. 
---** __ _ 
'' Logic." 
A. professor of Logic sat one day, and loud 
and long cursed he; 
He torP his teeth. and he gnashed his hair, as 
he probed at a mystery. 
The "'.Vherefore of 'Vhy,'' and the "Thatness 
of This"- for such he cared not a jot; 
But he'd hardly expected to be so put out, by 
the much vexed 
'''Vhichness o.: What.'' 
"My friends and relatio:1s- some are and 
some ar'n 't- 1 am here before you to-
day, 
Or rather, perhaps, you are here before me-
and why should you not be, I pray? 
Likewise and therefore, as before herein said, 
to the contrary all notwithstanding, 
'Vhy should I be standing before such a lot, 
and if so, 
Then why so, and if not, then why not? 
Consequently we get to the point of the ques-
tion, wherein and whenever, 
And having the science of logic at heart, 
'twould be fatal to leave out '"Wher-
ever," 
Likewise and moreover, our facts ar'n't com-
plete without making use of "What-
ever," 
And so, my dear friends- and e'en those who· 
are not-
\Vithout these we should settle it never. 
And wherein I have heard "the call of Logic" 
who am I that I pay no heed, 
I ask; must I answer? Myself answers "yes," 
and so I get on with the deed; 
Verily, I say unto you, them and they as \Velf 
as to his, her and she, 
It would not be I would turn a deaf ear. and 
you know 
\Vhat my answer must be. 
Thus. ladies and gentlemen, gather around-
! repeat there is but one reply: 
"Gaudemus igitur, sal volati le, sus Minervam 
nee etiam quot," 
\Vhich I think you'll agree, is a fine summing 
up, 
Of that much mooted "\Vhichness of ·what." 
"KOKO." 
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· Varsity Sport. 
FOOTBALL CLUB. 
The annual general meeting of 
the Football Club was held in the 
Men's Common Room on April 
24th. The following office bear-· 
ers were elected :-Patron, the 
Chancellor; president, Mr. All 
man; vice-presidents, Messrs. E. 
Stanley, W. Noble, T. Copeland. 
L. Pottinger, vV. Trout, and Pro-
fessor Pri.estlcy; hon. secretary, 
·s. A. Trout; hon . 
treasurer, W. Ran-
kin. · 
At a later meet-
ing J. Lynam wa': electe·I 
captain, J. Vidulich vice-
captain and G. l\fcCaughcy 
third member of selection 
committee. 
The season has already 
opened and three matches 
have been played, two of 
which were fixtures . In 
.all the Club was de-
feated La San te 
played in Sydne~· this year. but -;o 
far no definite i!ate has been fixe(l. 
A combined Cni,·ersity team is to 
tour Xew Zealand. leaYing- S)·d-
ney on May 30th, and retttrning 
on ,June 2-±th. Probabl)· about 
eig·ht Queensland players ,,·ill Le 
needed, but a month's abscn<'(' 
from the 'Yarsit~· ,,·ill haYe a 
detrimental ,effect upon tho.;c 
who take up scholastic dnties 
in a serious way. ~o far onl.'· 
one player is aYail-
able. bl{t therP is a 
-..<' likelihood that three 
.._ii>- more will. IH' ablP to 
make th.e trip. 
The Seconds have done c'cst la Gymnastique ! 
However, one must realise tlwt 
there arc seyen senior teams no\\· 
playing, and if any dispute should 
arise at the encl of the season, it 
will be the weakest team that will 
ha,·e to draw out. There are barely 
thirteen A grade players to choos•' 
from now, and the absence of 
three or four would considerably 
hamper the progress of both 
teams. This is evidenced by th.e 
result of matches played recently. 
r emarkably well, and have 
won matches against Valley and Suburbs. 
A dance was he1d recently and a slight 
profit realised. The number of football 
-en thusiasts present was very small, and 
if such is the spirit of the Club then one 
must not be too hopeful for its future. 
This absence of public spirit is typical of 
practica lly all the 'Varsity Clubs, and 
unless something unforeseen happens the 
'Var sity will ahrnys be relegated to the 
lower rauks. The Football Club Consti-
tu tion was established to further the 
interests of foot ball and ·varsity sport 
generally, and also to stimulate public 
in terest in 'Van:itv affairs. There is no1\· 
a Genera l ('omn~ittee consisting of a 
president and six other members, and it 
is to be hoped that this committee will be 
a Ycry active bod.'', the duty of which 
wi ll be to sustain an unflagging interest 
in football throughout the season. 
'rhe Jnter-'Varsity match is to be 
when, some of the First 's forwards 
being absent, their places \Hre filLed 
from the ranks of the 8econds. 'The los:,; 
was felt in both teams, but especially in 
the Seconds. The defeat of both teams 
11•af; due mainly to this loss of Wl'ig-ht in 
the pack. 
}mother thing to consider is the differ -
ence between the two g-rades. A i'onsid-
er ablc amount of experience is needed 
for a player to become a good J\ µ:raclc 
man. A public schoolboy cannot be ex-
pected to step from a school team into an 
A senior team ,,·ithont exprriencl' g-aincd 
in a low.er team. 
All pla.'·ers are 11rgl•cl to pa.'· stril't at-
tention to training. Late nights. too 
many clances and other friyo\itirs onl.'· 
tend to npset al l the hard work tlmw in 
trying to keep in good conclition . ~\s far 
as actual practice is conccrued, it is 
essential that at least two practices a wrek 
be attended. not onl~· for the sake of 
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condition, but also for that combination 
so essential to a team's welfare. 
SPORTS UNION. 
'rhe annual genrral rneetinµ: was hel(1 
on :'.\Ia~- lst. when there was a g-oocl at-
1endancr of members. 'l'he rC'port and 
halance ,·heet w.ere adopted. The six 
vice-presidents from last year were re-
t>lectl>cl, namel , ·, Profo,son; ~Ticbie. Par · 
nell, Priestle~-. Richards. Steele, aw1 ReY. 
Steven son. 
Tlw election of other offi.ecrs rcsnlted 
as follows :- President. F. Marshall; 
~ecrdar.Y. L. ( '. Fishe1·; 'l'rrasnrer, .J. 
Lavery. 
'l'he retirinµ: sccr.etary. G. ] fardi11g, \\'ao: 
thanked for the cxeellcnt manner in 
"·hieh he had carrird out his duties. 
From now onward thr ·women\ ~ports 
1Tnion manage<.; its own affairs. and \\'l' 
sincer.e l~- hope that this progressive step 
taken b~· the women will soon bear fruits 
of success in Tnter-'Y11rsity as \\'Pll as 
local com petitions. 
'l'h is ~·r•ar anotlwr arlvancP lt:H het'11 
made by our memlwrs , anrl a ".\Len\ 
IIockeY Club has been former1. For thP 
first ):ear. at least unh l. its r•xi,.,tcnce 1s 
deemed perman.ent. thi• S. -r. e6ntrols it 
in all but complete finam:i c1 l n·a1 lcrs. 
\Ye welcome this club whil'li has al-
rc11dy g-ained respect in lo<'a I fix1 urrs . 
'l'hc acti,·ities of r,1ch ccin.~riturnt clnb 
\\' ill lw cvi dent from their notes. 
Thr· appeal to tlw Senate for financia l 
m;si~t<mce seems to be reaching that 
stag.e \\-hPn hopes rise and that O\'Pr-
draft- a ycarl ~· drag· on our reso1 11·epo.;-
hecornps but a vision. Let us hop(' \\'P 
\\'ill not be disappointed, for this <l P1>t 
has for man)- ~·ears pr.eYented the S. TJ. 
from g-iYing the 11 ecPssar;· finaneia l assi st -
ance to its tr11Ye 11 inµ: trams. 
In conclnsion. let us remind a ll sport-
ing nwn that the N. l '.. lik(• al l other 
bodies. cannot snbsi;;:t on air . and 1h;it 
1 he mrnmil snbscriptimrn shonld b.e paid 
into tlH' hanrls of tlw trcasnrPl' as soon 
11s possib le. 
WOMEN 'S SPORTS UNION. 
At the annual meeting· of thP Spol'tfi 
Union last year it was decided tlrnt the 
. 
women should sever their connection with 
the Sports Union at the end of the yi:iar, 
and accordingly, a ·women's Sports Un-
ion waR formed. 'l'he election of officer:» 
resulted:-
Patron: l\1rR. ('umbrae Stewart. 
President: Miss Bartholome\\'. 
Vic.e-PreRidents: l\'Irs. Goddard. l\[rs .-
MoleRworth, ~'Irs. Iluxham. 
Secretary: 1\1. Bennett. 
'J'reasurer: G. Ferg-uson. 
The idea of the ·separate sports union 
i-, indeed a happy on e, for at last may 
the men he eloquent at their meetings. 
and we at least will be financial. The 
membership is increasing gradually. May 
it keep on doing· so . Undergraduates ar.e 
at last beginning to wake up to the fact 
that thev do not come down to fossilise. 
but for~ life of actiYity, of which sport 
is not the least important. 
The union has three constituent clubs 
so far- Hockey, Swimming, and Tennis. 
The tennis people g-o south to try their 
luck once more , and \l'.e hope that they 
will meet \\' ith Sl lCCess. 
MEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
A.t a meeting held .early this year, it 
was . clecided to form a Men's Hockey 
(' lub , and the follO\\'ing officers were 
Plccted :-
Captain: C'. Weller. 
Vice-Captain: A. Clappison. 
:-J.ecretary: R. Mundell. 
l;iixtures commenced on Apri l 26th, and, 
up to the pr esent. we haYc had one vir-
ton-. one draw, ancl suffered one defeat, 
qui.te a creditable performance for a team 
of \\'hich n ~ ne members are new to the 
p;ani.~. 
.Just at present p l a~·e rfi seem to haYe a 
little difficult)· in keeping· to their posi-
tions on thr fi,,ld. and the stick work, as 
is onlr to bP r'x1wctcrl. leaYes somrthing 
to be drsirerl, but the keenness at prac-· 
tices is hig·hly g-ratif~'ing, and alre11cl )' 
there is a m11rkecl impro,·ement. 
In conclusion we wish to express om· 
gratitude to th.e \Yomen's Hockey Club 
which. during the earlier days of the club. 
gaYe us the use 'Of halls arn1 sticks for-
practicc purposes. 
l\Iay, 1924. G ALJ\1AHRA. 
BOAT CLUB 
.. :\t the Anm1al General 1\Leeting· held 
on Tuesday. l\fareh '.Z.)th, .J. ·w. Grice n·a-.; 
elected captain; G. \Y. Harding was 
t'lect.ed YiC('-captain. and T. K. Hirsch-
field secretary. The committee \\·as eom-
plcfeLl h.'- the c1Pc1 ion of G. Barlow, L. 
Fish.er and .J. Bnzacott. 'l'IH' ,\nnnal 
Report for thP ~·ea1· 19~:1 was tlwn rPacl. 
Hnd in it mention was lll<HIP of the \·er,\· 
snccpssful ~·ear the club had. 'l'he cig·h1 
were again snttPssfnl in S~·clne.'· last year. 
and 1·etain tlH' .\ustralian l 'niYPrsities' 
Rmring C11p. .\ ,-ote of thanks was 
pasf:r<l to -:\1r. ,\, .\. \\Tatson for his ser-
Yices as coach. lfe has again conR.entccl to 
tak,• llw eig·ht in hand this ,\'Pell'. 
year, >o it has been ncccssar~· to try an-
other man (E. Martin) for the position_ 
The .eight indulge in hcay~· traininp; eYen-
nio·ht and the form so far is YCrY prom-
JS;;,!.!'.' · 'l.'hev arc just beginning· faster 
\\'Or0k now,· after the slow long rating· 
which prcn1iled during earlier stages o.f 
1 raining'. 
,\s already mentioned , the race is to 
he held in .:\fclbourne 011 the 3lst .:\fay. 
'l'lw date is Yer\' inco1n·cnicnt for Qnl'cns-
land, as i.t cnt;1ils missing a week's lee-
1ures. 'l'lw crew is to haYe the fortnight 's 
training in Melbourne, which is essrntial 
to snceess. Our request for an alteration 
of the date aYail.ecl us nothing. ;;o the 
crew lca\'Cs on the 17th )fa~' . \Yhat is 
l':\H' l~RSl'l'Y ElGHT. 
L. C. FisheJ# (ho\\·), J. Buzacott (2). J. R. Cooper (3), G. Harding (4), T. E. 
Collins ( 5), 
G. Barlow (6). J. Grice (7), E. B. Freeman (stroke), E. Martin (cox.). 
The 1111mlwr of c<1ndictalcs for seats in 
the eight for l!J~-1- 11·as 1rnpn•cedent·ecl, and 
aftrr a good cleal of 1 ubhing, the candi -
dates w,ere narroll'ecl clown to ten. 'l.'hese 
continued to train in fours and finallv 
1he follo\\·inµ: right \\·ere srlectcd to rep-
rese11t the 'Varsih· al :\frlbonrne: E. B. 
Fre<·nurn (strok<• ): .T. \\'. Grice (7) , G. 
W. Barlo,1· (6) , T. E. Collins (.>) ,G. Hard-
ing ( -~ ) . H. L. Cooper Cn, .J. TT. Bnzarott 
(~ ) . L. Fishl'r (bow ) . ,\s this srlPction 
mclncles six of last .n'ar\; winning eight, 
we sho11ld stand a \'ery good chance in 
!he race after some we.eks of coaching. 
lloi<1away, last year's cox. is nnfor-
atel.'· not aYailable for the position this 
necessary to enable the crew to go to 
:Melbourne is money, money, and money. 
'!'his question, the ever-vexing one of the 
Boa1 Club, is Ycry serious. The amount 
i1eed.ecl to do the trip is something like 
£190. After Yarious suggestions were 
made it \Yas decided that a benefit at Cre-
morne should be applied for, and posRibly 
a dance should be held to raise funds. 
Apart from these the usual canvassing of 
m('mbers of the Senate, Council, and the 
>-porting public wm; also decided on. So 
far the funds are progressing fairly satis -
factorily, there being about £120 in han<l , 
of which £1± was the result of a b.enefit 
For this we offer our thanks to the "Dig-
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gers" of Cremorne. However this 
.amount (£120) is not as good as it looks, 
considering the crew leaves on Saturday 
w.eek. It is a great pity that the neccssit5' 
for such a collection exists but so lono· 
:as the 1Tniversity remains <~s small as it 
is, the present trouble is likely to con-
tinue. But the days of ideal conditions 
for training with no \\'OlTV about the 
funds arc still in th.e dim ft~ture. 
The state of the boat shed is also >1 
:-;ourcc of great trouble to all concerned. 
'l'hc boats are in a terrible state, several 
not .eYcn having complete keels. The 
"Deer" is still in fair condition, and was 
nserl in training by the crew. Th.~ l:ftl1t 
J·acing craft has been clone up b>· ilH· 
c•re\\-, having been sandpapered, \'arnishcd 
and fitted with new canvasses. 'l'!1i,;; eight 
no long.er suits our crew, \\'hose weights 
are not those for which the boat ";as 
built. ;.,:egotiations are now in hand for 
the sale of this craft, though we will be 
sorr.v to lose her, as she is a great boat. 
However as ~he is nnsnitable the expense 
of maintaining her and another boat 
eannot be borne. 'l'he oars have also been 
a big problem this >·ear, for at the com-
mencement we could only rake up about 
t\YO good stroke side oars. However 
a ne"- set has been purchaRcd, RO that tlfr; 
trouble has been removed. The pontoo11 
occnpies itR customar)' and, one thinks, ih-; 
last resting p lace in the mud of the river, 
and so precludes the poRsibility of tra in-
ing from our own sheds. However, Com-
mercial Rowing has come nobly to the 
rescue and giY.en us the use of its shed 
for training purposes. including the loan 
of a practice eig·ht. \1-hich \\'a'i a great 
boon. The 'V<1.rsity C'lnb has inclred cause 
to be grateful to the C.R.C. 
SWIMMING CLUB. 
The annual General 11eeting of tlw 
abow club was held on the 19th Octobt'r. 
\\'hen the following o±'ficprs werl' elec-
ted: Captain, ,J. ::\ficklin: Secretarv an rl 
Trl'asurer, F. DittrnPr; Committee·". :\1iss 
G. Stcph.enson, Professor Parnell ancl G. 
Harding. 
The annual carnival was hPlcl on thP 
J6th April. ancl was an unqualified snc-
cess, judged both from the merit of thl· 
performances and from the numb.er of 
entries. The succ.ess of this canfrrnl 
augurs well for the futme of the club. 
and it is sufficient anS\l'l'r to tliose pessi-
mists \Yho criticised the form.ation of the 
club some h1·0 years ago. At th.e carnin1l 
there \\·as a fairly larµ·e number of 
spectators, and all the races werl' inter-
esting, not the lealst intcr.esting heinµ· 
the women's events, which attradecl a 
fair number of entrants, the entrirs being 
a marked improv.emcnt. on those of last 
year. Tnter-Collcge e1·ents \\·ere held. but 
they did not count in the Inter-College 
competition. 'l'o those members of the 
staff who acted as officials at the car-
nival, and to ::\fr. \Yetzel of the Ar1hur 
!::ltreet Baths( where th.e carnival \\·as 
held), we extend our heartiest thanks. 
\Ve also thank the whole staff for tlw 
way in which the~' patronised the car-
niYal. 
'l'h.e future success of the <:lub depends 
on the interest taken in it by the under-
graduates, and by the Yarious college..;. 
\Ve trust that Jlext Year the 1nter-C'olleg-0 
Council will see its. way clear to pcrn~it 
of the Inter-College ennts counting in 
the Inter-College Competition, an cl we l·)Ok 
forward :o the time when this clnb is 
strong .enough, both financially and 
numerically, to engage i11 competition 
with the best swimmers of other l'niYer-
><ities. 
MEN 'S TENNIS CLUB. 
Unfortunately, at the present t inw the 
:\fen ·s Tennis Club cannot be considered 
a Yery successful body. 'l'h.e annna I tour-
naments, which commenced at thP be~·in · 
ning of second term last ~·ear, haH' in 
many cases not ~· et been finished. 'l'his 
can onl~· be clue to sh.ecr lazim•ss. ancl it 
is to be hoped tha1 this ~-(•a1· \\'ill "ho\\' 
a marked impro\·ement. 
\Ve take this opportuni1.\· of eo11gratu -
lating ,J. Bu·zac.:ott on being thP \\'i1rncr of 
the ::\1Pn's Singles Champio11ship. 
This year we hop.e io haYe a Yisit from 
the Stanford ( lUL\.) PniYersii~· team, 
which is going· to tonr Anstralia. 'L'his 
Fnivcrsity will, of conrsc, have to play 
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-;ome g-racl1ntes. but we nsk all nncler-
grad1rntes to striH for n place m the 
team. 
'I'he .Annmil General ::\ferting of the 
Clnh was held sornr time ago, and was 
1".ery poor].\- attendrd. 'I'hr following· offi-
CPrs wrre elrctr<l fo1· the ens11ing year:-
Captain: \Y. G. Rankin. 
Yice-('aptai11: \Y. A. -:\fcDong-nll. 
Sccretm·,,-: P . . f. Lnnlrnrn. 
CommitteP: \Y. Harrison ancl R. :.\fellor. 
"\lthough it is rather <'arly to consicler 
the matter yl't. it is to he hoped that mem-
bers of the Cl uh wi 11 serious l.'· eon si der 
rnt<'ring a t!'am for the Q.L.'r.,\. fixture;; 
next .\·ear. 
WOMEN 'S TENNIS CLUB. 
'I'his Year the "·omen \\'ithdrew from 
thr lTni~·e1·sitY 'l'ennis Club and formed 
the lTniversitv \\Tornen\; 'J'ennis Club, 
\\·hich held it~" firs1 general meeting on 
}fa.\· Hth, at \\'hich the follo\\'ing· officers 
werr elcctecl :-
( 'aptain: ~\.Hooper. 
Vice-Captain: .J. ktephenson. 
Secretary: K Doak. 
Tt was decickd a g·a i11 this _\'Car to s.e11 d 
a tram to r<'1n·rsent Qneenslancl in the 
Tnter- 'YarsitY frnnis. which is to take 
plac<' in }felirn111·11p <lming tlH· first Yaca 
tion. 'l'he kam fin a 11.'· selected is:-
_\_Hooper (captain ) . E. Doak, -:\T. Hib-
bard. }f. k1eplwnson. P. Jlernpstea•l 
( l'llll'q!'enc,\· ) . 
Tn ord.er to obtain funds for this trip 
a dancr was held in thr -:\'ft'11 's ('0111111011 
Room on .\pril ~6th, \\·hich was finan-
<"ia lh· s11ecessfn l to the extent of £8. 'l'he 
Com;nittec ll'onld likr to thank thos<' "·hn 
,\·e1·1! int!'rt'stPcl enough to support it. 
'l'he opportunity is takL•n here to thank 
Kin!.!' 's College for t hP lo1rn of i1 s conrt 
10 uo; so frl'qul'n1 l.'· : tlwir µ:rn<'rosit.'· wa~ 
!!reatl)· appr.eciatcd. ~\\'<• also d<':'iire to 
thank ".\frs. }'folesworth for her kmclfles., 
in eoaching tht' team arnl for all th .e time 
she has given i1s. 
IYL' congTatulate ~Alison Hooper on lH'-
lll!.!'. fl\\·arcled_ her l<'ull Blue'. 
CRICKET CLUB. 
As far as the A team is c011c.ernec1 1he· 
season which has just closed has been YPry 
s1wcessful. A bad first round was fol-
lowed by a splendid second round, in 
which the 'Varsitv tl'am showed \\·hat 
reallv o·ood materi~l it had. 'l'his sncccss 
\1·as ·dt~e largely to the splendid bowling 
of Rahmann and Lendrum. F. C. 'l'homp-
son is to be heartily congratulated on his 
splendid prrformances in the interstate 
matches, performances \\·hich haYe neYer 
been eclipsed by an.\' Queensland.rr. 
Ther.e is the usual tale to tell 'vith re-
gard to the B team. All matches were 
lost, and in many cases it was found im-
r)ossible to firld. a team. Thi1-; 'nis largely 
due to the I.Jong Vacation, bnt if 'Var;;ity 
crick.et is to progress, a r<'rned~- will have 
to be found. EYery cricketer in the 'Var-
sitY must make n~ effort to at1end prac-
tic~ reo·ularh, to turn out to matches, 
and, if possible. to play in the Long Vaca -
tion. 
\Y.e are liYing· in hopes of Sc'ndi11µ: a 
team this yrar to comprte in the Tn1er-
'VarsitY fi~tures, and \\'C a~k for thP co-
operati~n and snp11ort of all under-
oTadnates for this ]1UJ'DOSe. lf th? 1'niver-
;itY is to retain its position in ~\nstralia11 
l '1;iYersities' Sport \1·e nrnst compete in 
all Inter- 'Varsit.\' fixtures. 
ATHLETIC CLUB. 
_\t thl' annual general meeting of this 
C'lnb, held in th.e Men's Common Room 
on 'l'lrnrsday. 27th March, the follo\\·ing-
committee was rlectecl :-
President: Professor 1\'fichir. 
Yice-Presiclents: Professors Priestley 
and Richards. 
Captain: K A. 'l'ront. 
Vie.e-C'a pta in : \V. :\". Harrison. 
8ecretan·: 0. F. Anderson. 
'l'reasur~r: P. A. 1\facfie. 
'l'he captain and secretary \\·err ap -
pointed delegates to the Sports Pnion and 
the Q.A.A.A., and to the selection com-
mittee were elected the carJtain, Yicr-
capta in, and secretary. 
Tt was decided at th.e meeting tlrnt thP 
annual sports should be held as Cl:ll'l~- a-; 
possible, and that strenuous efforts be 
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made to send a team to t-ln1nev this year 
to r epresent (~ueensla11d · m . the Tnter-
'Varsity competitions. 
'L'his club is graduallv emern·in o· from 
the cloud of apathy "··hich a'.°'pp;ars to 
overshadow every branch of University 
-sport. 
:Notwithstanding Yarious excellent 
times that haYe been recorded by indi-
viduals in past :nars, to say nothing v~ 
this year's efforts, no concerted attempt1', 
at Inter-'Varsity competitions have ma-
terialised. Probably the thr.ee greatest 
.evils are finance, half-hearted support 
by many of the undergraduates, and lack 
of organised training. 'l'h.e last is pro-
bably a natural result of the first two. 
"rhe so lution should not be so very harcl 
to find. 
'rhis year we contemplated >:ending 
about five members to fiydney, in the 
hope of having the Tnter- 'Varsity Ath-
letics in Brisbane next year. 'l'hese, of 
course, ar,e our best, but there are many 
more who are not far behincl. ·would it 
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be too mllch to ask these men to train 
conscientiously next year, ancl then. wit4-
out fear or shamP. let us farp fortli to 
meet our ~011thern visitors. 
'l'h e Annual Sports were held as wmal 
on the Exhibition (}val this ~-par on 
\\'ednescl1n-, :\lav 7th. 'l'he .entries \n•1·e a 
record, but the ,·,gate." to put it frankl~- . 
was rotten. \ \'hy ! 
IV. ~. Harrison was again sue<:l'.~sful 
in winning the Wilkinson Clip. ).mining . 
first place in the :\Iile (-J..-±7 -J.j.')): :-l80 
yck (2.7-3/.) ) ; and Broa d .Jump (]Vft. :2~ ). 
Championships. a nry creditable per-
fo rmance. 
The r.esults of the eYcnts \\·ere: 
100 Yards Tnter-Coll<·g·t· ( 'hampionship. 
- P .• \ . :\Iacfie (8t. .John 's,) J: W. :\1c-
Donga ll (King's ), :2. 'l'iml'. 10 :l j.) sec. 
100 Yards ('hampionsbip.--First heat: 
P . A. l\Iacfic. l; W. :\T'Dong·all. :2. Second 
heat: S . 1\ . Trout. 1; X. E. Ha.Ymoncl. 2. 
'l'ime, 11 2/;1 sPC. Third ii Pat: F. IC 
Hirschfe ld, l: E. Ew·r<kll, :2. Timt>. 11 
:2/.) sPc. Final: P .• \ . :.\Iacfie. 1 ; :-;_ A . 
Microscopes 
Mathematical 
Instruments, 
Microscopes 
Microscopical 
Sundries 
Whalman's and 
Machine Made 
Drawing Papers 
Drawing Pencils by 
" 11 the leading 
makers are a few 
of the require-
ments stocked by 
A. P. GRffNflfLO 
& co. Ltd . 
who cate r 
spec ially 
for yon. 
0 
A. P. GREENFIELD & CO. Ltd. 
SCIENTlflC INSTRUMENT MAKfRS 
189-19 1 Grorge St. (opp. Treasury Bldgs. ), Brisbane 
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Tront. :.! : \V. ~1 ·nougall, '.~. Timr, 10 -1/.) 
sec. 
Ilandlcap. 100 Yards.- First heat: E. 
Walsb (7 .nls. ) . 1: X .Abbott (1) , 2. 
Scroncl lH'at: ~- E. Ra~·mond (-1 ) , 1: A. 
G. Brrg· (-J. ) , 2. Final: ,J. ·walsh , l: X R 
Abbott. 2: ~- E. Ra~·mond, :1. 
120 Yards Tntc•r-Collegr Hurdles Cham-
pjonship.- First h eat: G. \Y. Barlow (St. 
. John 's) . 1: C. Rnndlr (King's ), 2. 'l'imc. 
18 3 1.) sec. Second heat: ·w. "'.\f 'Dougall 
(King's). l: ,J. N. Ro,,·e (Nt. ,John's), 2. 
'l'inw. 18. -1-;) sec. Final: \V. "'.\['Dougall . 
l: G. \V. Barlow, 2. Time, 18 sees. 
] 20 Yards Hurdles C'hampionship.- E. 
Evenkll, l; R. Mundell, 2. 
Onr ~file Championship.- \V. Harrison . 
1; R. 1\forwood. 2: K. Drnrnead . 8 . Time. 
-1.4 7 -1 /.J. 
Han clicap , OlH' :\ljJc.- \\'. Harrison 
(scr. ) . 1: H. ~forwoocl (scr. ) . 2: X L. 
Kelly (130 yck ) . :3. Time, -1A7 -1/ :1. 
Old Buffers' Rclay.- 1\fo;s.es Dent and 
Phillips. ancl \Vdler and .Anrlrrson. 
Shot Pu1.- W. Bagley (80 ft. SJ in. ) . 1: 
JJ. O'i'\'Tara (30 ft. 6,1 in.), 2 . 
220 Yards Tntcr-College Cham1)ionship. 
- P . ..-\.. ilfacfie (Rt .. John's), l: L. 0'1\'fara 
(St. l1eo 's ) , 2. Time', 24 3/ .J sec. 
220 Yar1ls IIandicap.- P. A . .'.\lacfie. 1: 
:N. R. .\bbo1t, 2: 'l'ime, 2;) :)/;) sec . 
880 Yards Championship.- \V. Ilarri-
1.;on. 1 : R. l\forwoocl. 2: \V. Bagley, 3. 
TimP. 2.7 3/ fi. 
Handicap, 880 Yards.- W. Harrison 
(scr.). 1; W. Kelly (75 yds.), 2; 1\L Hul-
bert (7.) ) . 3. Time, 2.7 3/ S. 
Ili<rh .Jump Championship.-vV. M'-
Dou;ill (;'.i ft. 1in.),1; \Y. Eagle~' (5 ft.), 
2; L. Ballantyne (4 ft. 11 in.). 3. 
Broad Jump.-W. Harrison (19 ft. 2! 
in.), 1; C. Ellis, 2. 
440 Yards Championship.-S. Trout, 1; 
C. Rnndlc, 2; H, Pegg. 3. Time, 57 3/5 
sec. 
100 Yards Championship (Women).-
A. Dent 1, H. Leslie 2, G. Fer1ruson 3. 
High Jump (Women).-A. Dent 1, M. 
Macpherson and G. Ferguson, dead heat, 
2. 
\Vomen \ Rrlay.- 'Yarsity 1, College 
2. 
Tn ter-College Relay.- St. John's 1, 
King's 2. Nt. Leo's 3. 
'l'h.e Inter-College Competition resulted: 
St. ,John';.; (18 pt;.;. ) , 1; King 's (13 pts. ) , 
2; St. Leo's (2 pts. ) . 3. 
'l'h<> TnlPr-Faculty results were :- Arts 
] , 8cience 2, Engineering 3 . 
'l'hc Committee "·oulcl like to thank 
those members who so generously helped 
1o sell programmes and collect tickets at 
the gates. 
Also the Committee is deeply indebted 
10 the Q.A.A.A. officials, to whos.e in-
terest and enthm;iasm the success of the 
meeting was in no sma 11 measure due. 
WOMEN'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
\\r c are fortunate that this year most of 
last year';.; A team are still able to play 
with us, and it is with interest that both 
the A and B teams look forward to the 
Association matches, which begin Satur-
day, April lOth. We are hoping that with 
outside playern we shall be able to form 
a third team, which will also take part in 
the Asr;ociation match.es. 
On April 26th a match was played on 
the Domain, the 'Varsity A team and 
the combim•d Brisban,e team, the result 
bein•" 3- nil in favour of the 'Varsity. 
At ;fternoon tea Mrs. Gould presented 
the pennant, which had been won by th.e 
A team, who were last year's premiers. 
Inter- 'Varsity matches will be play.eel 
in Brisbane this year during second Vac. 
'l'his will be the first time that the South-
ern 'Varsity Hockey teams will have 
Yisited Brisbane. In order to raise funds 
for .entertainment purposes the Club held 
a dance on May lOth, which was most 
successful. Lat.er on, a fete is to be 
held. The assistance of all members 
of the University, and especially all those 
connected with hoclrey, is required to 
make the event one which will live long 
in the memory of all. 
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INTER-COLLEGE SPORT. 
'l'he colleges continue to b.e t hr 'Var . 
sity's greatest asset in th.e sporting line. 
and one can safely say that the standard 
this year is much higher than last. 
The Inter-College Council :Jfeeting· wa-; 
held at St. Leo 's Co Hege on :Jfarch :3Jst. 
J. "\Y. Grice was appointed chairman ancl 
"\V. G. Rankin secretary. 
At this meeting an important alteration 
in the constitution was made, excluding 
.external students from Inter-College 
sport. This was consider.eel ach·isable o\\·-
ing to large numbers in t.he colleges and a 
higher general standard of sport. 
The intercoll ege comp.etition for 1924 is 
progressing, and though athletics iR the 
only branch definitely decided, the ma-
jority of the cricket and tennis matchrs 
have been played. The appearance of 
Emmanuel in the football fixtures will 
mean, if, also, St. Leo 's put a cr.ew in tlw 
rowing, that all four colleges will be com-
peting in every branch of the competition. 
Cricket.-St. John's v. King's: Thi-; 
match was play,ed on the 26th March, at 
the Woolloongabba grounds, and resulted 
in a draw. St. John '.s batted first and de-
clared with 5 wickets clown for 168. Play 
ended with King's fi wick.ets down for 
109. 
St. John's '" St. Leo 's: This match was 
played on the 2nd April, at the Woolloon-
gabba grounds. St. John's won by 34-
runs. St. John's batted first and de-
clared with 8 wickets down for 15+. St. 
I1eo 's were all out for 120. 
King'sv.St. Leo's: This match wa" 
to have be.en played on the 9th April. but 
was postponed owing to rain. 
The r emaining three matches-Emma-
nuel v. St. John's, St. Leo's, and King's 
YA TES & JONES, 
SURVE YORS' DRAFrrSMEN 
AND AGENTS. 
Treasury Ch anlber s , 
GEORGE STREET. 
P.O. Box 385. 'Phone Cent. 621. 
'"'ill be played after the opening- of the 
cricket season in third term. 
Tennis.- King"s Y. Emmanuel: P layed 
at King's on the 28rd April, anfl " ·on b~· 
King's, 8- 0 sets; .)l-28 frnrnes . 
St. Leo 's "· St. John's: Pla nd at ~t. 
Leo's on the 2:frd April, and 1~· 011 h,v St. 
Leo's, 5- 2 sets; -1-.)- :3+ game';. 
King's Y. Rt. Leo 'i:;: Pla~·ecl at King's 
on the 80th ~\ pril, and 11·011 by King',;. 
8-0 sets; -IB- .) irnmes. 
Emmanuel '" St. .Tohn 's: Pl~1Yed ai 
Emmanuel on the 30th ,\pril. and ~von hy 
Emmanuel, 8- 0 sets; +8- 19 .µ:arnPs. 
'l'he two remaining- matches. Emmanuel 
'" St. Leo 's and St. ,John\; '" King- 's. will 
he played on the 14th :1\fay. 
Athle·tics.-As nsnal the inter-college 
athletic sports were held in conjunction 
with the Athletic ( 'ln b 's amrnal sports. 
which were held on tlw 7th .Vfa,1·. 'J'he rP-
sults " ·ere:-
St. ,John's. 18 points- 100 ydi:;. ~ lsr : 
mile, lst; hurdles, 2nd; shot put, lst : 
220 yds., lst; 880 yds., lst ; high j nmp. 
2nd; relay race, lst; broad jump, 1 st. 
King's, 13 p-Oints- 100 yds .. 2nd; mile. 
2nd; hurdles, lst; 880 ycls .. 2nd; high 
jump, lst; relay race, 2nd: broacl jnmp. 
2nd; 440 yds., lst and 2ncl. 
St. Leo's, 2 points-Shot pnt. 2ncl; :!20 
ycls., 2ncl. 
Emmanuel, 0 points. 
This gives St. John ' j; 6 points rnd 
King's 3 points in the competition. 
Other fixtures for the vear are:-
Football.- 18th .June:· St .• John's \'. 
King's (2 p.m.). Emmanuel. v . St. Leo's 
(3.30 p .m.). 
25th June: St. John's Y. St. Leo's r2 
p.m.) . Emmanuel v. King's (3.30 p.m.). 
2ncl July: King's v. St. Leo 's (2 p.m. ) . 
Emmanuel v. St. John's (3 .30 p.m.). 
Rowing.-2nd August. 
E. W. JONES. B.A .. 
TUTOR OF MATH EMATICS. 
UPPER MELBOURNE ST., 
Tel. 5536. SOUTH BRISBANE. 
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Round the 
ST. JOHN'S. 
·we rejoiced at the encl of last year to 
learn that y.e1 another of our members 
had hi:>en awarded the Hbodes-Tnky this 
time. lt is hoped that the three ,John' ~; 
men reunited in Oxford, will be a11orher 
flrop of 'n1trr 1o wear away the stone oC 
con~en-atism which. b~· all accounts. 
still <•xists tlwre. 
Th io; year \\·e an' consid,erab ly larger 
than las1. 'Ne weep for the departure of 
only Ollt' mcmlwr-Frank Barlow. At the 
beginning· of term we found eight 
freshers in our midst (the noise issuing· 
from the middle annexes reminds us of 
their presence.) ·when we thought of what 
was to happen shortly we experienced 
some <.;light trepidation. Early one morn-
ing. !tow.eyer, our frars were quite put to 
reflt. They submitted mildly to the pro-
cess of' aclmiflsion into the Ancient Order 
of Rt. ,John. One wretched youth ha:; 
1hon!.d11 fit to come into colleg.e Rincc 
the11 - a11d winter" is i-cumen in." 
Xo longer clo we hear the loud argu-
llll'111 on matters political; nor the indig-
nant protests of thos.e who prefer sleep 
1o the rrg·eneration of the world. The 
Vice has left us. The apostle of freedom 
achiews a paradox, and leads the fu11er 
life cha ined in the bonds of matrimony. 
\Ye hope that he will regard our con-
ll'ra1 u lations as not merely conventional. 
So far, no one has taken hi:; plac.e. 
On Commcm. Day we helped to ''raise 
a ringing chorm" for six St. John's 
members. May they graduate as success-
fully in that larger University-the Out-
side \Y orld (tee ! hee ! ) 
At th.e beginning· of dinner the tables 
present ~ rather incomplete appearance. 
Colleges. 
Half-way through the meal, however, fiye 
burly men tramp in. 'l'he talk that follows 
proclaim:; them to be oarsmen-in fact. 
members of the 'Varsity Eight. · 
\Ye rejoice that the "'Wilkinson Cup 
still dwells in our mid:;t. \Ve con oTatu-
late \Yalter Harrison on winning it for-
the second time. 
On Anzac Da.r a Requiem Eucharist 
was celebrated in the College Chapel, 
during which a chalice and paten, pre-
flented to the college by 1\iisfl Macmillan, 
in memory of J. D. Fryer, were dedi-
cated. 
~--0---
KING 'S. 
'l'his year, as in previous years, college 
was a scene of feverish mental activitY 
considerably before the commenceme~t 
of term, only more so this time; the aim 
and object being to convince the wily 
Prof. that we really did know a few 
things about something. Apparently the 
a.ttempt has b.een more o~ less successful, 
smce we are no poorer m numbers as a 
result thereof. 
Our only loss through graduation is 
Harold M:cCulloch, who has obtained 
First:; in Engineering. Congrats, Jigger. 
He now makes waterfalls to supply Tas-
mania with electricity. 
·The hi:;trionic Nev. has deserted the 
old home for a little while, and resides 
hard by, so his ro:;eate locks and cllieery 
chortle frequently adorn the Common 
Room-about :;upper time. 
During Commem. \V eek we were re-
galed with a Yiew of the visages of Vic. 
Greet and Bidge Mills, who forsook the 
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young idea at Mt. Morg·an, in ord,~r to 
see Commem-of course. 
Our departed ones hav.e he,~a well re-
placed by ten bright youths, who haYP 
been du ly welcomed into the fo!d. 
In Inter-College Spor t we hav{~ been 
keeping our heads abov:: water. In 
cricket we drew with St .• John's and de-
feated Emmamwl and St. 11Po 's in ten-
nis. We congratulate St. .John's r.n J!wir 
win in Athletics, and also extend our con-
gratulations to onr own worthy rep~: for 
the manner in which they annexed thir. 
te.en points, thereby obtaining; ~ <~< '. Or.d 
place. Our old bus horse, Mac, proved 
.a horse of sombre hue, while Mick'.;; train. 
ing for the pursuit of bunchy-top <.;tood 
him in good stead in the mih>. 
The customary Tennis tourname1Jt ha~ 
been commenced. and, if we can judge by 
the murderous threats of the Rports · 
Committee, seems to haYe a slight chanc.e 
of being completed. 
\Ve offer our congratulations to 
"Podge" on his flhowing in Tnterstale 
Tennis. 
Th.e hearts of all have been rejoiced by 
the prosp.ect of a billiard table, which has 
not yet arrived; meanwhile ping-pong 
provides an outlet for excefls energy dur-
ing the evening. 
One.e more the Debating Club has been 
resuscitated and one debate hafl been held 
with much success. Floreat semper. 
It was with great regr.et that we parted 
with our highly esteemed ~faster, the 
Rev. L . E. Bennett, at the end of last 
year; and it is with pleasure that we wel-
come our new Master, the Rev. II. II. 
Trigge. May his sojourn with us be a 
long and en joyable one. 
DAKIN & DAKIN. 
I. A. DAKIN, B. A. 
j . E DAKIN, B.A. 
TUTORS. 
42 Tel. Chbrs. 
Phone 3 7 4 8. 
ST. LEO 'S. 
Familiar faces ha \'C gone, st nrnµ·ers 
have come amongst us, hut the home of 
good-fellow.-;hip remains nnchang-.ed. 'l'he 
freshrrs lrnn' mon' than compensat<'c1 us 
for the exodus of last year. ancl this .n·;1r 
\\-e h<He a record number in residene<'. 
Our co11gratnlatio11s are trll(lPred to our 
latest graduates, Herb. :\I cCauµ·lwy .. J eny 
Allman, ~eel Boulton. and .Jack (']pary : 
and also to .Jack Barn·. an old Lconiail. 
1\•ho obtain.eel l<'i1·sts in J Iistory. :\Icn· 
graduc1tio11, ho11·t'HT. fades into insigni -
ficance in the light of .Jor Boylan 's µTea t 
achieYement. To .foe. LPo ';; offers ron -
grats, congrats, and <·ongratH. 
Herb . .McCaughey. finding Gympie a" 
uncongenial as th.e teaching profrs:;ion, 
has retired to h is country Yilla. whcrr hr 
cogitat<>s on the rclatiYe merits of the la"· 
profession and farming., clream:nµ· th t' 
while of Colleg.e life and Tarsity foot-
ball. .Jerry is at present holidaying i11 
\Yarwick, but occasionally drops in for <1 
week-end to render for us IIarston's lat -
est. The Cleary brothers and George Pot 
tinger are at Sydney rniwrsit:·. p11nrn -
ing their r.:tndies in dentistry. 
Our l1itcrary and Debating ~oeiet.'· 
has been thorough l~· rejuY.ena tecl, and the 
meetings haYe disclosed latent talent of 
no mean quality. 'l'he lecturettcs hav<· 
proved interesting and varied. \Ye ha Ye 
been taken for a clay through Lon(lOJJ. and 
C. B. FREEMAN, 
DENTAL SURGEON, 
City Chamb er s, 
Edward Street. 
L .D .Q., 
Tel. 2844. 
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haye seen and heard Niagara Falls from 
a distance. 
Bandaged knees and ankles, broken 
shoulders, splints, and thumbi'i up, all hear 
witness to the advent of the football sea-
son. At the time of writing· elewn J.;eon-
ians are incapacitated, which accounts for 
our poor showing in the Athletics. In 
passing we congratulate the captain and 
vice-captain of the 'Varsity Firsts. both 
of whom are I1eonians. 
In Tennis we were successfnl in defeat-
ing John's, but f~iled hopelessl~r against 
King's. Notwithstanding a brilliant inn-
ings by ''Bill'' Ahern, we w.ere beaten by 
John's at cricket. To our Yictors we offer 
heartiest congratulations. 
To those interested we announce that 
the following articles will be auctioned in 
the near future: A noiseless punching 
hall a yari.ed assortment of hats, and a 
' . 
eheap bicycle with a Ford car thrown m. 
---**--
EMMANUEL. 
·with the commencement of the aca-
.demic year five freshers · were welcomed 
in the time-honoured fashion, and next 
morning rumours of the doings of the 
Ku Klux Klan spread along the 'ferrace. 
We may pass over the anguish, both men-
tal and physical, which the victims en-
dured, but they wer.e all "in at the 
death," when supper was served in the 
small hours of the morning. 
During the Vacation, one of our mem-
bers took the fatal plunge. Congratula-
tions to Rev. J . H. Costello on his mar-
riage to Miss M. Speed. 
'l'he year has opened with brighter 
prospects in sport, for we are now able 
to enter teams in all branches of Tnt.er-
Collegiate Sport. 'l'he recent improve-
ments made to the Tennis Court wer~ 
,·.en· much appreciated, and there was 
keen rivalry for places in the coll egc 
team. 
Billiards ha Ye been Yery popular again, 
and a tournament has already been held. 
'l'h.e College Council donated a ping-pong· 
table, and many interesting matches haYe 
been held on it. 
The long deferred meeting of the De-
bating· Society came off shortly before 
Commem, and it was decided that 
"\¥omen shonlcl be admiitecl to the pro-
fe:-;sions.'' 'fhe fair undergraduates 
should feel pleased that thrir position is 
thus str.engthened. 
Commem practices offered an exc:use 
to some of our number for not •1·orking 
in the beginning of the year, so now 
Commem is over, we shall exp.ect the 
lighting to increase threefold. However. 
next term we shall probably be able to 
t.ell the usual tale of "·oe, though so far 
some of our readers have shown them-
selves quite immune even to the indncr-
ments of Leap Year dances. 
We offer our heartiest congratulations 
to all the graduates of the year, and es-
pecially to Norm Harvey on his Seconds 
in lYioderns. 
Inter.est in the piano has not waned. 
and many tuneful melodies rise from the 
Common Room. The "Sheik of Araby'" 
must have been inoculated with a monkey 
•>"land for he has come to life again with 
;,edoubled energy. Henry's violin is once 
again making itself heard, after a long 
period of 'silence. Yea, verily, 
"At the College on the hill, sir, 
Of life we take our fill, sir, 
And sing until we're ill, sir, 
To drive dull care away." 
---o---
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WOMEN'S COLLEGE. 
·we returned to College this ~·ear with 
two dominant thoughh;-chicfly, there 
would be no Miss Bage. ·we miss her y,ery 
much (ca r included). though her genero-
"ity in sending ne\ys of budget size con-
-;oles to some extent. In her plac.e we wel-
come Miss Hunt, as Acting Principal, and 
trust her year will be a happy one. W c 
welcomed her one nig·ht. officially. with 
music and coffre. 
Thought Two was that th.e eyes of 
eYeryonc , eYerywlwre, were on ns, for this 
year a big public appeal is being made to 
wipe out the Colleg.e debt. Tt is up to us, 
and those who have gone before, to take 
a part. Therefore the present company 
purpOSl' hol<linµ· a clanc.e early next term, 
and hope for the co-operation of thr 
·varsit,v on that occasion. 
'l'he Freshers. six in number, were ini-
tiated shorth· af1cr th.eir arrival, and 
showed the~selvrs capable of much en-
durance- physical at any rate . 
·we held our firs1 "At Home" for th.e 
~·e ar on ,)th April, it proYing a.s success-
ful as eYer. Th e snpper Yerandah was 
transformed with streamers and lanterns 
a la mode Eastern, and table tennis. our 
latest acquisition, was much in eYidence. 
\Ve congratulate Lucy ~filfull and 
Jessie Smart on their success in Honours. 
They, with Sandy, were down for their 
B.A., but we were sorry Dorothy Yates 
couldn't come oYcr from Maoriland for 
the cere<mon~' · Topsy-Miss Bartholomew 
now-was also one of the elect, and with 
her promotion to the position of Resident 
Tutor acts as our stepping stone to the 
"powers that be." Ruth George cheered 
us for a fortnight and gave a parting 
gift to the Library before goin g back to 
Rockhampton. Marion Shipley paid us 
a call recently. Ethel's cheery face and 
generous hand will be missed this year. 
rro her, bon yoyage and .expectations that 
she '11 return speaking pure Parisian. Jean 
\V allaee liws in Malay-temporarily, we-
- assure you, though she says papa might 
k.eep her OYer there ''ages and ages.'' 
Heartiest congratulations to Marg and 
rrony on taking the first step. 
As regards sport we are proud to claim 
the Captain and one other member of the-
Int.er-Varsity Tennis Team. 
'l'hey travel South shortly, with our 
bright hopes for their success. 
Commem. Day is just OYer, and, oh r 
"The wild, wild wimmin!" At pre -
sent, gongs disturb but few; and 
the stampede of the ''cow elephants'' on 
their way to the morning dip gives ,each 
late 'un more dreamy thoughts of "me in 
me boat" on the rolling, rolling sea. Try, 
though, the gentler strains of Ding-a-ling 
One, Two. or Three-that never fails re-
sponse. 
Well, to us and you we wish a happy 
year. 
for your University or College 
functions you require Printing 
of a High Degree. 
C. ]. WALKER 
of 129 GEORGE STREET 
('PHONE 2805) 
Is in a position to supply your 
wants, having all the facilities 
necessary for the attainment of 
:: desirable results. :: 
INVITATION CARDS, MENUS 
PROGRAMMES, and all Classes of 
Printing executed with neatness and 
despatch. 
LECTURE BOOKS, NOTE BOOKS, 
FOUNTAIN PENS, and all lines of 
GENERAL & OFFICE STATION· 
ERY at most reasonable prices. 
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P ersonalia. 
Let uio; talk of our people abroad. ~\ t 
Oxford ther.e are 'l'ommy Lawton , .Jrrse 
Burton and Rob. Hall. 'l'ommy continues 
to cover himself with glory at football 
and has half blues for swimming, " ·ater 
polo and weight-putting. He also rows in 
his college (New) eight, and to his great 
annoyance was rec.ently voted the most 
popular man in Oxford. He to~· s with a 
few pigs in his ,;pare time. 
J erse is playing football as centre three · 
quarter for Queen's and r.eading history. 
while Rob. at ~fagdalen delves in philoso-
phy and trots round the running track, 
fluently cursing the freezingly cold 
weather. The two sp.end their vacs. m 
Europe, chiefly at Paris and Florence. 
George Leckey was last heard of at 
Manchester with Metropolitan-Vickers. 
He was to leave for Australia this month 
and be in Queensland in June. 
Gart. Pardo.e is at Rugby, and .Jim 
Dowrie, Bert. Axon, and Jock Lewis arc 
also somewhere in England with various 
engineering firms. Jimmie also is sculling 
up and down the Putney-Mortlake course. 
Buff Donaldson is still with Brown 
Boveri in Switzerland. 
Freddy Whitehous.e is performini,r very 
well at St. John's, Cambridge. He re-
membered his Queensland M.Sc., however. 
Fergus Irvine is employed somewhere 
in the U.S.A. 
Lex. Hutchii;;on is doing med. ' 'over 
there.'' He was last seen in London. 
Alan Row, Rhodes scholar 19U-, is doing 
med. and playing football at Bart's, in 
London. 
Reg. Cassidy, Rhodes scholar, 191:1 , 
is supporting• the air force somewhere in 
English skies. 
Hilda Withecombc was at Oxford last 
term. 
Jean Wallace sp.ends her time at Tai-
ping, Perak, F.M.S. 
And nearer home, there is Dot Yate,:;, 
teaching in Auckland, N.Z. 
And those who are going-
Ethel Campbell mad.e a start on the 3rl1 
May for England. 
Jack Horsley leaves .on the 15th for the 
Soudan, in Africa. He has a job th.ere. 
Lex. ::\1amnillan and MaYis Walker 
leave on the 15th for England and Scot-
land and numerous other places. 
~ita Barrie leaves for the U.S.A. 
shortly. 
Congratulations to ·w. II. Kerr, Arthur 
Hell, and .Norm. Bennett on gaining· th-3 
Go,-ernmen t Sugar Scholarships. 'fhe~· 
will all be leaving io;oon for America and 
other places where sugar is grown . 
·w.H.K. is at present working in the geo-
log)· department, as his researches will be 
in the direction of soil chemistry. Arthur 
Bell is in the biology department. He 
deals with plant pathology. .Norm. Ben -
nett is at ·walkers Ltd., Maryborough. 
He deals with thr machinery department 
of sugar. 
And those who have come back-
Peter Grenning, Rhodes scholar, 1919. 
returned in February, after a trip through 
the forests of countries in Asia and of the 
Pacific, ancl is officer in charge of work-
ing plans in the Queensland Forestry De -
partment. Re also plays hockey for tlw 
'Vario;itv. 
Eric ·Partridge, travelling ;scholar, 1921, 
after enormous researches in the libraries 
of Oxford and Paris, has come back armed 
with a B.Litt. He leaves us again in June. 
And those who have joined us-
W e welcome: Miss M. Hunt, B.A., Act -
ing-Principal of the ·women's College, 
from ~H. Gambia. 
Also the Rev. H . H. 'friggc, M.A., B.D., 
who has succeeded the Rev. L. E. Bennett 
as Master of King's College. He hails 
from Melbourne, with first-class honours 
in philosophy, and much experience as 
chaplain on H.M.A.S. Sydney. 
And of those at home-
To 1\'Ir. and Mrs. Jack Rendle we wish a 
happy teething of John Murray I-Iendle, 
aged-not much. 
And to the following we wish a 11 mari-
tal joy and bliss-
Mr. F . W. Paterson and Mir;s Blackman. 
Mr. Colin Bingham and Miss Lex. 
Strachan. 
Mr. D. Harding and Miss Lyle Johnson. 
Mr. Stan Brown and Miss \V. Prowse. 
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::\fr. ~Walt.er Douglas and ::\1iss ::\1eta 
Brookes. 
Mr. Bryan Penton and :\1iss Olga Moss. 
~fr. Rob. Barbour and ::\1iss E. \Yool-
nough. 
And to these, congratulations and best 
wishes on their engagements-
Mr. Bain bridge and Miss Eleanor 
Shewan. 
:Mr. 'l'on.v Anthony ai1d ::\1i~s 1\farj. Hib-
bard. 
Mr. II. V. Byth and Miss ::\1iriam ,Jones. 
Mr. E. Thomas and Miss Kathleen 
\Vearne. 
\Ve pause for breath. and become a 
post-office directory. 
Teaching in Mount Morgan claims 
Bidge Mills, Vic. Greet, Elsie Muir, Mar-
garet Macplwrson , Julia Gordon and Jack 
King. The school holidays brought a lot 
of them to Brisbane. 
Nutts Powell is teaching in the 'l'owers. 
Gordon Fisher and J_;oll.'' J_;eslie are 
teaching in \V arwick. 
Tony Smith is teaching in Cairns. 
Jack Cleary is doing med. in Sydney. 
Bung· Winks is in the Agricultural 
Chemist's Department. 
Doug-. Henderson is engineer to the Q. 
:M.etal Co. 
Harold McCulloch is engineering with 
th.e Tasmanian GoYernment Hydro-Elec-
tric Department. 
Frank Barlow is engineering the 'l'oo-
woomba City Council's sewerage scheme. 
Eddie White is going to Port Kembla, 
N.S.\V., as a chemist. 
::\fiss Rose I. Bartholomew is resident 
tutor in the \V omen 's College, and is. 
teaching at St. Margar.et 's, Albion, as well 
as doing a post-mortem course in biology 
and a few other things at the 'Varsity. 
Congratulations to Alf Schmidt, on 
gaining the Government Engineering Re -
s.earch Scholarship. 
Eric Freeman, John Berry and Reg. 
Cooper are all engineering in Brisbane. 
Tic. Dancer and H. V. Byth have 
started a school in "the granite belt." 
Tic. Townsend is on the "Daily Mail." 
Madalen Hulbert and Ruth George are 
teaching at Rockhampton G.G.S. 
Trahit sua quernque voluptas 
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For forty years has the Poulsen Studios be~n 
recognised as Brisbane's Leading Photographic 
Studio. We advance with the times ; and the 
high quality of our portraiture is without equal. 
A photograph of yourself now and again will b~­
come a cherished possession for ) ou and yours m 
after years; a kind of milestone along the road 
of your career. 
When we remind you that Mr. Poulsen tak~s all 
photographs himself, you will no doubt decide a t 
once to make an appointment. 
Just Ring Central 793. 
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POULSEN STUDIOS 
18 QUEEN STREET (near Bridge), BRISBANE. 
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Letters to the Editor. 
Dir,- In your peregrinations round the 
1\fod('rns Room and the Librar~· you will 
not haw failed to notice that both these 
chambers are barred. Barred. T say, sir, 
with steel nehYorks that coyer the c1oors 
likt> "·in• netting around a barn.,·arcl. 
Kow \\'hr is this' 'l'ht> desire to lmrntify 
thesp rooms, so lacking- in the amen it ip:-; 
of ciYilisation, has qnitP eYid.entl» not 
been the predominant motiYe. An impar-
tial spectator like yourself. \\'ho do not 
8nfi'er from h.eing kc.lured at in them. can 
obsene the forbidding appearance thes•· 
rooms preRent. An nnnatural silrncr , a 
sinistPr forebodi11p: of loquaeit;· to rorne. 
broods oyer them . C'hcrrful gTonps o[ 
stnd.ents grO\Y pale and hesitant as they 
approach. And it is in such a prison, -;ir 
that "·e receiYc lecturrs. Tnsult to injur;·. 
sir! 
·we feel confined in such a place; tlH%' 
bars hem UR in. Onr thoui:rhts, as well 
as our persons, pxpericnce a sensation 
of oppri:>ss1n· limitation. And suppose, 
sir. that some unfortunate 8tudent, OYer-
come h.'· words and heat. were to collapse. 
Both ber rPscner and herself could quite 
ea '·ily he horribl,\' mangled in the rnsh of 
too Pager hclp.ers to 01wn the door leading 
into the Lib, and thence to the fresh, i11-
Yigorati11p: air of tlw thr ontsid(' \\'ol'lcl. 
Yd another thought strikes mp as T 
burn against this injustice. Bars arc put 
np, sir, eith.er to keep pcoplr in or ont. 
:'\o\\' it is obYiousl~- unthinkable that any-
one should desire to enter the Mod;;; room 
to receiYe lectur.es unless he had to. 
Hence it anpears that onr mentors arc dc-
Rirous that no escape shall be pmrniblc 
nntil the final words haYe been uttered. 
'l'hosr people at the rear are fortunate 
n0 longer: the~- can " ·ithclraw unnoticed 
only br crawling to the Lib floor and 
creeping thronp:h the ke?hole. Bnt th;s 
means of exit is forbidden to stnclrnts. 
so inclispntabl~· they will not attempt it. 
.......................................................................................................................................... ........................................................ £ 
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+ t ~ North Queensland I 
+ i 
+ + + • I Australia's fo~r~~~ Paradise I 
+ + 
+ + + Delightful Climate Enchanting Scenery • 
+ + ! - ;\' o more fascinating Winter Trip can be taken than - ! t that embracing in it~ itinerary the picturesque Eastern I 
! Seaboard of Queensland where, steaming in placid ~ t waters, one views in comfort the island dotted sea, i 
+ and revels in the exquisite beautv of the Whitsunday • 
! and Hinchinbrook Passages. The Barron Falls, ! t Barron Gorge, Lakes Eacham and Barrine, Tully and ! 
:.~ Millstream Falls, and Chillagoe Caves are noted :.~. 
throurrhout the Commonwealth for their beauty. _ 
t B:OKLET"' AND FURTHER INFORMATION OBTAINABLE AT i 
' i 
1 Queensland Govt. Intelligence and Tourist Bureau, 1 
t Circular Quay Buildings, Queen Street, Brisbane. ! 
~ (Opposi te Custom House.) i 
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So it r emains but to await the turning of 
the lecturer 's back, and then a hurried 
but noiseless withdrawal. This will quite 
certainly make for a feeling of mutual 
distrust and suspicion. '' Eheu, fugaces ! '' 
the lecturer will sigh as he turns round 
to glimpse the tail of a gown vanishing 
through the door. He may even be re-
duced to the expedient of attaching stu-
dents to their seats until the lecture i<> 
concluded. "All hope abandon, ye who 
enter here!" might well serve as a motto 
over the portal. 
And so our chains, sir, are gradually 
being drawn tight.er; the boundaries to 
our freedom are becoming more restricted. 
May some Garibaldi arise in our hour of 
need to break our shackles and raise us 
to the light.-I am, .etc., 
''LIBERTY.'' 
---0---
Sir,-It is with a gr.eat deal of hesita-
tion that I wri~e to you of the things that 
lie nearest to my heart, for I am told, 
:;;ir, that you are indeed to be pitied, one 
of the outer few, '' b.eyond Good and 
Evil,'' if I may b.e pardoned for likening 
you to Nietzsche's infamously unortho-
dox work. You must pardon me, I beg, if 
I seem to compare you to that product of 
a disordered digestive system; but as I 
said above, this is what I am told. How-
ever, sir, I have at length decid.ed that it 
is my duty as a member of this .our 
glorious Empire to draw your attention 
to that which must have stirred even \'Our 
heart, hidden as it is under a ma~s of 
her.etical doctrines and suggestions, if 
only you could have been persuaded to 
look upon it with seeing eyes. Is then' a 
man alive, sir, who did not feel the 
quickened pulse, the palpitating beat of 
his patriotic heart as he viewed the 
Light Squadron ar; it lay at rest, but a 
short time since, on the bosom of our 
noble river? You must agree with me, 
sir; ther.e is not! 
Our Navy, sir, is a s~'mbol, the grrat 
symbol of our might; it is an everlasting 
monument to that spirit of peace, free-
•••••••••••••••••• .. •··•··•··•··•··•··•••••••••••·••••••••·•••••·•••••••••••••••••·•··• .. • .. •··•••••·•••••••••••·•··•··•··•··•• ·•··•··•··•··•··• .. •··•··•••ll•••••••·•••• ·•··~··•··•··•··••••··• .. •• 
THE LIBRARY OF 
STANDARD LIVES. 
The "Library of Standard Lives," we 
think, is the best and cheapest venture at 
popularising standard biographies that has 
yet been attempted. 
Well printed on good quality paper, with 
frontispiece portrait and title-page on art 
paper. Each biography contains about 3 8 4 
pages, with a specially compiled appendix, 
chronology, notes, and full index. 
TITLES NOW AVAILABLE: 
F. de Bourienne-NAPOLEON. 
Robert Southey-NELSON. 
Agnes Strickland-QUEEN ELIZABETH. 
Madame Campan-MARIE ANTOINETTE. 
P. W. Sergeant-EMPRESS JOSEPHINE. 
P. W. Sergeant-CLEOPATRA. 
W. H. Maxwell- WELLINGTON. 
Thomas Carlyle-OLIVER CROMWELL. 
P. Cunningham-NELL GWYNN. 
Titles arriving shortly:-
John \Vesley, Lael)' Hamilton, l\Iaclame De 
Stael, Samuel Joh11son, l\Iaclame Du Barry, 
George \Vashh1gton, Queen Victoria, ~Cary 
Queen of Scots. 
Price only 2/6 per volume, or 2/9 post free 
THE STORY OF MODERN 
SCIENCE. 
This fine set, profusely illustrated, reads 
like a modern Arabian Nights. A new and 
comprehensive library covering the scientific 
wonders of earth and sea and the limitless 
heavens. 
Complete, 10 volumes, bound in cloth, 
2559 pages, 472 illustrations. 
Price only 25/-, postage 1/9. 
Contents of the volumes: 
Vol . 1-Charting the Universe. 
Vol. 2-Expl<Jring the Atom. 
Vol. 3-Analysing the Man. 
Vol. 4-Conjuring with Plants. 
Vol. 5-Juggling with Animal Life. 
Vol. 6-·wonderworking by Machinery. 
Vol. 7-Bettering the Race. 
Vol. 8-Super Engines of \Var. 
Vol. 9- Radio Mastery of the Ether. 
Vol. 10- Man and the Magic of Medicine. 
... ............................................................................................ . 
Barker's Bookstore, 
Albert St., Brisbane. 
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dom, and goodwill towards all men, which 
has ever been prominent in all our deal-
ings with less favoured peoples. I say 
"our,'' sir, because the Yisit of the TJig-ht 
Squadron has proved quite conclusiYel~· 
that we are one with the Motherland and 
her sons. So strongly inde.ed. were some 
reminded of all that they had left behind 
that it was touching· to observe how they 
appreciated the affection that was so 
lavishly bestowed upon them throughout 
the city. It is not often that strong men 
cry, sir, but tears glistened on many a war-
scarred fac.e on that eventful day when 
they had to say "good-bye" to people 
whom they had learned to love and 
cherish as tlrnir own. Their stay was a 11 
too short; but, ah, sir, Fleet Week m 
Brisbane will not be forgotten lightly by 
the many who lme"· Jack ashore. 
But you are doubtless a"·are. sir. that 
while Rome are born gr.eat, and some 
achieve greatness, yet too many others 
have greatness thrust upon them. And 
~-on are surely of th.e latter class. For 
whether you will it or not. ~'OU have been 
honoured with a request to subscribe to 
the loan that must be raised in order to 
s.end the fleet to the confine'> of our Em-
pire. For myself. Sir. 1 am owrwhelmed 
when I think that I' also have been chosen 
(a 11 unworthy as I am) to contribute to-
wards the £fi00.000 which is rer1uired to 
show our appreciation of all that the 
Navy has done for us . Just think, sir, 
what such a further debt .of honour means 
to us. Surely our resources ar.e at last 
strained to their utmost. Indeed, it re-
minds us all too clearly that we of the 
chosen people must be prepared to bear 
with exalted mien the burdens that be-
come our stations. In short, sir, we can-
not but r.emember in our wavering· 
moments that nobility also has its obli-
gations. 
But you, sid do you also feel that 
noble spirit stirring within you? Have 
I succeeded in arousing any of the emo-
tion that must lie dormant within your 
rugged bosom ? It is said that you are a 
citizen of the world, but take heed, I prav. 
before it is too late. We are t he people 
of the world, sir, and George. our Kin•!· 
a right worthy Defender of our Faith. 
Other nations may arise-and fall 
through the lust for empire-but we re-
main triumphant throughout the endless 
years. From the Equator to th.e Poles. 
from Aristotle to Einstein we are and 
eyer shall be. 
Yours, etc .. 
A. J.B. 
[vV.e cannot but deprecate the unfor-
tunate spirit of "Jingoism" which i<; 
manifested in this communication.-Erl. t 
:.~:~::~~::~~::;"Seawood" now 79/6 
Guaranteed ::lix Months, and the Gut for Two Mon~hs. Used by ~alms on tol!r 
with Australian Davis Cup Team. Can be obtamed Strung with Armour s 
Waterproof Gut or Tracy's, at 
b. ' T . D t BRISBANE ARCADE, A N. Ro inson s enn1s epo Adelaide s~ . End 
• (upstairs) 
G L Patterson, 84 /- ; l .Z., 81 /-; S.N.D .. 82/6 ; Lambert Chambers, 79/-; Gold Medal, 64/· ; 
· ·Renshaw , 41 /-; Matador, 47/6 ; Greenwood, 21/ -. Repairs Guar anteed. 
Rackets Re-strung 30/ - , 25/-, 20/-, 17/6, 15/-. Support those who Support You. 
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Why We Haven't Published Them. 
E.C.'l'.: Holding "Pre-lTniYersity Edu-
cation" until next issue. It moYes u,; 
strangely to know that one undergrad. 
at least appreciate;-> our difficulties. 
.J .T.lI. : "Capacity for Pleasure" is but 
a jumble of philosophical terms. Your 
r.elegation of ":;\faterial ists"' (meanin g. 
we suppose, Healif;ts) to the uttermost 
depths, is, to say the least of it, delight-
fully naif. 
J .D . : "School 11agazines" just misses. 
''Quotation'' and ''My Bookcase'' are 
both weak, while ''Thoughts on Sl.eep" 
gaYe the staff n ightmares. l loweYer, we 
appreciate your spirit and hope for more 
contributions in the futur e. 
~Iarbury. "Dingo Hunt" is being con-
sider.ed for next issue. Is it modesty that 
makes you conceal your identity from the 
staff? 
H enry IX.: " lTnder the Frangipanni" 
moYed us to tears. ~When will undergr ads 
rea lise that it is as difficult for them to 
ll'rite convincing- short stories as it is for 
a capitalist to .enter into the kingdom of 
IIeaYen? 
:\lonsieur Y: "Martha" would proba,bly 
be much more appreciated if Lawflon had 
not handled a similar theme in " While 
the Bi ll y Boils." T he comparison favom·1; 
Lawson. 
A. J .B . 
- - **- -
Poems of Passion. 
THE PA SSlOXATE SHEPHt<:Rn OS HIS 
LOVE. 
0 Woman wit h the mute a n d ten der touch 
Of child lik e sympathy, m y beatin g hear t 
Was s lack en ed in its co urse wh en you den ied 
Me t hat fo r which my lonely soul did year n: 
To stan d beside the slowly movin g t ide, 
Ou r t houg hts in t un e, just you a nd I a lone; 
T o tou ch those lip s and hold you in my a rms 
Un ti l m y soul h a d melted into t hin e. 
Th ose sh inin g eyes li ke s t a r s in summ er ti me 
R efl ect for me t h e beauties of this worl d, 
The birds and flow ers and t h e etern a l hills, 
Bu t a lso tell of di s tan t summer skies, 
W her e you in form divin e a n ymph did dwell. 
Thy puri ty and innocen ce, 0 Gi rl , 
Not ever thus sha ll my hot sp iri t quell. 
N. L . 
ASO'J' Hl~ R PASSIOSATJ<j SHJ<~ PHERD OX 
HIS LOYE. 
Deep hau n tin g eyes an d rippi in g go ld eac h 
tress, 
Hesitan t in mi n e small hands with sh y caress 
And lips of sun set re d or red of rose 
Or scarl et poppies bowing to t he breeze 
adown t he s lopes-
By my side is she- I wond er a t her brave 
r e pose-
Con ten t, eager to h e lp o'er cr u mblin g h opes 
As my ch osen m ate. Never di d ma n have 
cla im 
T o such a gem as this precious pearl of mine 
\Vhose r a rest smile wou ld s pur him on to 
fam e. 
Ou r path m ayh a p is s prinkled n ot with 
wine ..... 
Away with fears ! Im patien t at delay 
My lady beckons; a lready she treads the way. 
P. 
BOOKS and ST AT I 0 N E R Y. 
We specialise in BIBLES, TH E O L O G ICAL LIT E R ATU R E and 
Books suitable for P resentation. Y ou are Cordially Invited to Inspect 
our stock: she lves and tab les are arranged to faci litate personal selection 
at your comfor table leisure. 
DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS. PLAIN AND ARTISTIC STATIONERY. 
FOUNTAIN PENS, PENCILS, &c. 
QUEENSLAND BOOK DEPOT, Epworth House, 
233-234 ALBERT S TREET, BRISBANE. 
May, 1924 . G Ali:JIAHRA. 
University Students are 
of the Four: 
one 
-/ ,,; who knows not and knows not h<' knows 
not, he is a fool-shun him; 
_ J,; who knows not and knows lu• knows not, 
h<> is simpl<•-t!'ach him; 
J~ who knows an<l knows not h<' knows, h<' is 
as leep-\\·akt-' hiln; 
l •~ who knows an<I knows he knows, h<' is 
wis<'- follow him!" 
- Arabian Proverb. 
Verb Sap. 
Follow him! for "he knows he knows;" he has proved that you get 
complete satisfaction by dealing with The Carter-Watson Co. Ltd., 
Printers, Stationers, etc., 571-573 :\!fain Street, Kangaroo Point, and 65 
Elizabeth Street, Brisbane - the Printers of the University Magazine. 
-JOHN 
HISLOP 
& SONS 
funeral Directors 
544 Queen St. 
Petrit:'s Bight. 
Brisbane. Phone 205 
Central. 
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Ex .... 
Policy. 
Quicquid agunt homines . . . could 
serve as the tag on the sub-title page of 
"Galmahra" did the undergradua t.es 
realise that the Mag can serve as a vehicle 
for their thoughts, of whatever kinds. 
Any article, expressive of any opinion, 
provided th.e literary form be suitable, 
will be accepted. The purpose of the 
Mag, if any, is to give expression to the 
ideas that actuate the undergraduates of 
this University. That some such ideas 
will prove distasteful to many may be 
admitt.ed; but an opportunity of an-
swering such articles in the same issue 
will be afforded to people who hold differ-
ent views ion the subj.ect. The Mag takes 
sides with no party. It is the field, not a 
combatan t. 
Secretaries. 
N otice'l of the closing day for copy 
have, as in preYious years , shown them-
selves to be of no va]Jle: articLes still 
arriYe late; but the delight at receiving 
contributions from people, not of the few 
upon whom the Mag. has been relying for 
some lengthy time, is such that it nullifies 
wrath at th e tardin ess. Secretaries. how-
eYer, acc.ept with their position Yarious 
duties ~o the body of which they are offi-
cers. And we conceive that one of thesr 
duties is to tell of the actiYites of th .eir 
socifltY to the University through the 
pag-es. of "Galmahra." Instead we have· 
the enter taining spectacle of m.emberR of 
the Mag. Committer in pursuit of Recre-
~aries who lrnYe forgotten notes, or clicl 
not know when cop~- closed , or eYen- 'tis 
Cathedra. 
a fact-h eld that the writing of the club's 
activities was the last duty to clevo lw 
upon the secretary. The Mag. is not pub-
lished up to time, it is said . Secr.etar ies 
are an efficient means of delaying its datP 
of appearance. 
• • 
Signatures Wanted. 
May we r equest thoRe p.eople who send 
in contributions to sign their names as 
well as appending noms de plume. B~­
this means the author may be approached 
should his article seem to n.eed modifica-
tion in large measure. Contributors have 
resented their artic les' being changed b:Y · 
the Committee, so articles haYe on occa-
sion been relegated to the \V.P.B. rather 
than accepted in their original form. \ \r ere> 
they signed it would benefit the con-
tributors and the Committee alikP. 
* * * 
The Third Issue. 
'l'he third is1Sue, it has been decided by 
the Council, must appear v.ery soon after 
the commencement of term. If this is 
to be clone a great deal of copy will need 
to be held over from second issue. Con-
tributors are therefore asked fenently t o 
s.end in their copy in second term as fa r 
as possible. 
* 
Exchang.es. 
S~'dn ey Grammar Magazine, Univer-
sity College Hospital Magazine. King's 
School Magazine. "Blue and ·white." 
"The Conclaminian ," " The Newinirton-
ian .' the "S..J.C." 
C. A. SPURGIN, 
Hairdresser and Tobacconist. 
Only Address: 288 Q_ueen Street, Brisbane. 
Opposite G.P.0. 
The Largest and Best Equipped Hygienic Saloon in Australia. 
16 First-class Hairdressers Employed 16 
Electrical and Hand Massage. Vapourizing. Haircutting 
Beard Trimming. Shaving, etc. 
Large Stocks of Smokers" Requisites. 
Everything First-Class. 
Telephone 979 
A. McLEOD, 
11 
BOOKSELLER, 
Cleanliness and Personal Attention. 
Look for the name SPURGIN. 
Elizabeth Street, 
BRISBANE. 
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THE CENTRAL SPORTS DEPOT 
BRISBANE ARCADE (Upstairs) Phone 6893 
Will keep your Tennis Expense" at a minimum by giving 
you the very best for tbe Lowest Cost. 
C. M. CRANFIELD. 
65 ELIZABETH STReer , BRISBANE 
AND AT MAIN ST , KANGAROO POINT 
ALL LEADING BRANDS OF 
RACQUETS IN STOCK. 


